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Travis
named
university
provost

An interview with
the President

Cherie Skoc"'z""'e'-'n_ _ _ __

With the Inauguration of John Carroll
Universny's twenty-second president less
than a day away, The Carroll News thought it
would beanapproriate timeroconverse with
the man who will be leading this university
into the 21st century.
Who exactly is Rev. john]. Shea, SJ., and
how will his views affect the average john
Carroll student? From golf handicaps to
views on lowering the legal drinking age to
18, The Carroll News found some definitive
answers.
By Gina Girardot, Editor -in-Chid

Q: What would you never change about
john Carroll?
A: "The beauty of the campus, the great
sense of community and the openness and
love that the faculty has for the school."
Q: In the pa:
e ebate over 2+hour
visitation in the dorms has been a heated
one._your views?
A:"l'd be willing to look at it, but there are
a lot of people who have a vested interest in
it. I have doubts though, on how it would
help the quality of education [that is the real
purpose that you're herel Freedom doesn't
always mean complete absence of laws. Some
freshmen are not ready to be totally on their
own, we are not going to contribute to their
failure in the first month-and-a-half of college by giving them too much freedom. just
like eating meals away from home, doing
laundry and new teachers are adjustments
for freshmen,so is the freedom of being away
from home. A little magic wand doesn't
make college students fully reasoningadults.
There needs to be a greater transition from
the protective cocoon of home and here, and
by avoiding extremes."
Q: JCU was ranked by U.S. News and
World Report as the greatest binge-drinking school in the country, what do you think
has caused this, and how could this be
a voided in the future?
A: "Although I didn't see that report, I do
know of a Harvard report that showed binge
drinking is prevalent on all campuses, and it

News Editor

Fredenck Travis has been
named umversny provost by jCU
President Rev. john]. Shea, S.j.
As provost, Travis is responsible
forcoordinating the academ ic,extracurricular and spiritual de vel·
0 p .
mentof
t h e
John
Carroll
s t u -

dents
To help
hun ar
com
pI ish
[his
t C Vll.

Rev. John J. Shea, SJ, university president, talks with students as he and his dog
walk around the Quad.
showed alcohol's bad influence. Obviously sons: it reduces social anxiety, they feel that
it is bad for the health of the drinker; but the they can better interact with their peers,
destructive, violent behaviorthat[resultslin they feel less shy and self conscious.
The real world slaps you back into reality
a dorm situation has a negative impact on
!after
college!, you can't possibly advance in
non-drinkers as well. A possible solution is
to have Student Affairs change the a career and drink every night. It's hard to
philosophy.... there seems to be an over-em- differentiate a problem drinker versus the
phasis on drinking and partying. We want changed college student."
Q: Do you think lowering the drinking
the halls to be a place to study, so students
can pursue the real reason that they are here. age to 18 would help the situation?
see SHEA, page 3
Students drink heavily for various rea-

UH Council to consider Jesuits' move to Miramar
Cherie Skoczen
News Editor

On Monday, Oct. 7, the University HeightsCityCouncil will hold
a hearing to consider the approval
of a jesuit residence house on
Miramar Boulevard.
A revised proposa I fort he house
was approved by the city's planning commission last week. An
original proposal was denied by
the commission inju1y.
According to assistant building com missioner Larry Stouffer.
whenever someone wants to build
in University Heights, a proposal
must first be approved bytheClty's
planning commission. Once the

commission re·
viewsthep1an,it
"By
can recommend
that city council
either approve
or disapprove it.
"Co uncil usually goes with
h
e
commission's
recommendation," Stouffer said.
john Carroll University owns
three properties on M1ra mar Blvd.,
located across from the ad minis·
tranon building and next toGesu
Church. In addition to an empty
lot, the university owns the Th-

moving... we'll allow a
lot of breathing room for
people all over campus."
Rev. Peter Fennessy, SJ.
ompson House which is currently
unoppupied but had been leased
to a family. The umversity also
owns the Opaskar House which is
unoccupied because it is in very
poor condition, accordmg to Rev
Peter Fennessy, rector of thejesuit

communityandjohnCarroll'sdirector of cam pus ministry.
"The origmal proposal kept a
house on one of the lots," Stouffer
said. "Andthejesuitresidencewas
too close to the neighboring property. [Thecommissionlanda number of residents in the area agreed
the house was too close."
According to Fennessy, the
commission said the proposed
house was too tall and the land
did not have sufficient drainage.
Neighbors at thejuly meetingalso
recommended sufficient trees and
shrubs be planted to screen the
house from ne1ghbors' views,
see JESUIT, page 4

pres1
dents for student affairs and campus ministry will report to hirn.
Travis said he doesn't yet have a
"grand design" to collaborate the
umversny's academics, student
affairs and campus ministry.
"I'm still learning a lot about
student affairs and campus ministry," he said. "l don't know if
we'll ever develop a master plan.
What is important is that Fr Shea
has given one person the responsibility of the development of the
students."
Travis said he meers regularly
with Rev. R1chard Salmi, SJ, vice
president for student affairs and
Rev. Peter Fennessy,SJ.,direcror of
campus ministry.
"An important thing is that
someone is attentive to all of the
areas of student development," he
said
Travis said he recognizes that
there ts notalwaysanexact way to
relate student activities to academics. For instance, he said he is
not sure how to directly relate participation on a volleyball team to
the academic experience.
"But l know the experience on
that team has affected the students' development in some way,"
he said.
As provost. Travis sa1d he will
also have a major role in the finanCial planning of the university
Although the financial vice
president prepares the university's
budgets, the provost will have a
role in the financial policies of the
university.
Trav1s added that this also was
parr of his duties as academic vice
president, a position he will continue to fill.
Students m1ght not immediately notice any affects of the new
see TRAVIS, page 3
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Upperclassmen adopt Little Brothers & Sisters
New "siblings" dine together at picnic; travel to Flats, Cedar Point
Jessica Grassman

"Usually the Cedar Point trip
goes very well,' Mikhail said. ' I
About 500 freshmen were think it was JUSt the weather that
united wn h their new "older sib- may have kept people away. The
lings" last week at John Carroll
people who went had a great time,
University's annual Big BrotherI
though.'
Big Sister Weekend.
Mikhailsaid that although the
The festivities began Friday, Studen t Union doesn't have any
Sepr.
20,
plans to
with a picchange the
nicon Keller
trip, they
Commons .
cou ld take
Many of the
a s ur vey
Big Brothers
and find
and Sisters
out what
met their
other acLittle Sibtivitiesstulings for the
d e n t s
first time at
m i g h t
this picnic
wanuodo."
to eat, talk
Aland listen to
though
Maria Mahfood these ac mUSIC
'The pictivities
nic IS where
were spea lot of upperclassmen introduce cifically planned as a way for Big
themselves to their little brothers Brothers and Sisters to meet their
and sisters,' said Student Union Litt le BrOthers and Sisters, some
Secretary Sherrie Mikhail.
"siblings" met before Friday's picFreshman Kelli Pastore said the
nic.
p1cmc was a good activity to s tart
Freshman David Wojnowski
off the weekend. Because the said he had been able to spend
weather was so great, the picnic time with his Big Sister, sophoworked out really well, she sa1d
more Ranee Wengrzyn, prior to
Mikhai l agreed that it was a the weekend.
beau uf ul day, and she said a lot of
"I've gone wa couple of parries
s1bbngs hungaround outside fora
with my Big Sister," Wojnowski
while after the p1cnic.
said. "We've talked a lot and hung
As pan of the event, the JCU our."
Student Umon provided students
Wengrzyn said that since she
with bus transportation to Club did notreallyhaveagoodexperi1148 on 1he East bank of the Flats cnce with her Big Brother last
on Friday night. On Saturday year, s he decided to become a B1g
mght !{Uit.lt i_
,, )en y 11<~ycs per Sisra this year
formed m the Wolf-n-Pot.
"I be arne a Big Sister because
The B1g Brother /Big Sister ac!thought it would be cool romeer
tivitiescnded with a tnpforabout freshmenanddostuff with them
37 students to Cedar Pomt in since my Big Brother did not do
·a ndusky,OhiO, on Sunday.
much with me," said Wengrz.yn
Staff Reporter

"My Big Brother and I

have become really
close, and he's

Wojnowski said that through
his Big Sister he was able to meet a
lot of upperclassmen that he may
not have met otherwise. "So far,
she's been really nice to me," he
said.
He also added that he would
like to be a Big Brother next year
so that he "can make someone's
transition from highschool to college easier."
According to Wengrzyn, it is
difficult getting adjusted to college life. She said it is nice to have

good or bad experience, said Matt
Lemieux , a junior atJohn Carroll.
"The Big Brother/ Big Sister activity can be really beneficial for
freshmen if the Big Brothers or
Sisters make it (that way]," said
Lemieux .
The Big Brother /Big Sister activity is a great way to get freshmen into the social life at John
Carroll, said Lemieux.
"It doesn't have to be just a oneon-one type thing," he said. "lf
you're going so mewhere you

does have some faults that need to
be considered ..
Wengrzyn said that some of her
friends w ho signed up w have Big
Brothers last year were never
paired up with one. 'Everyone
who signs up for a Big Brother or
Sister should definitely get one,"
she said.
Lemieux said there should be
more than just one weekend of act ivities for the Big Brothers and
Sisters and the freshmen so that
everyone could get to know each

actually /Ike a real

brother to me."

Sophomores Jeremy Linquist and Mike Conley eat dinner with their" Little Sisters," frestrnen
Amber Sutton and Autumn Sexton, at the Big Brother /Big Sister picnic last weekend.
someone to help you, show you
a round and tell you about all of
the different things th at are happening around campus.
A serio us effort on the part of
the Big Brother or Sister can really
make the difference between the
Little Brother or Sister having a

s hould just ask if your Little
Brother wants to go. That way, he
can mee more people and more
people will recognize him."
Both Lemieux and Wengrzyn
said they think that the Big
Brother /Big Sister activity is a
great one. but they both said it

other better.
Having a Big Brother or~~--- :;::;=~'i
can and shou ld last longer than
just the one weekend, said sophomore Maria Mahfood. "My Big
Brother and 1 have become really
close, and he's actually like a real
brother to me."

THE BI4YIB C.Oli.IGI
LONDON llitilfTIB
AT CITY 'UNIVERSITY

jt,o
Spend fifteen weeks getting to
know London studying with
British students at City
Univecsity. Classes are available
in dozens of subjects. You can
also opt for one or more of our
special classes that explore the
theaters, the museums and the
heritage that prompted Samuel
!r=-::-- Johnson to observe,
f'*->'=-=- "When a man is tired of London,
he is tired of life."
There's so much going on, you
might want to stay for the whole
year!
Speak to your study abroad
advisor about Beaver College
programs.

Call for a free
catalog today.
1.888.BEAVER..9
cea@beaver.edu
ttp://www.beaver.edu/cea/
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Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Amstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The Janglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

JCU ALUMNI HAPPY HOUR
$1 DRAFTS 6-9 P.M.
FREE PIZZA AND WINOS 6-o P.M.
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A Carroll News Q & A: Rev. John J. Shea, S.J.
continued from page 1

acceptance of liberal education.
Law firms and businesses do their
A: "It's possible that it would own traming, and they feel that
not drive people to drink underthey can't teach their employees
age. Drinking on campus could
how to write and speak well. You
then be better controlled and
are in bad shape if you can 't perteach students to drink responsi- form these skills.
bly. Raising the legal drinking age
No company ca n teach you
to 21 had some advantages. Its
logical thinking, though. Th1s 1s
purpose was to lower the number developed in time. The best eduof drunk driving accidents in the cat ion follows you [in hfe) to give
18-24 age group. ational sta tis- you thementaleqmpment for any
tics have shown less accidents job."
lsince then]. so they 've ac hieved
Q: What is your favorite thing
some effec ts there.
to do in your spare time?
College campuses used to be
A:"llike to read when I ride my
able tocontrol ldrin king]. .. but now [stationary] bike. ll ike mysteries."
n 's illegaL All four years, students
Q. How can John Carroll make
could dri nk within certain ac- religion more relevant to the avceptable limit s."
erage college student, beyond the
Q: In your college years, did · two religion classes that are reyou ever play on a sports team? quired for the core curriculum?
Are sports a part of your life now?
A: "Make campus ministry
A:_ "1n the winter 1 like to ski.
more integrated into the commuI' m also trying to improve my golf
nity and give opportunities
game. As for professional sports, I through Bible study and counselfollow football and baseball."
ing. Prayer groups make opportuQ: If I may ask, what's your nities for students to take their
faith to a deeper level, but this can't
handicap?
A: "It is almost my age!"
take place just in campus minisQ. In a recent speech, you as- try. If there is a spiritual need [that
serted that classic subjects such the school isn't providinglstudents
as philosophy and literature are should bring it to the attention of
essential in the college curricu- Campus Ministry, and we'll try to
lum. Would yougosofarastosay offer it. "
that they are more important than
Q: Do you think that religion
practical education courses be- has been too involved in governcause they promote critical think- ment issues such as prayer in
ing?
schools and the rise of the ChrisA: "Classic subjects are very tian Coalition? Do you think the
important. Students leave the boundaries that separate church
school kn owingllillitothink, ver- and state are becoming too
sus a factual education which pre- muddled?
A: "The purpose of the separapares an individual for a specific
job. l have fou nd that there seem to tion of church and state was to
be changes being made toward the keep the state from banning reli-

TRAVIS
continued from page 1
provost position. but Travis said
in time the university hopes to deliver a better all-around service to
the students.
"It won't be as obvious as a new
look in the dining hall," he said.
"But our overall services will be
better."
Although some faculty mem bers may disagree, Travis said, the
university's product is not irs students; the product is the services
the universit y provides.
"[The slUdems) are more like
our customers, buying our
services... which is everything we
offer that helps them to develop,"
Travis said.
The provost received his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from the University of Mississippi,

S~GAJ#.."E.A

20680 North Park Blvd. 321-7272
In the basement of Pizzazz

gious practice. Th1s therefore,
avoids choosing a favored state religiOn Them tent ion was never to
ban religious prawce wnhm the
state.
In a pluralist society, the Chns·
tian Coahuon 1s trymg to legislate
a particular pomt of view, which
is justified. But I don't see how one
denomination can be forced on
anyone. That 's the challenge of
the legi slation: .w.b.lis prayer?"
Q. On the issue of politics, is
there a panicular party that you
find yourself more in sync with?
A:"I've voted for both parties in
the past"
Q:Doyouhaveanyprecllctions
for this year's presidential election?
A: "l'd say that Cli mon is a shooin for the presidential race this
year."
Q: How do you feel about the
United States' increasing role as
the enforcer of international
policy(suchasin Bosnia and Iraq)?
A: "Youcan't have isolation, and
there IS more potential danger 111
the world now that there isn't the
Soviet Union/U.S. power s truggle.
It leaves a lor of unstable leaders to
all sorts of things. We have a certain obligation to step in and put
our heads into the sand.
We are a Global Village, very
connected through our economies.
It is impossible to pretend that
what happens in this world is none
of our business. Our resources obligate us ro protect others w ith
less of "wi ldcard" leadership."
Q: What's your favorite childhood memory?
A:_ "Going tot he jersey shore on
summer vacation."

and he received hJs Ph.D.Jn h»A member of Sr. AnnsChurch,
tory from Emory University.
Specializing in Russian stud- Travis is also the vice president of
ies, Travis h as been to Russia sev- the HeightsComm unity Congress,
eral times; his most recent visit a group that works to promote interracial harmo ny in the Heights
was about three yea rs ago.
Travis said he also knows the communities.
When asked what he likes to
language and culture of China. "I
used to take my students to main- do in his spare time, the new proland China and Russia when !was vost said , "What spare time?"
However, he added that he likes
a facultymemberat Fordham Unito play tennis, hike and occasionversity."
Travis also has ta ught at Delta a lly fish. "We have a farmabout60
State University, Georgia State miles east of here and 1spend a lot
University, the Virginia Military of t ime o ut there doing liHle
Institute and Wilbraham and projects," he said. "I really love
what I do, but it can be intense at
Monsen Academy.
In 1988, Travis became a mem- rimes, so it's nice to have a distracber of John Car roll's fac ulty as tion like that ."
dean of the College of A ns and
Sciences. He was appointed to academic vice president in 1994.
Travis and his wife, Alix, are
the parents of two daughters. The
family has a German Shepherd-

University Hts to consider par king ban
University HeightsCny Council is expected to
discuss the parking siruauon of the streets surroundingJohn Carroll at its meeting on Monday, Oct 7, said
UH Deputy Chief Gary tehlik. The city is considering a ban on all parking on Miramar Blvd., said Rev.
Peter Fennessy, SJ., director of campus mmistry

Court nominees announced
The Student Umon has announced the nomi nees for this year's Homecoming Courl Queen
candidates are semors Daria Dreboty, Liz Ghoubnal,
Laura Hobzek, lynn Rutledge and Val Williams. Kmg
candidates are scmorsjoey Bigler, Monroe France,
Jason Goetz, Eric Martmez, Mike S1ao and Bishoy
Mikhail. La t week all students had the opportunity
to nominate juniors and seniors for the court, and this
week semors voted for king and queen.

SU to vote on elections bill
rudent Union hicf JusticcJames Sullivan
presented a comprehensive btll to reform the studem
electton code at this week's SU meeung "We've had a
lot of trouble with elections in the pa t." Sullivan said
"This tighten things up and ties up loose ends.· The
Student Union decided not to vote on the five page
bill for two weeks in order to allow time for review

Students needed to build reading garden
Coventry P.E.A. E., the playground commmee
for Cleveland Heights' oventry Elementary School at
the corner of Coventry Rd. and Euclid Heights Blvd.,
will hold its annual fall clean-up and improvement
day atthe park this Saturday from 9 am. to 3 p.m In
addition to cleaning up. the group will build a reading
garden for students. Anyone imerested m volunteering for any amount of time may contact Paul
Lauritzen of the religious studies department at 3974706.

Guest speaker to address abortion issues
The Right to Ltfe Society of john Carroll
Univers ity wHl present a guest speaker next week.
Jeff Koloze wlll speak on "Abortion and legislation"

Boston College jesuit to speak weekly
Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ., associate professcr
of cornparanve theology at Boston College, wlll
present a ;eriesof lectures titled "Hindu Wisdom for
All God's Children." The lectures are sponsored by
John Carroll's Walter and Mary Tuohy Chair of
Interreligious Studies. The lectures will be held on
Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

Sophomores meet this Sunday
The sophomore class will have an activities
meeting this Sunday, Sept. 29, at 8 p m. in the Mackin
Room of Grasselli Library.
NtW<Brttjl "trteompiltd by Tom O'KorwWIIZ.a>mlonr ncwscduor
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FrldOU Hoppu Hour
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&
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Minutes from campus

932-7550

• Hit)lly trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.
• Personalized, c:Gnputertzed studr
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needs.
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Upperclassmen adopt Little Brothers & Sisters
New "siblings" dine together at picnic; travel to Flats, Cedar Point
Jessica Grassman
Staff Reporter

"Usually the Cedar Point trip
goes very well." Mikhail said. 'I
think it was just the weather that
may have kept people away. The
people who went had a great time,
though.'
Mikhail said thatalrhoug h the
Student Umon doesn't have any
plans to
change the
trip, they
could rake
a survey
and find
out what
other activitiesstu-

A bout 500 freshmen were
umted with thetr new "older siblings" last week at John Carroll
University's annual Big Brother/
Btg Sister Weekend.
The festivities began Friday,
Sept.
20,
with a ptcnic on Keller
Commons.
Many of the
Big Brothers
and Sisters
met their
Little Siblings for the
d e n t s
first rime at
mig h t
this picnic
want to do.'
to eat, talk
Aland listen to
though
Maria Mahfood these acmusic
'The pictivities
me is where
were spea lot of upperclassmen introduce cifically planned as a way for Big
themselves to their little brothers Brothers and Sisters to meet their
and sisters." said Student Union Little Brothers and Sisters, some
Secretary Sherrie Mikhatl.
"sibhngs" met before Friday's picFreshman Kelli Pasroresaid the nic.
picnic was a good activity to start
Freshman David Wojnowski
off the weekend. Because the said he had been able to spend
weather was so great, the picnic time with his Big Sister, sophoworked out really well, she sa1d
more Ra nee Wengrzyn, prior to
Mikhail agreed that It was a the weekend .
beauuful day,andshesaid a lot of
"I've gone roa couple of parries
stblings hung around outside fora
with my Big Sister," Wojnowski
whtle after the plcnic.
satd. "We've tal ked a lot and hung
our.•
As part of the event, the JCU
Student Union provided students
Wengrzyn said that since she
wuh bus transportation to Club did not really have a good experi1148 on 1he Easr bank of the Flats ence with her Big Broih er last
on Friday nighc On Saturday year, she decided to become a Big
nrglrt . guil.rr;,, Jerry 1/aycs per
Sisrcr rhis year
formed tn 1 he Wolf-n l'ot.
"I be arne a Big Sister because
The Big Brother /Big Stster ac- I thought it would be cool to meet
tiVIties ended with a trip for about freshmen and do stuff with them
37 students to Cedar Point in since my Big Brother did not do
Sandusky, Ohto. on Sunday.
much with me," said Wengrzyn.

'My Big Brother and I

have become really
close, and he's
actually like a real
brother to me."

Wojnowski said that through
his Big Sister he was able to meet a
lot of upperclassmen that he may
not have met otherwise. "So far,
she's been really nice to me," he
said.
He also added that he would
like to be a Big Brother next year
so that he "can make someone's
transition from highschool to college easter."
According to Wengrzyn, it is
difficult getting adjusted to college life. She said it is nice to have

good or bad experience, said Matt
Lemieux. a junior at John Carroll.
"The Btg Brother /Big Sister activity can be really beneficial for
freshmen if the Big Brothers or
Sisters make it lthat way!." said
Lemieux .
The Big Brother /Big Sister activity is a great way to get freshmen into the social life at john
Carroll, said Lemieux.
"It doesn't have to be just a oneon-one type thing," he said. "If
you're going somewhere you

does have some faults that need to
be considered ..
Wengrzynsaid that some of her
friendswhosigned up to have Big
Brothers last year were never
paired up with one. "Everyone
who signs up for a Big Brother or
Sister should definitely get one."
she said.
Lemieux said there should be
more than just one weekend of activities for the Big Brothers and
Sisters and the freshmen so that
everyone could get to know each

Sophomores Jeremy Linquist and Mike Conley eat dinner with their" Little Sisters," freshmen
Amber Sutton and Autumn Sexton, at the Big Brother /Big Sister picnic last weekend.
someone to help you, show you
around and tell you about all of
the different rhings th at are happentng around campus.
A serious effort on the part of
the Big Brother or Sister can really
make the difference between the
Little Brother or Sister having a

sho uld just ask if your Little
Brother wants to go. That way, he
ca n meet more people and more
people will recogn1ze him."
Both Lemieux and Wengrzyn
said they think that the Big
Brother/Big Sister activity is a
great one, but they both said it

other better.
Having a Big Brother oc Si5rel:
can and should las t longer than
just the one weekend, said sophomore Maria Mahfood. "My Big
Brother and l have become really
close, and he's actually like a real
brother to me."

THI BI.A.YIB COLLIGI
MII~IITIB

AT CITY 'UNIVERSITY

~
Spend fifteen weeks getting to
know London studying with
British students at City
University. Classes are available
in dozens of subjects. You can
also opt for one or more of our
special classes that explore the
theaters, the museums and the
heritage that prompted Samuel
b-:=-:- Johnson to observe,
=~ "When a man is tired of London,
he is tired of life."
There's so much going on, you
might want to stay for the whole
year!

Speak to your study abroad
advisor about Beaver College

Call for a free
catalog today.
1.888.BEAVER..9
cea@beaver.edu
ttp://www.beaver.edu/cea/
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Wllk IM THE BAII~IMT

Monday Night Football
$2.25 Big Buds, Free pizza at halftime
Tuesdays
$1.50 Domestics Bottles
Wednesdays
Heineken and Amstel Specials, 15 cent wings
Thursdays
The Janglers Unplugged, Guinness Specials

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

SATURDAY, SEPT. 23

JCU ALUMNt HAPPY HOUR
$1 DRAFTS 6-9 P.M.
FREE PIZZA AND WINGS 6-o P.M.

BLUES DeVI LLE
SA.GA.JA.f/EA.
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continued from page 1
A: "It's possible that it would
not drive people to drink underage. Drinking on campus could
then be better controlled and
teach students to dnnk responsibly Raising the legal drinking age
to 21 had some advantages. Its
purpose was to lower the number
of drunk driving accidents in the
18-24 age group. ational statistics have shown less accidents
[si nce then]. so they've achteved
some effects there.
College campuses used to be
abletocontrol[drinkmgl...butnow
it's illegal. A11 four years, students
co uld drink within certain acceptable limits."
Q: In your college years, did
you ever play on a sports team?
Are sports a part of your life now?
A: "In the winter !like to ski.
I'm also trying to improve my golf
game. As for professional sports, I
follow football and baseball."
Q: II I may ask, what's your
handicap?
A: "It is a \most my age!"
Q: In a recent speech, you asserted that classic subjects such
as philosophy and literature are
essential in the college curriculum. Wouldyougosofarastosay
that they are more important than
practical education courses becausetheypromotecriticalthinking?
A: "Classic subjects are very
important. Students leave the
school knowing~ to think, versus a factual education which prepares an individual for a specific
job. I have found that there seem to
be changes being made toward the

TRAVIS
continued from page 1
provost position. but Travis said
in time the university hopes to deli vera better all-around service to
the students.
"It won't be as obvious as a new
look in the dining hall," he said.
"But our overall services will be
better."
Although some faculty members may disagree, Travis said, the
university's product is not its students; the product is the services
the university provides.
iThe students! are more like
our customers, buying our
services... which is everything we
offer that helps them to develop,"
Travis said.
The provost rece ived his
bachelor's and master's degrees
from th e University of Mississippi,

acceptance of liberal educauon.
Law firms and businessesdoiheir
own training, and they feel tha t
they can't teach their employees
how to write and speak well. You
are in bad shape 1f you can't perfo rm these skills.
o company can teach you
logical thinking, though. Thts is
developed in time. The best education follows you lin life! to give
you the mental equipment for any
job."
Q: What is your favorite thing
to do in your spare time?
A: "J like to read when I ride my
[stationary! bike. I like mysteries.'
Q: How can John Carroll make
religion more relevant to the average college student, beyond the
two religion classes that are required for the core curriculum?
A: "Make campus mmistry
more integrated into the community and give opportunities
through Bible study and counseling. Prayer groups make opportunities for students to take their
faith to a deeper level, but thiscan't
take place just in campus ministry. If there is a spiritual need [that
the school isn't providing]students
shou ld bring it to the attention of
Campus Ministry, and we'll tr y to
offer it."
Q: Do you think that religion
has been too involved in government issues such as prayer in
schools and the rise of the Christian Coalition? Do you think the
boundaries that separate church
and state are becoming too
muddled?
A:. 'The purpose of the separation of church and state was to
keep the state from banning reli-
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gious practice. This therefore,
avoids choosing a favored state religion. The mtenuon was never to
ban religious practice within the
state.
In a pluralist soctety, theChns
tian CoalitiOn is trying to legislate
a particular point of vtew, which
is justified. But ldon'tsee how one
denominatlon can be forced on
anyone . That's the challenge of
the legislation:~ prayer?"
Q: On the issue of politics, is
there a particular party that you
find yourself more in sync with?
A:"l've voted for both parties in
the past."
Q:Doyouhaveanypredictions
for this year's presidential election?
A "I'dsaythatCiinton is a shooin for the presidential race this
year."
Q: How do you feel about the
United States' increasing role as
the enforcer of international
policy(suchasin Bosnia and Iraq)?
A:. "Youcan't have isolation, and
there IS more potential danger m
the world now that there isn't the
Soviet Union/U.S. power struggle.
It leaves a lot of unstable leaders to
all sorts of things. We have a certain obligation to step in and put
our heads into rhe sand.
We are a Global Village, very
connected through our economies.
It is impossible to pretend that
what happens in this world is none
of our business. Our resources obligate us to protect others with
less of "wildcard" leadership."
Q: What's your favorite childhood memory?
A:. "Going to the jersey shore on
summer vacation."

and he received his Ph.D. in history from Emory University.
A member of St. Ann's Church,
SpeCializing in Russian stud- Travis is also the vice pres ident of
ies, Travis has been to Russia sev- the HeightsComm unity Congress,
eral times; his most recent visit a group that works to promote interracial harmony in the Heights
was about three years ago.
Travis said he also knows the communities.
When asked what he likes to
language and culture of China. "I
used to take my students to main- do in his spare time, the new proland China and Russia when I was vost said, "What spare time?"
However,he added that he likes
a faculty member at Fordham Uniroplaytennis,hikeand occasionversity"
Travis also has taught at Delta allyfish. "We have a farmabout60
Stare University, Georgia State miles east of here and I spend a lot
Universi ty, the Virginia Military of time out there doing little
Institu te and Wilbraham and projects," he said. "I really love
what I do, but it can be intense at
Monson Academy.
In 1988, Travis became a mem- times, so it's n ice to have a distracber of John Carroll's faculty as tion like that."
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. He was appointed to academic vice president in 1994.
Trav is and his wife, Alix, are
the parents of two daughters. The
family has a German Shepherd-

University Hts to consider par king ban
University Heights City Council is expected to
discuss I he parking situauon of the streets surroundingjohn Carroll at its meetmg on Monday, Oct. ?,said
UH Deputy Chief Gary Stehlik. The city is considering a ban on all parking on Miramar Blvd.,sa1d Rev
Peter Fennessy. SJ, director of campus mimstry

Court nominees announced
The Student Umon has announced the nominees for this year's Homecoming Court. Queen
candidates are seniors Dana Dreboty, liz Ghoubrial,
Laura Hobzek, lynn Rutledge and Val Williams. King
candidates are scmorsjocy Bigler. Monroe France.
Jason Goetz, Eric Martmez, Mike Siao and Btshoy
Mikhail. Last week all students had the opportunity
tO nominate juniors and seniors for the court. and this
week seniors voted for king and queen.

SU to vote on elections bill
Student Union Chief Justicejames Sullivan
presented a comprehensive bill EO reform the student
election code at thi week's SU mcenng. "We've had a
lot of I rouble with elections in the past," ullivan said
"This tightens thmgs up and nes up loose ends: The
Student Union decided not to vote on the five page
bill for two weeb in order to allow time for review

Students needed to build reading garden
Coventry PEACE., the playground committee
for Cleveland Heights' ovenrry Elementary School at
the orner of Coventry Rd. and Euclid Heights Blvd,
will hold its annual fall clean-up and improvement
day at the park this Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. In
addition to cleaning up, the group will budd a readtng
garden for students. Anyone Interested m volunteering for any amount of time may contact Paul
Launtzen of the religious studies department at 3974706.

Guest speakel' to address abortion issues
The Right to Ltfe Society of john Carroll
University will present a guest speakfr next week.
Jeff Koloze will speak on "Abortion and Legislation"

Boston College jesuit to speak weekly
Rev. Francis X. Clooney, SJ., associate professor
of comparanve theology at Boston College, will
present a ;eries of lectures titled "Hindu Wisdom for
All God's Children." The lectures are sponsored by
john Carroll's Walter and Mary Tuohy Chair of
Interreligious Studies. The lectures will be held on
Tuesdays at 8 p.m. in the Jardine Room.

Sophomores meet this Sunday
The sophomore class will have an activities
meeting this Sunday, Sept. 29, a t 8 p.m. in the Mackin
Room of Grasse IIi Library.
Nt~
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Jo111 your frlettds!
Mollday 11lghh at the Rrehousa art
Pitcher lllahb! •7.50 a Dltcher
Thatslcu tfwi tlSO fw aU CMIIIU bar
Watch A111brosa Piau at 1M Upstaln
Jar before Motsday Nltht FootUII

Pool ts free fro111 7-9 p.IIL aNI Free
WIIIQs at 9 p.IIL

Cup Club 011 ThursdaY'
Juy ON of our lOQO·ed glasses attd
phm are •z.oo t:o~vrv Thunday for the
1998-97 ytar
tt.QO p111f Ia ~ill tlSO pe' I t -

J!omecoming !Flowers
FrlcJau Heppu Hour
5-7 p.m.
$2 pint~.
rrcc pool rrom 5-7 p.m.

&

:J{owers for a[{ occasions

l1\1s llllnckly

free wing:; Ill 10 p.m.
M<l rrcc pool From 9-11 p.m.

corsages
roses
plants

boutonnieres
balloons
cut flower

Minutes from campus
20680 North Park Blvd. 321-7272
In the basement of Pizzazz
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932-7550

• Hif)l~ trained, expert teachers who
know the tests inside and out.

• Personalized, computerized study
plans, tailored to )'OUr lniiiYIUI
needs.
• Prvven methods, guaranteed to
raise your score.

Clalel startlnC Oct.9th
cau now to I'1IMM raur aeat
.......... a.tprlp ...

+'I I •mr

•

q

l·III·IIP·TEST
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New program offers support to students trying to quit smoking
Erin O'Donnell
Staff Reporter
A new John Carroll University
su ppo1 t group has been created to
help people quit smoking.
The Smoking Cessauon Group
was formed by Carol lonllo, a
counselor at the University Counseling Services Center, and two
graduate counsehng interns,
Momca Papp and Susan Shalko.
At JCU, the Universtty Counseling Services Center is known
for Its support groups that center

around drug and alcohol abuse,
lorillo said. However, the Center
has never had a support group
based solely on the purpose of
helpt ngstudents to stopsmoki ng.
The forma non of the group was
based upon the tmplementation
of a recent law that made all
buildings at john Carroll smokefree . Stnce the passage of the law,
anyone who wtshes to smoke
must do so either outstde or on
destgnatedsmokingfloorsof each
dorm building.

No excuses left. ..

Iorillo and her assistants said
the formation of a non-smoking
support group ts needed to offer
support to those who wish to quit
smokmg.
The Smoking Cessation
Group's main goals are tooffersupport and motivation to those who
wtsh to quit smoking. There will
be one session each week for four
weeks, and each session will offer
d1fferent mformauon on the process of quitting smoking. For example, the second sesston will fo-

cus on behavior management ,
and topics will include smoking
effects,dectSion making, goal setting, things that trigger desires to
smoke and tips w stop smoking.
At the end of the four weeks, the
group will be given the decisiOn
w continue meeung for support
purposes, or to swp meeting altogether.
The group also will offer alternative s1ress management techniques, such as relaxation and
meditation, which lorillo said
will help a person to stop smoking.
Information for the group's
meetings will be provided by the
American Cancer Society and the
American LungAssociation. The
sessions will be conducted by
lorillo, Papp and Shalko. They,
and other group members will be
available to offer support to those

who wish to stop smoking.
FreshmanCarolineSassettisaid
the Smoking Cessa rion Group is a
good idea. "Noone knows the consequences of habitual smokmg
untilthe)•can'tstop," shesaid. "One
of the best ways to control an addiction is through support."
The Smoking Cessation Group
w!ll meet for the first time on Monday, Oct. 7, from 3:30 w 5:00p.m.
The first session is a no-commitment session, and anyone interested is invited to attend. The
group will meet in the University
Counseling Services House, located on South Belvoir Boulevard,
next to the tennis courts.
lorillo stressed, "As is true of
most activities of UniversiryCounseling Services, participation is
confidential."
Formoreinformation,students
can contact lorillo at 397-4731.

JESUIT

Fennessy said. "They're very nervous about the university."
Although 24 jesuits currently
live m Rodman Hall and the residence halls, the new house will be
built for about 12 people. Fennessy
said he expec ts the number of jesuits at john Carroll to decline to
around 12 within about ten years.
"We didn't want to build for 24
people," he said. "So we decided to
build for what we could sustain."
The University can use Rodman
Hall a lot more than the Jesuits
can, Fennessy said. "By [moving
out of Rodman and into the house
on Miramar!, we'll allow a lot of
breathing room for people all over
campus." He added that many of
the jesuits want to move to a more
family-type existence.
Funding for the jesuit house
will come from the donations of
three major benefactors, Fennessy
said. "They have given money to
cover most of the cost of building
the house," he said.
lf council approves the house
on Oct. 3,construction on it should
take about eight mon ths. If everything goes as planned, and if the
weather cooperates, Fennessy sai d
he hopes they can move in some-

continued from page 1
Fennessy said.
"What's changed in the new
proposal is that they decided to
take down the [Thompson I house
and reposition the [new Jesuit!
house so that it is farther from the
closest neighboring house,"
Stouffer said.
With the removal of the two
existing houses, the Jesuits will
be able to build the new house on
a triple lot, Fennessy sa id . He
added that he hopes the universitywill sell the Thompson house
to someone who then will move it
to another locatio n.
Fennessy said neighbors recommended other changes in the
housing plan. Oneofthesemodifications reduced the number of
cars t hat could be parked in a garage behind the house. Fennessy
said the modified proposal allows
for three garaged carson the properry,andall others must be parked
in the university lots. He said that
this will be a big inconvenience
for thejesuits in the winter.
"I tried to tell people this is not
the university moving into the
neighborhood, it's the jesuits:
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China could be next economic superpower

rid

Economy growing at explosive rate
bank, increased use of market
prici ng, continued privatization
of business, and increased use of
macroeconomic forces(instead of
central planning) to determine
economic policy. This market freedom, however, has not translated
into increased personal freedom.
Instead, human rights violations
continue to prevail under the
Comm u nist regime.
T h e
g 0 ve r n men t
fi rmly
de mo n strated
i t s
commitment to this "Marketist
Leninism",ascoined byChinaexpert Nicholas Kristophas the combination of a market economy
under Communist rule, in events
such as the 1989 Tienanmen
Square massacre.
Despit~the human rights problems and lack of personal freedom s,
which
/E~p~ct~d !ECOI901ll!'liC
m a n y
<Gtrcwth !Rat•• For f 916
de m ocratic nations such
as the U.S.
oppose,
this new
market

Shane Subler
Staff Reporter
Shanghai, China's largest city,
teems with the vibrance of a
breakneck pace of development.
Steel cranes jut their towermg
necks into the sky, soon to be replaced by permanent towers of
marbleand smoked glass. Twentyeight of the world's largest corporations, like Xerox, Coka-Cola,
and Pepsico, have set up facilities
here. Sony and Mitsubishi will
soon join th e growing ranks of
Shanghai's multinationals. Giant
container ships stream out of
Shanghai's harbor,symbolsof the
prosperity created through international trade.
Shanghai is a microcosm for
what is occurring in China. After
decades of a nearly stagnant
economy, the Chinese economy is
undergoing explosive growth. In
1995, the economy grew at a rate
of 10.2%, and is expected to grow
anoth er 9.2% this year, making it
the fastest growing major
economy in the world . If things
continue th1s way, China will
overcome the United States as the
world's largest economy some-

time early in the next century. Average household inlume, which
currently stands at $650 per year,
is expected to balloon to over
$4,000 per year in 25 years.
What isfuelingtheexpansion7
First and foremost have been economic reforms, institutedovenhe
pastl5 years, which have largely
transformed China into a market
economy. The "Grand Blueprint"
put into effect by the Communist
Party in 1993, will most likely
complete the transition. Some of
the main components of this plan
are a western-modeled central

nomic world superpower? Many
obstacles will have to be overcome
in order for this to happen. lnflation,curremlyrunningat 12%annua II y, threatens tostagnateor reverse the growth trend. Additionally, millions of rural Chinese are
migrating to the cities in search of
work, placing a major strain on
unemployment. Success£ ully prod u ci n g
f0 0 d
for a
popu lation
of 1.2
bil 1 ion
poses
a n other
major
challenge. Finally, pollution of
natural resources, especially water, may rob China of the natural
resources it needs to sustain its
growth . China's water pollution is
so serious that its' water has more
toxic pollutants than all of the
western world combmed.
Still, many experts believe
China will become the world'seconomicsuperpowerof the 21st century. In 1997. Hong Kong will come
under the control of China once
aga in Many believe this will bring
in an influx of even more economic policies into China. lf this
happens,Chinashould have more
fuel for sustained future growth.

If things continue this way,
China will overcome the
United States as the world's
largest economy sometime
early in the next century.

tra:
emajor foreign investment to China , providing
needed funds for capital investment and job growth. Foreign investment in China in 1994totaled
$814 billion, compared to only
$2.9 billion 10 years earlier. Furthermore, China exported $120
billion in goods last year, which
gave it a $5 billion trade surplus.
Opening China's markets to trade
and foreign investment h ave
played a significant role in the
economy's growth.
Will China be able to sustain
this economic explosion, and truly
take over a role as a major ceo-

•
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British police seize weapons, explosives from IRA,
Police just may have prevented (as they claimed) '1mm1nent
Irish Republican Army terrorisrattacksaftersetzing up to lOtons
of homemade explosives dunng dawn raids Monday, in ~h1ch
one man was killed and five others were arrested. Accordmg to
oHicials, the supply of weapons discovered In 1he north L~n~on
warehouse could have been used in truck bomb attacks, sJmtlar
to IRA-triggered explosions that lef r two dead in london in February, and killed more than 200 in Manchester in july

FTC suggests stronger computer restrictions
ln response to an outpouring of consumer concern last week
over reports that anyone with a credit card and a computer could
easily track down such deta1ls as social security numbers and
prior addresses from consumer credit bureaus using vartous online services, the Federal Trade Commisston has suggested that
Congress tighten the restrtctlonson whocanobtaln this information. With easy access to such information, fraud artists have
opened cmflt line inothers'aa--.l'UII updlousandu{ dollars
of charges and wrecked someconsdmers'eredJt hlslorlef.

or

End Iraqi crisis may be in sight
Even as more U.S. soldiers arrived in Kuwatt on Sunday. Defense Secretary William] Perry said the Ulllled States may withdraw one of tts two aircraft carriers now in the region becau5e
Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein
to be backing down from
. ssayu'll_!. "\ t~uly
hisconfronuttion wll h the\ 1
rakinga
ago."
U.S. sec as the probableconclus1on of the latest face-off with Iraq

INCOME
processing mail lor
national companyt Free
supplies, postage! No
aeUing! Bonuaeal Start
immediately! Genuine
opportunity! Pdls.A.S.E.:
V II C, SUITE 174
1861 R. FIDDAL B1IT

BOLLTIOOD,PL 33020

0<:1.15
Od. j()
Nov.9

Virginia Military Institute votes ~o go co-ed .
tute, forced to act by a US. Supreme Court ruling, voted Saturday
to end 157 years as an all-male academy anc;l to admit women
beginning with the 1997 school term. The vou: was nine to eight.
By the same vote, the board rejecttd a proposaL widelysu~
by the school's alumni, to keep women out by giviag up the
school's state support and becoming a private lnsdtution. female
cadetS will get crew cuts, endure the taunrsof u~rclass cad~
and will live in barracks altered only by the addmon of curtams
and single-sex bathrooms.

World Briefs were compiled by KristenSchnt:idler, lnt News&
Business Editor, with I he aid of win sources.

The Skiers' Edge invites all jCU students to come
and visit your neighborho<Ml's newest ski ~pecialty
shop. Present your JCU I.D. for 10% off any
purchase during September.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*Special JCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses
K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Alpina*Vans*Atomtc
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Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
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A deeply divided Board o[ Visitors of Virgmta M1lttary 1nstt-
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Gunmen kill2l worshippers at Sunni mosque .

TBA
0<.1. 2

f

Gunmen opened fire on mrshippers at a Sunni mosque m
Multan, Pakistan on Monday, slaying 21 people, many of t~~'!l
boys from a religious school, as they prayed in the mosque.
ts
violence is the latest eruption in theongoingrivalry betweebln
Muslim sec ts in Pakistan, the Sunnis and the Shiites. The
bath in Multan came just one day aFter the killing of a leade~~
the minority Shiite sect in a town60miles to the south. The b~
to-hack incidents highlighted the increasingly hosttle relauons
between militants of the two rival branches of Islam.
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New program offers support to students trying to quit smoking
Erin O'Donnell
S taft Reporter
A new John Carroll Umversity
suppo1 tgroup has been created to
help people quit smoking.
The Smokmg Cessanon Group
was formed by Carol lorillo, a
counselor at the University Counseling Servtces Center, and two
grad uatc counseling inte r ns,
Momca Papp and Susan Shalko.
At JCU, the University Cou nse ling Services Center is k nown
for Its s u pport groups that center

around drug and alcohol abuse,
lorillo said. However, the Center
has never had a support group
based solely on the purpose of
helplng studentstostopsmoking.
The forma tionof the group was
based upon the implementatiOn
of a recent law that made all
buildings at john Carroll smokefree. Since the passage of the law,
anyone who wishes to s moke
must do so either outside or on
des1gnatedsmokingfloorsof each
dorm building.

No excuses left ...

lonllo and her ass istants said
the formation of a non-smoking
support group is needed to offer
support to those who wish to qun
smoking
The Smok1ng Cessat ion
Group's mam goals are to offers upport and motivation to those who
wish to qu1t smoking There will
be one session each week for four
weeks, and each session will offer
dJfferent information on the process of quitting smoking. For ex·
ample , the second session will fo-

cus on behavior management,
and topics will include smoking
effects, decision makmg, goal se tting, things that trigger desires to
smoke and tips to stop smoking.
At the end of the four weeks, the
group will be given the decision
to continue meetmg for support
purposes, or to stop meeting altogether.
The group also will offer alternative stress management techniques, such as relaxatio n and
meditation , wh ich lor illo sa id
will help a person to sto p smoking.
Information fo r the gro up's
meetings will be provided by t he
American Cancer Society and the
American Lung Association. T he
sessions w ill be conducted by
lorillo, Papp and Shalko. They,
and other group members will be
available to offer s up port to t hose

who wish to stop smoking.
Freshman Caroline Sassetti said
the Smoking Cessation Group is a
good idea. "Noone knows the consequences of habitual smoking
until theycan'tstop,"shesaid. "One
of the best ways to control an addiction is through support."
The Smoking Cessation Group
will meet for the fi rst time on Monday, Oct. 7, from 3:30 to 5:00p.m .
The first session is a no-comm itment session, and anyone interested is invited to attend. The
group w ill meet in the University
Counseling Ser vices House, located on South Bel voir Boulevard ,
nex t to the tenni s courts.
lorill o stressed, "As is true of
most activities of Un iversity Counseling Se rvi ces, participation is
confidential."
For more informat ion, studen ts
can contact lorillo at 397-4731.

JESUIT

Fennessy said. "They're very nervous abou t the university."
Although 24 jesuits currentl y
live in Rodma n Hall and the residence halls, the new house will be
built for about 12 people. Fennessy
said he ex pects the n umber of j esuits at jo hn Carroll to decline to
around 12 within about ten years.
· we did n't want to build for 24
people," he said. "So we decided to
build for what we could sustain."
The Uni versit y can use Rodman
Hall a lot more than the Jesuits
can , Fennessy said. "By !moving
out of Rodman and into the house
on Miramar], we'll allow a lot of
breathing room for people all over
campus." He added that many of
the j es uits want to move to a more
family-type existence.
Funding for the Jesuit ho use
will come from the donations of
three major benefactors, Fennessy
said. "They have given money to
cover most of the cost of bui !ding
the house," he said.
lf council approves the house
on Oct. ) ,construction o n it should
take about eight months. lf everything goes as planned , and if the
weather coopera tes, Fennessy said
he hopes they can move in sometim e nex t su mmer.

continued from page 1
Fennessy said .
"What's changed in the new
proposal is that they dec ided to
take down rhe!Thompson]house
and reposition the !new j esuit]
house so that it is farther from t he
closest ne ig h bori ng ho use,"
Stouffer said.
Wit h the removal of the two
existing houses, the jesuits wi ll
be able to bui ld the new house on
a t riple lot, Fennessy said. He
added that he hopes the university will sell the Thompson house
to someone who then will move it
to another location.
Fennessy said neighbors recommended other changes in t he
ho using pla n. On e of th ese modifica tions reduced the num ber of
cars tha t could be parked in a garage behind the house. Fennessy
said the mod ified proposa l allows
for three garaged carson thepropeny,andall others must be parked
in the university lots. He said that
this w ill be a big inconvenience
for the j esuits in the winter.
"l tried to tell people this is not
the uni versi ty moving into the
neighborhood , it 's t he jes ui ts,"
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China could be next economic superpower
Economy growing at explosive rate
Shane Subler
Staff Reporter

Shanghai , Ch ina's largest city,
teems w ith the vibrance of a
brea kneck pace of developm ent.
Steel cranes jut t heir towering
necks into the sky, soon to be repl aced by pe rma nent towers of
marble a nd smoked glass.Twentyeight of the world's largest corpora tio ns, li ke Xerox, Coka-Cola,
and Pepsico, have set up facilities
here. Son y and Mitsubishi will
soon join th e growi ng ranks of
Sh a ngha i's multinationals. Giant
container ships stream out of
Shanghai's harbor,symbol sof the
prosperity created through internationa l trad e.
Shanghai is a microcosm for
what is occurring in China. After
decades of a nearly stagnant
economy,theChineseeconomy is
undergoing explos ive growth. In
1995, the economy grew at a rate
of 10.2%, and is expected to grow
a nother 9.2% this yea r, making it
th e fastest growi ng m ajor
economy in the world . If things
continue t his way, China will
overcome the United States as the
world's larges t economy some-

bank , increased use of ma rket
pricing, continued privatization
of business, a nd mcreased use of
macroeconomic forces (instead of
central planning) to de ter mine
economic policy.Th1s ma rket freedom, howeve r, has not translated
into increased pe rsonal freedom.
Instead, huma n rights violations
co nti n ue to p rev a il und er the
Com -

nom ic world superpower? Many
obstacles w ill have to be overcome
in order for th 1s to happe n. In flation.cur reml y run ningat l 2%ann ually, th reatens to stagnate or reverse the growth trend . Additionall y, millions of r ural Chinese are
migrating to t hecuies m searc h of
work, placing a major strain o n
unemployment.Successfull y prod uc -

m u -

nist re- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - g im e.
T h e
g0 v -

If things continue this way,

China will ovetcome the

er nmen t
firmly
de m -

o n -

United States as the wotld's
largest economy sometime
eatly in the next centuty.

strated
i t 5
comm itment to this "Marketist
Leni nism",ascoi ned by Chi na expertNicholasKristoph asthecombi natio n of a ma rket econom y
unde r Communist rule, in events
suc h as the 1989 Tienanmen
Square m assacre.
Despite th e hum an rights problems and lack of personal freedom s ,
w h i c h
IEX[p<tCted !ECOiffiOMIC
m a n y
<rJrowth Rllt•e For f 991
de m o c ratic na tions such
as the U.S.
o p pose ,
th is new
m arket

if 0 n0 d
g

for a
popula tion
of 1.2
bi lI ion
po se s

a n -

othe r
major
challenge . Finally, pollution of
natura l resources, especiall y wa
ter, may rob China of the natural
resources it needs to susta in its
grow th. China's water pollution is
so serious tha t its' water has more
tox ic pollutants than all of the
western world combined.
Still , ma ny experts be lieve
China will become the world 'seco- .
nomic superpower of the 21st century. In 1997, Hong Kong will come
under the control of China once
again. Many believe this will bring
in a n influx of even more econo mic policies into Ch ina. If this
happens,Chinasho uld have more
fuel fo r sustained futur e growth.

tr~·r;~~--~~~~~~.-•

tim e early in the nex t century Average household inL11me, which
cur rently sta nds at $650 peryear,
is expec ted to balloon to over
$4,000 per year in 25 years.
What isfueli ngtheexpansion?
First and foremost have been economic reform s, instituted over the
past 15 years, which have largely
transformed China in to a market
economy. The "Grand Blueprint"
put into effect by the Communist
Party in 1993, will most likely
complete th e t ransition. Some of
the maincomponentsof this plan
are a western-modeled central

major for eign inves t m ent LO China , providing
needed fu nds for capital investment and job growth . Foreign investment in China in 1994 totaled
$81.4 billion, compared to only
$2.9 billion lO years earlier. Furthermore, China exported $120
billion in goods last year, which
gave it a $5 bill ion trade surplus.
Opening Ch ina's markets to trade
and foreign i n ve stment have
played a significant role in the
economy's growth.
Will China be able to sustain
thiseconomic explosion,and truly
take over a role as a major eco-
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Gunmen kill 2lworsbippers at Sunni mosque .
Gunmen opened fire on worshippers at a Sunni mosque 10
Multan , Pakistan on Monday, slaying 21 people, many of l~~m
boys from a religious school, as they prayed in the mosque
lS
violence is the latest eruption 1n theongoingrivalrybetween, toodwo
Muslim sects in Pakistan, the Sunnis and the Shiites The b•
bath in Multan came just one day after the kHling of a l~der k~
theminorityShiitesect ina town60milesto the south. The b~c
to-back inridt:nts highligh ted the increasingly hostile re!Jlttons
between militants of the two rival branches of Islam.
British police sei:z:e weapons, explosives f~om IRA.
Police just may have prevented (as they claimed) 1mnunent
Irish Republican Army terroristattacksafterseizingupto lO~~n~
of homemade explosives durmg dawn raids Monday, m w tc
one man was killed and five others were arrested. Accordmg to
offic ials, the supply or weapons discovered m the north Lon~on
warehouse could have been used in truck bomb attacks, snntlar
to lR A-triggered explosions t ha tleft two dead inLondon in Febr uary, and killed more than 200 in Manchester in j ul y.

FTC suggests stronger computer restrictions
In response to an outpouring of consumer concern last week
over reports that anyone with a credit card and a computer could
eastly track down such details as social sec urity numbers and
prior addresses from consumer credit bureaus usmg vanous online ser vices, the Federal Trade Commisston has suggested that
Congress nghten the restrictionson who can obtain this in£ormation. Wtth easy access to such information, fraud artists have
opened credit liDe5 inothens'....._J'UD uptbouaands doUars
of charges and wrecked some consdnienfCrel:fk h~

End of Iraqi crisis may be in sight
Even as more U.S. sold iers arrived in Kuwait on Sunday, Defense Secretary Williamj. Perry sa id the Unn t>d "tates m a y w ithdraw one of tts two aircra ft carriers now in the regt n beca use
Jraqi leader Sad dam Hussei n appears to be backing down from
""'Luomrontationwlththc 'i. Per wa,;quotcd"ssayi n g "\uu\y

.....

Virginia Milita r y Institute votes ~o go _co -ed .
A deeply divided Board o£ Visitors of Virgm ta M1l1ta ry 1nslltute,forced to act by a U.S.SupremeCourtruling. voted Sat urday
to end 157 years as an all-male academy and to admtt women
beginning with the 1997 school term. The vou: was nine to eight.
By the same vote, the board rejected a proposal. widely supponed
by the school's alumni, to keep women out by glvlrtg up the
school'sstatesupportand becoming a private lnsdtution. Female
cadets will get crew cu ts, endure the taunts of u~ss ~ts,
and will live in barracks altered only by the addmon of curtalll5
a nd single-sex bathrooms.

World Briefs were compiled by KristenSchncidler,lnt. News&
Business Edilor. with the aid of wire sources.
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The Skiers' Edge invites allJCU students to come
and visit your neighborho00's newest ski specialty
shop. Present your JCU J.D. for 10% off any
purchase during September.
*25% off any in-line skates or accessories
*SpecialjCU prices on all Oakley sunglasses

r _ _8 ca.-.
., __l.o_:z -p.-.-- -

K2*Head*Tyrolia*Marker*Solstice*Columbia*Oakley
Chums*Wigwam*Switch*Hyper*Alpina*Vans*Atom•c
3471 Fairmount Blvd.
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 44118
(216)371-6900
.5 minutes from canpus

8_, ~ &-a'Jali,
Q.t~~

20317 Van Aleen Blvd. (Van Aken Shopping Center)
foNI Comer a! Van Aken & Warrensville Center Rd. 99 t -fl640
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Dole facing uphill battle as election day nears
Joe Whalley
Staff Repono::.,_,r' - - - -- - - For Bob Dole, struggle is an all
toofamiliarthing He struggled to
survive after bemg seriously mJllred in World War ll, he struggled
with past party nomination campaigns, and now he IS struggling
to narrow the gap in the '96 presidential campaign.

News Analysis
Dole has told the media time
and time again that"the hard way
is the only way I have ever gotten
anything or anywhere in Life."
This campaign is proving to be
one of his hardest political battles.
With President Bill Clinton ahead
of Dole by 20 percentage points
accordmg to some polls, the 1dea
of winning the election might appear to be an insurmountable obstacle for the former senator.

Dole faces several problems m
his effort to win the election. One
ishisopponent'syouthandcharm.
Clinton's energetic way and his
ability to work the crowds has
made Dole look old, gruff and unfriendly.
Another problem Dole is facing is his mid-20th century ways
that reflect a time of the past, making him seem out of touch with
the world we live in. Dole's emphasis on family values is also
anchored in a happier and more
conservative time when families
"made do with what they had and
didn't complatn about it," as he
stated after Clinton's State of the
Union address. He went on to say
that "we know the way back We
know what made America great.
All we need now is the resolve to
lead our country back to her place
in the sun."
In the meantime, Clinton has
taken ad vantage of Dole's longing
for the ways of the past. Clinton

has coumered by addressing the
Importance of remembering the
past. but also emphasizing the ultimate importance of moving
ahead and planning for the future.
Dole's appearance and speaking style are also two of his disadvantages. He speaks in patterns of
gruffly spoken sentences and he
often nods and shrugs in an awkward manner. Image in elections
has been of importance since the
advent of television, and his image is most likely harming him .
One reason for his lackluster
image is his lack of a tight circle of
advisers. There has been turmoil
within the Dole election committeeformonths. Dolehasoften told
aides that he wants to do things
his way. Because of this. he lacks a
strong coach and adviser who can
tell him what to do and how to act.
Another problem that Dole has
faced is his inability to convey his
messages clearly. During the primaries, in response to Forbes' vi-

sion of the demolition of the IRS
and Buchanan's support of term
limits on federal judges, Dole told
the media in a reassuring manner
"I don't have any risky tdeas."
Questions soon followed askmg if
he had any new and innovative
ideas at all. In response, a Dole
spokesperson told media members
that "Bob Dole doesn't like to look
to extremes."
Dole's flip-flopping on big issues has also harmed his image
and his messages. For example,
Dole hassupponed civi I rights legislation since the '60s, but he has
recently denounced affirmative
action. Also. he recently supported a $548 billion tax cut although he fought against deficits
and supply side economic theories for years.
Finally, there is the tobacco issue. Dole's financial links to the
tobacco industry have been exploited, making him look like he
supports smoking. Also, he re-

Richard A. Serrano

Three Join Carroll students were in attendance for a speech
Dole

~bV EMzabeth DcMe mRoc:hester, New York this July.

was speaking on behalf or her husband, presidential candidate
Bob Dole. She covered political issues including the budget,

welfare reform and lowering taxes. Pictured above are Karen
DiMarco (freshman), Elizabeth Dole, Mary Jo Marcellus ijunior)
and Susan Marcellus (frestman).
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IGN liP TO GO ON A ROAD TRIP
TO OUR NATION'S CAPITAL TO
VOLUNTEER FOR THE AIDS
MEMORIAL QUILT SERVICE!
STUDENT LIFE IS SPONSORING
BUSES TO ThKE VOLUNTEERS TO
THE UNFOLDING OF 15 BLOCKS
OF QUILT PANELS.

WASHINGTON-Struggling
with an investigation remarkable
for its disappointments, officials
probing the crash of TWA Flight
800 found themselves in the unusual position Saturday of explaining how it took three weeks
to untangle a massofbureaucratic
records containing what may be
an innocent explanation for the
residue of explosive chemicals
found on the plane wreckage.
A month ago, the FBI detected
the traces of explosives in the
plane's interior. But it took weeks
for officials, working with incomplete records and other documents, to realize that the traces

may have been left behind by a
training exercise for bomb-sniffing dogs earlier this summer.
But in a news briefing Saturday, officials of the FBI, the National Transportation Safety Broad
and the Federal Aviation Administration said materials used inthe
dog exercise, one of several thousand conducted on ..airliners
around the country each year,
could leave behind microscopic
bits of material consistent with
what forensic specialists found on
pieces of Flight 800 wreckage. At
the same time, they emphasized
that it has not been established
whether the drill was the source
of the residue.
The result: Authorities yet
again were forced to admit that
once-promising leads had vanishedand that they are back to not
knowing which of their three
theories, a bomb, a missile or mechanical malfunction, explained
why the Boeing 747 exploded off
Long Island, N.Y., on july 17.
During the briefing, Assistant
FBI Director james K. Kallstrom
refused to say whetherthechemical traces uncovered by FB1 lab
technicians were found in the
same locations aboard the plane
where police in St. Louis temporarily had planted bomb components for the routine dog-training
drill at Lambert Airport in SL
Louis on june 10.
He also dismissed speculation

cemly stated on a televis10n political talk show that he wasn't
convinced that tobacco was addictive. Thisstatemem made Dole
look as if he was tr)'lng to protect
and promote the tobacco industry. While Dole does accept campaign money from cigarette
manufacturers, he has stated
many times that he does not recommend smoking.
All of these problems combined have set the stage for one of
the weakest political campaigns
in memory. Dole wants voters to
trust in him and believe that he is
aleaderwithstrongprinciples,but
he hasn't clearly said what his
plans for the future are. Dole has
appeared to be out-dated and out
of touch during the campaign. He
has achieved victory in many of
the struggles that he has faced in
life. but the '96 presidential race
may prove to be one too difficult
for him toconquerdUetohis bland
image and campaign flaws.

that investigators lost critical time
by not knowing immediately the
origin of the residue.
"Even if we had known this six
or eight weeks ago," he said, 'it
would not have changed one thing
we have done on this investigation ... ."
Robert Francis, vice chairman
of the NTSB, said the sudden turn
of events "is not, from our point of
view, a dramatic, major thing."
Nonetheless, the latest development is seen as another in a
string of disappointments for investigators looking for why the jetliner exploded. killing all 230
people aboard.
In the past, officials have come
up empty-handed for clues even
after recovering the cockpit, the
flight-data recorders and most of
the center of the plane.
In addition, no credible terrorist groups have claimed credit for
bringing down the aircraft, and
there has been no conclusive evidence that a missile was fired.
Ed Kittel, an FAA special agent
and explosi vesexpert,gave reporters at the briefing a detailed history of how authorities traced
back the history of the plane's use
as part of training exercises for
dogs trained to sniff out various
types of explosives.
He said about 7,000 similar
operations are conducted on airliners each year as part of an FAA
security program.
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Football rolls over Ohio Northern in conference opener, 52-0

TWA offers explanations for news delays
tC 1996, Los Angeles Times

SPORTS
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•

Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
On Saturday, john Carroll
University's footba II team took on
Ohw Northern at Ada War Memorial Stadium and engaged in a
battle which resembled Custer's
Last Stand as they shellacked the
Polar Bears, 52-0.
TheBiueStreaks(2-0,1-00AC)
dominated every facet of the game
on both sides of the ball. The offense piled up 412 total yards,293
passing and 119 rushing, to go
along with five touchdowns. The
defense again resembled a brick
wall, and the special teams play
was stellar.
"Thisisas well balanced a team
as I've had here," said Coach Tony
DeCarlo.
John Carroll took control early
in a span of three plays. After
getting a safety when Polar Bear
punter Tom Dreiling kicked an
errant snap out of the back of the
end zone, the Blue Streaks scored
on thefirst playaftertheensuing
free kick when sophomore quarterback Nick Caserio connected
with senior split end Dave Davis
on a 47-yard touchdown pass.
Just minutes into the second
quarter, Davis struck agam. After
fielding a 38-yard punt, he scampered 4 3 yards into the endzone
forhissecondscoreofthegame. lt
was the second time in two games
that the special teams returned a
kick for a touchdown.
Then with nearly six.lJijnures
left in the second qliarter,the defe
ctded its own big play to set
up another touchdown. Senior

- a

a

lineman Ryan Caner, who finished of 24 passes for 265 yards and four Mike Ten Brink galloped three
wuh eight tackles and one sack, touc hdowns; more importantly. yards into theendzone for his first
forced a fumble wh1ch was recov- however, he did not throw an in- career varsity touchdown.
ered by senior linebacker London terception. Of his l5completions,
The defense stymied the Ohio
s1x were for 25 yards or more.
Fletcher.
Northern offense m recording 1ts
"Youusuallyget big plays when seconds h utout of the season. The
Three plays later the offense
capitalized on the Polar Bear mis- there are mismatches," DeCarlo Polar Bears mustered only 95total
cue when senior Carmen llacqua said. "Ntcky audibled a couple yards. none of which came on the
pranced into the endzone with a times to get us out of bad plays ground. Senior linebacker Chris
Anderson and Fletcher each had
six-yard screen pass. Caserw and into good plays."
With just less than 12 minutes 14 tackles. Junior Bob Juliana rehooked up with junior tight end
Chris Kavulic for the two-point left in the fourth quarter, junior covered a fumble while senior
safety Dave Kovass recovered a Scott Youmell and freshman Daryl
conversion and a 24-Q lead.
The touchdown reception was Polar Bearfumble in the Polar Bear Cleveland each picked off passes
llacqua's lOOth reception as a Blue endzone for a touchdown, the first The defense a !so sacked Polar Bear
of his varsity career. Then the quarterbacks four times.
Streak.
·we feel that if we're going to
"To tell you the truth, it doesn't Blue Streaks completed the scormean that much," said llacqua, ing with two minutes left in the win a championship. we'll win
who finished the game with six game when sophomore tailback with defense," DeCarlo satd "We
receptions for 128 yards. "The point
is we came out with a 'W' which is
basically our attitude this season."
Caserioopened the next offenMount Union in stinginess and
sive possession by hooking up with Frank Feola
battled to a 0-0 tie into the game's
llacqua for a 50-yard gain. On the Sports Reporter
The john Carroll University second extra sess1on and !20th
ensuingplay,Davisscored his third
touchdown of the game, a 25-yard men's soccer team may have minute.
Then as the clock ran under ten
TD pass from Caserio. Davis had thought theywereparticipating in
three receptions for 78 yards and the wrong spon last week. Both seconds, a Purple Raider
two touchdowns to go with his the game against Mount Union and defenseman mtentiona lly blasted
the one against Otterbeip could be the ball our of play after commitpunt return for a touchdown.
"We always knew Dave had the categorized as "marathons." The ting a foul. The referee stopped the
ability," Caserio said. "It was a Streaks crossed the week's finish clock with two seconds remainmatter of getting him some line with one win and one loss in ing, acknowledging the attempt
to delay the game, and awarded
240 minutes of soccer.
catches. He's our go-to guy."
With thirty seconds remaining JCU the free kick.
"David is stepping it up."
Sophomore Dave Bartulovic
DeCarlo added. "People work their in the second period of overtime in
!of
ted
a lef r-foored kick across the
the
first
soccer
marathon,
the
prewayintoasituationto helpus.1 tip
mouth
of the goal where players
sentiment
of
those
on
the
vailing
my hat to people who stay with
john Carroll (2-4, 2-1 OAC) bench from each side tried 10 get a piece
our program."
Caseriofi mshed his day by Ioft- was one of discouragement as the of the ball. Out of the mix of Caring a pass which Kavulic snagged team was about to tie Ohio Ath- roll and Mount jerscys.junior Mike
in the end zone for a 26-yard score. letic Conference rival Mount Pap got hts head on the ball and
drove it into the goal as tlme ex
On the day, Case no completed 15 Union for the third year in a row.
What defined this sentim ent pired fora l-Oovertime victory
•The bait was heading traight
even moredearlywas the fact that
p f u n't
the Strell1t!; oUtpla~rtmftm~hot tome.
the Purple Raiders. Carroll outshot it! It's a nice individual achieveMount 21 to 12 in 90 minutes of ment, but more importanrly, it
gave the team a win."
Jackets and the Ladies of Kenyon regulation play but could not capi"It was probably the most dratalize
on
their
opportunities.
Saturday, also in three games.
matic
ending that I've ever been
The JCU defense matched
Senior Katy Perrone who

Men's soccer splits OT games

i

Streaks win silver medal pool

~Bachman

Sports Reporte
The john Carroll University
volleyball team finally brought
home some hardwareastheywon
the silver medal pool at the john
Carrolllnvitationallast weekend.
A It hough the Blue Streaks did
not defend the title they won in
1994 and 1995, they did pick up
three wins over the weekend, defeatingHanoverCollege,BaldwinWallace College and Kenyon College atthe Don Shula SportsCenter. Thomas More took first place
in the gold division.
The Streaks did not get a
chance to defend theirtitle thanks
to Hope College. Hope and john
Carroll squared off Friday afternoon in the tournament opener
in what turned out to be one of
the best matches of the weekend .
After losing the first game 15-11,
the Streaks came back to win
games two and three 15-13and 1614. But, for the second straight
weekend , the Streaks dropped a
tough fourth game and went on to
lose the fifth game rally 15-8.
Streaks coach Gretchen
Wietbrecht said she was pleased
with the way the team bounced
back after the loss.
"I think we played well in
games two through four, but we
stoppedplaying,"Weitbrechtsaid.
"Giving our team credit, I was
pleased with the way we came
back and responded against
Hanover."
Because JCU played Hope and
Hanover back-ro-back, a second
loss would have dropped il down
to the bronze pool. After disposingofHanoverinthreegames,the
Streaks did not lose their focus
and came back to beat the Yellow

feel we have a good defense. And
it's gaming a lot of confidence."
The Blue Streaks last recorded
consecutive shutouts at the end of
thel994season. The last rime they
opened a season with back-tohack shutouts was 1942.
ThJsSaturdayat2:00pm.John
Carroll takes on Marietta at
Wasmer Field in the an nua I homecoming game. The Blue Streaks
will be looking to avenge last year's
21-21 tie, a game which john Carroll led 21-7 at halftime. Secondhalf turnovers, however, let
Manetta back into the game. The
inability of both teams to convert
late scoring chances preserved the
final deadlock

1Jickedup60killstogoalongwith
her 59 digs. has now earned berths
on the all-tournament team four
consecutive weeks, previously receiving honors at the1<alamazoo
Hornet Invitational. the Thomas
MoreSk1lineChiliClassic,andthe
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational.
Sophomore Leslie Dissel, who
picked up 149 assists over the
weekend, said she was disappointedjCU did not win its own
tournament but was pleased with
the overall performance.
"It was the best effort of the season for us," Dissel said.· Although
wedidnotwin,weareplayingbetter."
They showed it again Tuesday
night, beating Case Western Reserve University 15-7, 15-9, 15-12.
JCUshutdowntheSpartanoffense
and used a solid transition offense
toweardownCase.
Thisweekend.theStreakstravel
to Delaware, Ohio, wheretheywill
participate in the Ohio Wesleyan
Invitational. The eight team field
willgivetheStreaksa look at Ohio
Athletic Conference foes Capital
and Otterbein. Freshman joanna
Lecznar thinks tournament play
helps prepare for the OAC season.
"Conditioning wise it helps, although you wake up in the morningand think what a long day you
have ahead of you," Lecznar said.
"Most of our tournament matches
have gone five games."
After the Ohio Wesleyan Tournament, the Streaks will return
home to tackle Ohio Northern on
Tuesday, October 1 in one of the
most highly anticipated OAC
matches of the year

involved m." sa1d senior Adrian
Del Bussa "Wecaughtabreak,but
It was just a great cross and a great
header."
In their Saturday mararhon
against Otterbein, the Streaks
again battledondefenseand were
stymied offensively. The two
teams fought through a scoreless
regulauon and went to overtime.
Th1s time, however, there were no
last minute heroics.
Otterbem pushed a goal past
junior goalkeeper Grant Mast in
the first e Ktra session. The tally
stood up as the final margin giving the Cardinals a l-Q victory:
The Streak faced a more aggressive attack m Otterbein than
they are used to. The Cardmals
actually outshot the treak 3231 Fortheseason,though, Carroll
has launched 151 shots compared
or t op
mon. But d
spite this advantage, the opposition has OUtSCOred JCU 6-4 or
these shOLs, Mast has recorded 63
saves, but in comparison, oppos-

see MEN, page 18

•

Senior, Football
Fletcher received OAC
Defensive Player of the
Week honors for his
team high 14 tackles and
a fumble recovery in last
week's win over Ohio
Northern. On the season, he ranks second
among JCU defenders in
tackles with 27.

Junior, Soccer
Sullivan received OAC
Player of the Week honors for her offensive
outburst last week. She
recorded three goals and
three assists all in a win
over Otterbein. She
leads the team with four
goals and is fifth in the
OAC in points per game.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS & BUSINESS
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For Bob Dole, struggle is an all
toofamilianhing. Hestruggledto
survive after being seriously injured in World War II, hestruggled
with past party nomination campaigns. and now he is struggling
to narrow the gap in the '96 presidential campaign.

News Analysis
Dole has told the media time
and time agam that ~the hard way
is the only way I have ever gotten
anythmg or anywhere in life.·
This campaign is proving to be
one of his hardest political battles.
With Presidenr BillChntonahead
or Dole by 20 percentage pomts
according to some polls, the idea
or winning theelecuon might appear to be an insurmountable obstacle for the former senator.

Dole faces several problems in
his effort tow in the election One
is his opponent's youth and charm.
Clinton's energettc way and his
ability to work the crowds has
made Dole look old, gruff and unfriendly.
Another problem Dole is facing is his mid-20th century ways
thaneflecta time of the past, making him seem out of touch with
the world we live in. Dole's emphasis on family values is also
anchored in a happier and more
conservauve time when families
"made do with what they had and
didn't complain about it," as he
stated after Clinton's State of the
Union address. He went on to say
that "we know the way back. We
know what made America great.
All we need now is the resol ve to
lead our country back to her place
in the sun."
In the meantime, Cli nton has
taken ad vantage of Dole's longing
for the ways of the past. Clinton

has countered by addressing the
importance of remembering the
past, but also em phastzing the ultimate importance of moving
ahead and planning for thefuture.
Dole's appearance and speaking style are also two of his disadvantages. He speaks m patterns of
gruffly spoken sentences and he
often nods and shrugs in an awkward manner. lmage in elecuons
has been of importance since the
advent of television, and his image is most likely harming him.
One reason for his lackluster
image is his lack of a tightclrcleof
advisers. There has been turmoil
withm the Dole election committee for months. Dole has often wid
aides that he wants to do thmgs
hisway. Because of this,helacksa
strongcoach andadv iserwhocan
tell him what wdo and how to act.
Another problem that Dole has
faced is his inabilit y to convey his
messages dearly. Duri ng the primaries, in response to Forbes' vi-

sion of the demolition of the IRS cemly stated on a television poand Buchanan's support of term litical talk show that he wasn't
limits on federal Judges, Dole told convmced that tobacco was adthe media in a reassuring manner dictive. Thisstatement made Dole
"I don't have any risky ideas." look as if he was trying to protect
Questions soon followed askmg if and promote the tobacco indushe had any new and innovative try. While Dole does accept camideas at all. In response, a Dole paign money from cigarette
spokesperson told media members manufacturers, he has stated
that "Bob Dole doesn't like to look many times that he does not recto extremes·
ommend smoking.
Dole's flip-£lopping on big isAll of these problems comsues has also harmed his image bined have set the stage for one of
and his messages. Fo r example. the weakest political campaigns
Dole has supported civil rights leg- in memory. Dole wants voters to
islation since the '60s, but he has trust in him and believe that he is
recently denounced affirmative a leaderwith strong principles,but
action. Also, he recently sup- he hasn't clearly sa id what his
ported a $548 billion tax cut al- plans for the future are. Dole has
though he fough t against deficits appeared to be out-dated and out
and supply side economic theo- of touch during the campaign. He
ries for years.
has achieved victory in many of
Finally, there is the tobacco is- the str uggles that he has faced in
sue. Dole's fi nancial links to the life, but the '96 presidential race
tobacco ind usuy have been ex- may prove to be one too difficult
ploited, making him look li ke he for him toconquerduetohis bland
supports smoking. Also. he re- image and campaign flaws.

TWA offers explanations for news delays
Richard A. Serrano
C 1996, Los Angeles Times

nvee Jom Carroll students were in attendance for a speech
..,_tr#EIIz~OoleillRochHter, NewYorkthisJuly. Dole
was speaking on behalf or her husband, presidential candidate

Bob Dole. She covered political issues including the budget.
welfare reform and lowering taxes. Pictured above are Karen
DiMarco (frestman), Elizabeth Dole, Mary Jo Marcellus Ounior)
Cl'ld Susan Marcellus (frestwnan).

WASHINGTON-Struggling
with an investigation remarkable
for its disappointments, officials
probing the crash of TWA Flight
800 found themselves in the unusual posi tion Saturday of explain ing how it took three weeks
tountangle a mass of bureaucratic
records containing what may be
an innocent explana tion for the
residue of explosive chemicals
found on the plane wreckage_
monrh ago, the FBI detected
the traces of explosives in the
plane's interior. But it took weeks
for officials, working with incomplete records and other documents, to realize that the traces

S

IGN LIP TO GO ON AROAD TRIP
TO OUR NATION'SCAPITAL TO
VOLUNTEER FOR THE AIDS
MEMORIAL QUILT SERVICE!
STUDENT LIFE IS SPONSORING
BUSES TO TAKE VOLUNTEERS TO
THE UNFOLDING OF 15 BLOCKS
OF QUILT PANELS.

may have been left behind by a
traini ng exercise for bomb-sni ffing dogs earl ier this summer.
But in a news briefi ng Saturday, officials of the FBI, the National Transportation Safety Broad
and the Federal Aviation Administration said materials used in the
dog exercise, one of several thousa nd conducted on ..airliners
around the country each year,
could leave behind microscopic
bits of material consistent with
what[orensicspeciallstsfoundon
pieces of Flight 800 wreckage. At
the same time, they emphasized
that it has not been established
whether the drill was the source
of the residue.
The result: Authorities yet
again were forced to admit that
once-promi sing leads had vanishedand thattheyare back to no t
knowing which of their th ree
theories, a bomb, a missile or mechanical malfunction, explained
why the Boeing 747 exploded off
Long Island, N.Y., on july 17.
During the briefing. Assistant
FBI Director James K Kallstrom
refused tosaywhetherthechemical traces uncovered by FBl lab
technicians were found in the
same locations aboard the plane
where police in St. Louis temporarily had pla nted bomb components fort he routine dog-training
drill at Lambert Airport in St.
Louis on june 10.
He also dismissed speculation

that investigators lost critical time
by not knowing immed iately the
origin of the residue.
"Even if we had known this six
or eight weeks ago." he said, 'it
would not have changed one thing
we have done on th is investigation ...."
Robert Francis, vice chairman
of the NTSB, said the sudden turn
of events "is not.f rom our point of
view, a drama tic, major thing."
Nonetheless, the latest development is seen as another in a
string of disappointments for investigators looking forwhythejetliner exploded, killing all 230
people aboard.
In the past, officials have come
up empty-handed for clues even
after recovering the cockpit, the
fligh t-data recorders and most of
the center of the pla ne.
In add ition, no credible terrorist groups have claimed cred it for
bringing down the aircraft, and
there has been no conclusive evidence that a missile was fired .
Ed Kittel,an FAA special agent
and explosivesexpert,gavereporters at the briefing a detailed history of how authoriti es traced
back the history of the plane's use
as part of training exercises for
dogs trained to sniff out various
types of explosives.
He said about 7,000 similar
operations are conducted on airliners each year as part of an FAA
security program.
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Surf's up for intemet users

Dole facing uphill battle as election day nears
Staff Repon.,-:r

FEAl\IIES

H its)

•
•

••

JCU students ride the wave of cyberspace
Colleen Masny
St aff Reporter

Many students at john Carroll
University have been caught in the
net- the internet, that is. Students
and faculty use the internet to
help with research for courses or
to simply have fun. "The internet
is a great place to find information
on anything from my favor ite
bands to my next history report,"
said sophomore Alan Waldi nger.
The internet is a network of
computers whic h are all
hooked up to each other.
This allows ever yone to
have access toinformation
from any of the computers which are equ ipped
with the inte rnet.
To use the net, the
first step is to m ake
use of the
w e b
browser.
A web
browser
is the
So f I wa r e
pac k age th at
a ll o w s
users to
connect to specific web sites.
At JCU, the
web browse r
uses Netscape
Naviga tor. This
browser aUows users to choose the sites that they
wa nt to view.
the mouse on th e chosen site,
Netscape looks for the desired address and location. Sequences of
words or numbers tell the computer how to gain access to the
desired site.
There are millions of sites to
choose
from
including
homepages,home-shoppingsites,
sites about science, history, art,
movies, an imals, sports - just to
name a few. Users can even examine a list of the "Cool Sites" fort he
week by clicking on that site.
According to sophomore Dan
Hegler, "You can search for just
about anything. One of my favor-

(; RE.\ T

TF.\ CHFRS

ites is the ESPN Sports site. lttells information over the internet, they
you a lithe sports for the week and should make sure it's safe. lf a
gives you updates on statistics."
warningappearswhichsays:Any
JCU recently became a part of information you submit is insethe World Wide Web- which ex- cure and could be observed by a
ists wit hin the internet and is a third party while in transit," then
directory of site addresses- with it is best not to send information
the creation of its own home page. to that particular site.
On t hejCU cam pus, there are a
The JCU homepage contains information on admissions. alumni, variety of places people can go to
financia l aid and other topics access the internet. Computers in
Much of what exists on the JCU the Bohannon Science Center,
homepage is still in the process of Graselli Library and the microcomputer Jab located in the Boler
School of Business are all hooked
up to the internet.
Also, students in all the residence halls except Bernet can have
their personal comp u ters
hooked up
for about
$60. To do
th is. st udents ca n
take thei r computers to room 055
in the Science Center.
Their computer will
be program med and
be ready to pick up
in about one day.
There are some
advantages to getting
you r PC hooked up to the net. Users no longer tie up their telephone
lines wi th their mode m They also
have 24-hour access to the World

www.rainorshine.com .... real time Wt"ather forecasts
www.spor&sllne.com~ ..onl!M 'fOI1S P9-·-·-·---·
cool.lnfi.net....random cool sites of!M day.................... .
www.vegweb .com ....Onlim.> guidl' t-o ve~tariamsm ..
WWW-discovery.COOL.Dbcovery chlnnel onllM..-www.aidsquilt.org ....Aids quilt information for 96.....
www.kodal<.com .... high reiOlulion Kodak pictun!ti.. -

www.manpower.com ....Job UBt~nga and placetMntmirsk:y.com/WOw....worst sitl's on the WEB ................. .
www.carsmart.com.. ..buy.lttAM. and find that car.. ...
www_cnn.com ....Onllne ,_from CNN .................... .
www.cnbc.com .... lnteractiw and online News......... ...
www.happypuppy.oom....prnea games games..-......
www.mtdproclucts .com .... neat WEB page ................. .
www.infoseek.com....Intemet search engine.............. .

Wide Web and the Library's electronic resources. Twenty-fourhour access to e-mail accounts
through the VAX system is alsoan
available feature.
Senior Kell y Carroll, an enthusiastic e-mail fa n,said, "It's a great
way to keep in touch with friends
at other schools and with people

who've graduated. E-mail is faster
and cheaper than wnung letters."
According to Burke, "We send
and receive about 8000 messages
In a day"
Use of e-mail and the Internet
is rapid ly changing the way studentscomm unica teas well as con
duct research. Get plugged in!

being developed, however.
Director of networkingandsys"The computers have recently
been upgraded so that the net can
be accessed about 24 times faster
than before."
Although surfing the net is fun,
there are some safety issues of
which to be aware. Hackers can
access people's passwords and get
into their accounts. Credit card
numbersaresometimesstolen and
used by other people. To combat
this problem, a number of sites
encode credit card numbers and
other personal information. These
codes can only be translated by
the specific sire.
Before users send any private

~o<

Yflhe '?3arroU eNems meicome.s "~
@)-'?30U atumni anB 6t:ien&.
Have a great Homecoming Weekend.

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SEMESTER ABROAD

\\" \\TFD:
Kaplan, the nation's
leader in test prep, seeks
bright, enthusiastic
teachers interested in
part-time work and
excellent pay. If you're a
dynamic communicator
with at least 90th
percentile scores on the
ACT, SAT, GRE, or
GMAT, call Bill Begg 11:
(216) 831-2233 or
1-800-KAP-TEST.

• LONDON

Field study, internships
& study tours
Business & lfberlll arts courses
taught in Engluh

lAmgull.ge-,

•HONG KONG

lewis
In MtMirid antlllfllf8 Kong

• MADRID

Generous tuition grana

and academic scholllrshJps

Summer business programs
in Asia and Europe
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY • 119 Euclid Anaue • Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472 • DIPA@suadiDia.syr.edu • lattp:/ /suaweb.syr.e4u/dipa
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RHA helps resident students to live and learn
Robb Giambrone
St aff Reporter

irino, Christa
Year: Sophomore
Major: Communications
Favorite item of clothing: My
p atent leather pants because they
a r e a display of my un ique
pe r sonality.
What do you think is the
biggest difference between
men and women?: I think men
rock because they aren't concerned
about petty goss1p.
Favorite flower: Lavender rose
What word would people never
use to describe you?: Shy. I say
whrtever is on my mind.
What ice cream flavor would
you like to be and why?: I would
be m1nt chocolate chip. because I'm
bol d and re fre s hing.

Monday mghtfootball part ies. Concerts
1n the Wolf and l'ot. Tnps downtown to
TowerCnyorthe Rockn' Roll Hall of Fame
and Museu m Who exactly is responsible
for coordinaung all of these activiries for
on-campus students? The Residence Hall
Association (R HA )
RHA is a prog ra mm mg organiza non
designed to plan ca mpus wide awvitiesfor
the res1de nce hall commu nlly. "Make li vmg on cam p us more fun; th at's our mtssJon," sa id Marc Walrod, president of RHA.
Res1dent Hall Dmctor and advisor of
RHA Heather Tucker has had a vi tal role in
establishing this organization for the past
two years. It was dunng the 1994-1995
school year that RHA began meeting on a
regu Jar basis.
According to Tucker, if students want to
learn valuable leadership skills and make
their college experience more enjoyable,
then they should join RHA. "You get to
meet a lot of people and also you get to [be]
involvedoncampusand make a difference,"
said vice president Angela Spitalieri.
This year, RHA hopes to increase their
membership as well as on-campus awareness of their existence by planning more
diverse activities. Spitalieri said that one of
the most difficult jobs RHA faces is the
planning of activities.
This semester, new events will include a
volleyball servingcontestduring half -time
at a women's volleyballgameandabus trip
to th e football game at Baldwin-Wall ace
College. These events are established in
order roprornotesponsatjCU and increase
student pride in the teams. "We're really
here just to havefun," said Walrod. "That's
what we were created for·
RHA keeps inclose contact with the oncampus student body by way of the hall

councils .
Each resi dence hall
sends two
representatives
from I l S respeC ti Ve
hall council to t he
w eekly
RHA meetings.
RHA is
made up of
five com mittees
that plan
events: the
traditional,
service,
food, publicity and social committees.
The traditional committee plans annual
events around earn pus,suchas Winter Fest
and LittleSibs'Weekend . LittleSibs'Weekend was the first weekend planned for
younger siblings ina decade and it received
positive feedback, according to Tucker.
Sophomore Kevin filiatrautsaid, "My little
sister had a great time last year and is looking forward to coming back, assuming she
won't faint at the long children's mass ."
The service com mitteededicates its time
roserving thejohn Carroll University campus and the greater Cleveland corn m unity.
A new responsibility of the service committee is the Adopt-a-Trail service project.
This project involves maintaining a trail at
the Cuyahoga Valley National Recreational
Area. south of JCU.
The food committee serves a dual purpose as part of RHA. They attend the
monthly Marriott food meetings and handle
the food orders. They also plan the [ood for

special events like the Pittsburgh Steelers
versus the Buffalo Bills foorball party.
Tucker said that the crowd that showed up
was three times bigger than expected and
the threesheet pizzas that wereorderedjust
weren't enough!
The publicity committee publicizes all
theeventssponsored byRHA. Erin Collins,
the chairperson of thiscommittee,said that
they publicize events by hanging signs in
the Atrium and puuingflyersin mailboxes.
The responsibilities of the social committee are planning RHA member events,
such as birthday parties for the members.
The first meeting for new members will
be on Oct. 2 in thejardineorMurphyroom.
Meetings will convene weekly o Wednesday evenings at 5:15p.m.
Tucker stressed that each haHshould be
referred to as a residence hall 1tnd not a
dorm. "A dorm is a place wher~ou sleep
and a residence hall is a place where you
live and learn," she said.
••
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Play it again.
Look for the Irish Pipers making an appearance at Homecoming this year.

for spice. Garnish wtth a dance floor of Dancing Nancles and Tripping
Billies and what do you get? Carroll's historic Homecoming Weekend!
The festivities begin on Friday at 10 a.m. With Rev. John J. Shea. S.J .
saying mass on the quad. Six bishops and over one hundred priests
wlll be involved in the mass. In the event ofra!n, the mass Will be held
in the varsity gym.
Following mass. students, faculty. alumni and friends are encouraged to take part in the noon luncheon in the Schott Dining Hall. W.D.
Bookwalter. assistant to the president, reminds all students that they
are welcome to come to the mass. inauguration, and luncheon which
will be prepared by Marriott Food Servtce.
According to Kim Gist, service supervisor for Marriott, a meat carver
wtll be in the dining hall for lunch to make the meal. '"as special for the
students as it is for everyone else." Shea Will also be present durtng
lunch to talk to students before the Inauguration.
A separate luncheon wtll also be held In the Murphy room for those
with reservations.
The Inauguration of Shea Will take place at 2 p.m. on the front lawn.
Continued on on Page 11

Give Blood, Play Rugby.
Thankfully, some things never
change .

Animal
House.
Before Dolan
Hall was inhabited strictly by
women, it was
always where
the party was.
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RHA helps resident students to live and learn
Robb Giambrone
Staff Reporter'--"--=-=-----

Monday mght football pan1es. Concerts
rhe Wolf and Pot. Tnps downtown to
TowerCnyorthe Rock'n' Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum Who exactly is responsible
for coordinating all of these acuviries for
on-campus students? The Residence Hall
Association (RHA).
RHA IS a programming organization
designed to plan cam pus wide activities for
the residence hall community. "Make living on campus more fun; that's our mission," sa1d Marc Walrod, pres1dent of RHA.
Resident Hall D1rector and advisor of
RHA Heather Tucker has had a vital role in
establishing this organization for the past
two years. 1t was during the 1994-1995
school year that RHA began meeting on a
regular basis.
According to Tucker, if students want to
learn valuable leadersh ip skills and make
their college experience more enjoyable,
then they should join RHA . "You get to
meet a lot of people and also you get to Ibel
involved oncampusand make a difference,"
said vice president Angela Spitalieri.
This year, RHA hopes to increase their
membership as well as on-campus awareness of their existence by planning more
diverse ac tivities. Spitalieri said that one of
the most difficult jobs RHA faces is the
planning of activities.
This semester, new events will include a
volleyball serving conrestdu ring half-rime
at a women's volleyball game and a bus trip
to the football game at Baldwin-Wallace
College. These events are established in
order ro promotesponsatJCU and increase
studen t pnde in the teams. "We're really
here just to have fun," said Walrod. "T hat's
what we were created for."
RHA keeps m close contact with the oncampus student body by way of the hall
1n

Year: Sophomore
Major: Communications
Favorite item of clothing: My
patent leather pants because they
are a d1splay of my unique
personality.
What do you think is the
biggest difference between
men and women?: I think men
rock because they aren't concemed
about petty gossip.
Favorite flower: Lavender rose
What word would people never
use to describe you?: Shy. I say
wh;~tever is on my mind.
What ice cream flavor would
you like to be and why?: I would
be mint chocolate chip, because I'm
bold and refresh i

councils
Each residence hall
sends rwo
representatives
from its respective
hall council to the
weekly
RHAmeerings.
RHA 1s
made up of
five committees
tha[ plan
events: the
[raditional,
service,
food . publicity and social committees.
The traditional committee plans annual
even[saround campus, such as Winter Fest
and Li ttle Sibs' Weekend. LittleSibs'Weekend was the first weekend planned for
younger siblings in a decade and it recei ved
positive feedback, according to Tucker.
Sophomore Kevin filiauautsaid, "My little
sister had a great time last year and is looking forward to coming back, assuming she
won 't faint at the long children's mass."
The service committee dedicates its time
to serving thejohn Carroll University campus and the greater Cleveland communit y.
A new responsibility of the service commit[ee is the Adopt -a-Trail service project.
This project involves maintaining a trail at
the Cuyahoga Valley Nationa l Recreational
Area, south of JCU.
Th e food committee serves a dual purpose as part of RHA . They attend the
monthly Marriott food meetings and handle
the food orders. They also plan the food for

special events like the Pittsburgh Steelers
versus th e Buffalo Bills foorball party.
Tucker said that the crowd that showed up
was three times bigger than expected and
the three sheet pizzas that were ordered just
weren't enough!
The publicity committee publicizes all
the events sponsored byRHA. Erin Collins,
thec hairpersonof thiscommittee,said that
they publicize events by hanging signs in
the Atrium and putting flyers in mailboxes.
The responsibilities of the social committee are planning RHA member events,
such as birthday parties for the members.
The first meeting for new members will
be on Oct. 2 in thejardineorMurphy room.
Meetings will convene weeki y OJ Wednesday evenings at 5:15p.m.
Tucker stressed [hat each halfshould be
referred to as a residence hall 'and not a
dorm. "A dorm is a place whert!'you sleep
and a residence hall is a place where you
live and learn," she said.
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flowers and banners. Mix in six bishops and one hundred men
-clad U

Play it again.
Look for the Irish Pipers making an appearance at Homecoming this year.

for spice. Garnish With a dance floor of Dancing Nanctes and Tripping
Billies and what do you get? Carroll's historic Homecoming Weekend!
Th e festivities begin on Friday at lOa.m. With Rev. John J . Shea, S.J.
saying mass on the quad. Six bishops and over one hundred priests
Will be involved in the mass. In the event of rain, the mass Will be held
In the varsity gym.
Following mass, students. faculty, alumni and friends are encouraged to take part In the noon luncheon in the Schott Dtntng Hall. W.D.
Bookwalter, assistant to the president, reminds all students that they
are welcome to come to the mass. Inauguration, and luncheon which
will be prepared by Marriott Food Service.
According to Kim Gist. service supervisor for Marriott. a meat carver
Will be tn the dining hall for lunch to make the meal. "as special for the
students as it ts for everyone else." Shea will also be present during
lunch to talk to students before the Inauguration .
A separate luncheon will also be held In the Murphy room for those
With reservations.
The Inauguration of Shea will take place at 2 p.m. on the front lawn.
Continued on on Page 11

Give Blood, Play Rugby.
Thankfully, some things never
change.
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FREE IIIISSIIIIWITI YDUR .I·C ClllEiiE ID
19 & Over
EVERY THURSDAY
575-0600

Animal
House.
Before Dolan
Hall was inhabited strictly by
women, it was
always where
the party was.
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A LOOK BACK
A

EYE VIEW OF CARROLL'S PAST

CHRISTINA HYNES
MANAGit-.G EDITOR

J

ohn Carroll was founded
as St. lgnatlus college in
1886. In 1923. the college was renamed John Carroll
University. In 1935. It was
moved from the west side of
Cleveland to University Heights.
In September of 1968. It became a coeducational tnstltuUo•J.

But anyway.
John Carroll"s history has a
lot more to It than the facts that
are easily found tn our Admissions bulletin. Looktngback at
the rich history of people and
events that have touched
Carroll's campus, one has to
wonder what It was like to walk
around the Quad for the past
61 years.
The Sixties
No, there won't be any stories of hippies and protesting
across the Quad, nothing that
exciting happened at John Car roll. Actually. that happened in Union President and 1972
1970.
Beaudry Award winner TimoBut fe w know tha t a John thy Russert. The same Tim
Carroll Sophomore Tim Wood Russert who Is now Senior Vice
won the Silver Medal for figure President of NBC News. modskating In the Winter Olympic erator of Meet the Press and
games In Grl'noble , F'rance.
Washington Bureau Chief.
Turning to academics, the
Another familiar name Is
year 1961 was the first that Don Shula, former head coach
LatIn w not a requlremen t for for the Miami Dolphins and
gradu a tion .
195 J alum, who spoke a t the
The Seventies
1973 commencement.
The Seventies seems to be
And the list goes on.
the decade of great music artOn October 27, 1972. Jane
Ists performing at Carroll. In Fonda opened "Peace Week."
1972. Rtchle Havens. Sly and sponsored by the JCU Students
!he FarnJ.ly Stone . the Bea ch for Peace, by spea king out
Boy a nd Don McLean played a ga in s t th e VIe tna m War.
a t Carroll. Then. on February Speaking of effects of the war .
18. 1975, Bruce Springsteen
and th e E Street band played tn
The ROTC building (now the
the gym.
site of the Recplex). dedicated
Music aside, the beginning on October 26, 1950. became
of the sevenues marked the the focus of campus protestgraduation of 197 I -72 Student ers.

Students threw bags of cow
blood In protest and fire bombs
wereatmed at the bulldtng. They
hit the holler room Instead causIng minimal damage.

Sunday Morntng."
The same year. Alex Trebek,
host of Jeopardy, visited the
communications department.
Also In 1987, a "mystery
Illness" struck campus and
caused at least ntne students
on October 28 to be sent to
Hillcrest Hospital. The Ohio
State Health Department and
th e Cuyahoga County Board of
Health Investigated the case
and found the vlrus to be traced
to cafeteria salad and an Ill
salad handler.
The decade ended with The
Moving Wall, a half-scale r ep lica of the black granite Vietnam Memorial in Washington.
D.C. , coming to John Carroll
in 1989 for a week-long visit.

The Eighties
In 1987, The Romantics
played a Student Union sponsored concert whtch resulted tn
a net loss of$11 ,210.20.
Some J.nteres ttng commencement speakers In the eighties
Include Vice Admiral James
Stockdale (and Ross Perot's running mate In the 1992 Presidential Elections) In 1981 and
Joseph Cardinal Bernadin,
archb!shopofChtcago,tn 1989.
On December 2, 1987,
Charles Kuralt was the Com munications Department Centennial Medal designee. Kuralt
is a broadcast news veteran who
is best known for his ·on the
Road" series and "CBS News

The Nineties
The b eglnnlng of 1990
marked the chartering of The
Black United Students Asso-

ContiiJUcJ From Page 10
Approximately 1700 students,
faculty. administration , alumni
and delegate from other Je ult colleges are expected to
attend.
"An event like this only
comes along once In a decade.·
said Bookwalter. "What It really is. ts our way of celebrating
how good we really are . And we
are pretty good.·
Graduate students. Student
Union executives, class officers and representatives from
student activities wtll be
dressed In gowns and will participate In the tnaugeral march.
Dorallce Tavolarlo. president of
the Student Unton. wtllgiVe the
offlcal welcome at the ceremony.
Clubs, lratemKies and sororities, among others, spray paint the names of their
organization on lhs face of the Pacelli lion. The lion was originally located on an estate
Afterwards, a brief reception
as part of a fountain on Falmill Rd., stated the 1984 Carrillon. It came to John Carroll
wtU be held in front of campus
to be the cenlelpiece for a garden that was never buin.
by Fairmont Circle.
On Friday evening there will
"Lolly the TroUy" will be pro- a few of the famous faces ex- played at 9:30 a.m.
be a Gala Celebration honoring viding free transportation from pected to attend.
The traditions ofHomecomShea's Inauguration, the I lOth . Belvoir Boulevard to the rapid
If students or alumni are not tngwill officially begtn with the
Anniversary of Jesuit Educa- and back agatn after the recep- taktng part In the Gala CelebraSaturday morntng Judging of
tion In Cleveland and tion.
tion, theycouldattendtheJCU's the decorated Residence Halls.
I eland'sBicenteruu.a}~IThe reception Is a semi-for- women's soccer game at Wasmer
The restden~expected to
mal event wtth cocktaiLs, heavy Field at 4 p.m.
decorate
theo1ftllle and surThe ~Celebration will be hors d'oeuvres. and desert.
Wasmer Ftekl will also be rounding areas of the halls With
held at the Great Lakes Scl·
Btshop Anthony Pilla. from hosting a soccer game Saturence Center on Cleveland's the Diocese of CleYeland, and day morntng. 1be McCarthy the HomecomJng theme and
the spirit of the weekend tn
lake!ront at 7 p.m ..
Congressman Loula Stokes are Alumni Soccer game will be mand.

The Pacelli Lion

elation, an organization for Af.
rlcan American students.
In 1991. Toad the Wet
Sprocket played an acoustic set
In the Inn Between to a packed
audience of students.
Other visitors included
Itamar Rabinovich, ambassador of Israel to the United
States, who spoke at Carroll In
December of 1995 on the death
of former Prime Minister
Yltzhak Rabin and the Israeli·
Arab conflict.
On November 4, 1993, a "familiar" Virus appeared agatn at
John Carroll, this time affectIng over 100 students.
And finally , on January 19,
1994, a Carroll student made
an unprecedented act on behalf of the university, l!terally.
The student, Impersonating a
JCU official, phoned a local television station and had the anchor announce that classes had
been canceled for the day due
to extreme weather. Apparently. It fooled everyone .
Tying in the loose ends
So John Carroll University
turned 110 this year and with
It marked the begtnntng of another begtnntng-a new Presi·
dent has come to blaze his own
historical trail. Our past ·rearless leaders" have been witness
to the growth of the university
and have aided In changes for
the better or worse of our edu catlonaltnstltutlon (of course,
It Is always a matter of opinion). A little side note: a few
issues that seemed to appear
throughout the l!ving history of
John Carroll included tuition
Increases and persistent parking problems among other
things . Maybe it Is possible to
somehow reduce or eliminate
some of these traditions that
aren't so well appreciated.
Facts weregathered(romTheCarroll News
Morgue and John Carroll Un iveniil1ty, a century
of service. by Donald Gavin.

The Annual Homecoming
Block party will officially begtn
at 11 a.m. on Belvoir Boulevard. Thirty-one student organizations will be hosting different fund-raising events. Food,
beverages and souvenirs will
be sold.
Entertainment will also be
provided throughout the afternoon by the JCU band and the
Irish Pipers .
The JCU football team will
be attempting to add another
win to their 2-0 record by playIng the Marietta Pioneers.
Durtnghalf-time, the Homecoming King and Queen will be
announced.
FollOwing the game will be
the Class of'96 Reception which
Is to be held tn the Murphy
room.
At 6:30p.m. the doors of the
Sheraton City Center will open
for the Homecoming Dance,
sponsored by the Student
Union. The theme of the dance
Is "Danctng Nancles and Tripping HUiles.· Dtnner will be
served at~ p.m. and the dance

w111 'ftl'liii:
As long as t4•. ratn stays
away, the inauguration and
Homecoming celebratlon
should be eventful for all.
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Hauck '63: doing what he loves
GINA M. GIRARDOT
EDITOR-IN-a-liEF
Even though the fame and
fortune that surrounds Hollywood society Is worlds away
from the John Carroll community, alumnus Charlie Hauck
claJms that his experience at
JCU has kept him sane
throughout his endeavors in
Tinseltown.
A graduate of the class of
1963, Hauck Is the veteran creator of shows like, "Valerie."
"The Hogan Family," and most
recently is the producer of the
ABC hit "Home Improvement."
And while the pressures of show
business are tremendous,
Hauck has found that his
··grounding In the classics while
at Carroll has kept me sane
and focused on what Is lmpor ·
tant ."
Dotng what is important, to
Hauck, Is doing what you enjoy. An English major. Hauck
advocates the philosophy of
former Carroll president Rev.
Thomas O'Malley to "study
what you love, and let the rest
of your life follow." Hauck always knew that he wanted to
be a writer, but never Imagined
that he would be writing scripts
for television.

Charlie Hauck
"After graduation I was writIng for a weldtngmagazlne (now
at present-day Penton PublishIng). which Is far removed from
what I thought l"d be doing as a
writer," he said. But things
soon changed.
Ftrst he went to Pittsburgh
where he covered the coal and
aluminum industries for Business Week and then he went on
as editor of the Pittsburgh Magazine. As a result of some material that he wrote for Phyllis
Dlller. he found his way to the
world of TV sitcoms, and eventually to "Home Improvement."
"When 'Home Improvement'
Invited me to come on board, I
knew the stars were good to
work with, and that It would be

a happy experience," he sald.
"Tim Allen Is funny all of the
ttrne, even funnier In person
than he Is on the show."
To those graduating with
star-struck dreams, Hauck
advises that whatever the career choice. "Don't do anything
Just for the money... do what
you really want to, especially If
you want to go Into television.
you have to like writing scripts
deep In your soul.·
Disproving the belief that
the Engl!sh major does not prepare you for success. Ha uck
also Is an accomplished novelIst. His first effort Artistic Differences (which he took five
years off fr om the demands of
television to work on), Is a sattreon themorallty ofthesltcom
scene of Hollywood. and was
acclaimed by the Washington
Post and The New York Times
for its slde-splltttng humor.
Hauck , a west-side Cle veland native. transferred to
Carroll as a sophomore from
the Borromeo College Seminary, and holds the university's
English department In high
esteem. He recalls with fond
memory the production of the
"Andersonville Trials," which
he had the lead part, and was
directed by Mr. Marinello.

CARROLLGRADTOUCHESTHESKY
KRISTEN SCHNEIDLER
IN&BEDITOR

in 1977, he
received a
bachelor of
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10 a.m.
Rev. John J. Shea,
S.J. presides over the mass on
the Quad.
12 p.m.
Luncheon in the
Schott Dining Hall. Shea will be
present.
2 p.m.
Inauguration of
the 22nd President of John Carroll University on the front lawn;
includes inaugural march. To be
followed by brief reception.

:Friday evening
4 p.m.
Women's soccer
game at Wasmer Field.
7 p.m.
GalaCelebration,
r

when you grow up?" Many
small childr en are quickly able
to respond to this ques tion,
probably with more ease than
many college students.
At the elementary school age.
answers to this question typically range anywhere from doctors to actors. High hopes prevail at this point in time, but in
many cases, career choires are
altered several times by the
time one graduates from high
school or college. Some students. however, remaln highly
focused from day one, pursuing the dream they had even as
a small child .
Carl Walz, a 1979 graduate
of John Carroll University, Is
one example of these highly
ambitious people. In fact, due
to his great ambition, at the
time this Issue went to press,
Walz was unavaJlable for comment due to the fact that he Is
currently aboard the space
shuttle Atlantis. Walz Is one
member of a six member flight
crew sent up last week to retrieve fellow astronaut Shannon Lucid from the Russian
space station Mlr.
According to his brother,
John Walz, "Carl was always
very ambitious. And now. as a
result, he is living his lifelong
dream.
He always had aspirations
of being In the military and
then In the space program. A
lot of his interest In the space
program started when he was
at a young age. when U.S . astronauts landed on the moon.·
In order to make this dream
a reality. Walz had to rematn
very focused throughout hJs
education. In 1973, Walz
graduated from Brush High
School tn Lyndhurat. Ohio. and

University .
But . that
was
not
enough for
this future
astronaut.
Walz then
went on to
receive a
master of
science in
solid state
physics
here at John
Carroll University In
1979.
Walz also
spent
a
great deal of
time in the
U.S. Air Force. Upon gradua- asamisstonspecialtstonSTStlon from John Carroll, Walz 51 (September 12-22, 19931.
was assigned to the ll55th and on STS-65 (July 8-23,
Technical Operations Squad- 1994), he was the flight engiron at McClellan Air Force Base neer.
Notable moments of his
from 1979-1982.
The following year, Walz space career include partlclserved as a Flight Test Engt- pattng In an EVA to evaluate
neer at the USAF Test Pilot toolsfortheHubbleSpaceTeleSchool at Edwards Air Force scope servicing mission. being
Base.
a part of the first night landing
For the next five years, he at the Kennedy Space Center.
tested F-4 and F-16 aircraft, andbetngapartofthe 15-day
and In July 1987, he was trans- record-setting space flight In
ferred to Las Vegas. Nevada, July of 1994.
whereheservedasaFllghtTest
Walz's current flight was
Program Manager at Detach- scheduled to return to earth
ment 3, Air Force Fl!ght Test this morntng at 8:15 a.m ..
pendlngfavorableweatherconCenter.
After this extensive servtce dltlons.
In the military. Walz was ready
According to his brother,
to pursue the second part of his Walz ·was really exctted about
dream. After betng selected by this mission. He Is very InterNASAJD....~uary 1990, Walz_~~~ In the space station, and
becam~astrenauttnJuly -~looking forward towork1991.
tng on th~nstructlon of the
Currently on his third apace tnternauonal space station tn
flight, Walzhasspent more than the future." He added, ·we are
590 hours In space. He served all extremely proud of blm. •

..
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akes cience en er o
Cleveland's lakefront. 'lolly the
Trolly" will provide free transportation from Belvoir Blvd. to
the rapid and back again.

Saturday
9 a.m.
Belvoir
Blvd.
closes.
9:30 a.m. McCarthy Alumni
Soccer game at Wasmer Field.
11a.m.
Homecoming
Block Party on Belvoir Blvd.
11:30 am. Cheerleaders and
dance team perform on Wasmer
Field.
2 pm
JCU Blue Streaks
take on the Marietta Pioneers
at Wasmer Field. At halftime,
Homecoming King and Queen will
be announced.

Saturt!ay evening
6:30p.m. Sheraton City
Center opens for the Homecoming Dance ''Dancing Nancies a
Tripping Billies."
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A LOOK BACK
A BIRD'S EYE VIEW OF CARROLL'S PAS
CHRISTINA HYNES
MAW\Gif\G EDITOR

J

ohn Carroll was founded
as St. Ignatius college In
1886. In 1923. tbe college was renamed John Carroll
University. In 1935, It was
moved from the west stde of
Cleveland to University Heights.
In September of 1968, It became a coeducational lnstltuUo•t .
But anyway.
John Carroll's history has a
lot more to It than the facts that
are easily found In our Admissions bulletin. Looktngback at
the rich history of people and
events that have touched
Carroll's campus, one has to
wonder what It was Uke to walk
around the Quad for the past
61 years .

The Sixties
No, lhere won't be any stories of hippies and protesting
across the Quad, nothing that
excu tng happened at John Carroll. Actually. that happened in
1970.
But few know that a John
Carroll S ophomore Tim Wood
won the S11ver Medal for figure
skating In the Winter Olympic
games In Grenoble, France.
Turning to academics. the
year 1961 was the first that
La In w no r qulrem nt for
graduation .

The Seventles
The Seventies see ms to be
the decade of great music artIsts performing at Carroll. In
1972, Riehle liav ns. Sly and
the Fa mily Stone. th e Beach
Boy a nd Don McLean played
at Ca rroll. Then. on Februa ry
18, 1975 , Bruce Springsteen
and theE Street band played In
the gym.
Music aside , the beginning
of the seventies marked the
graduation of 1971 -72 Student

Union President and 1972
Beaudry Award winn er Timothy Russert. The same Ttm
Russert who Is now Senior VIce
President of NBC News. moderator of Meet the Press and
Washington Bureau Chief.
Another familiar name Is
Don Shula, former head coach
for the Miami Dolphins and
I 95 I alum, who spoke at the
1973 commencement.
And the list goes on.
On October 27, 1972, Jane
Fonda opened "Peace Week."
sponsored by theJCU Students
for Peace. by spe akJng out
ag a in s t t h e VIe tnam War.
Speaking of effects of the war .
The ROTC building (now the
site of the Recplex). dedicated
on October 26. 1950, became
the focus of campus protest·
ers.

Students threw bags of cow
blood In protest and fire bombs
were atmed at the building. They
hit the holler room Instead causing mlntmal damage.

The Eighties
ln 1987, The Romantics
played a Student Union sponsored concert which resulted In
a net loss of $11,210.20.
Some tn terestlng commencement speakers In the eighties
Include VIce Admiral James
Stockdale (and Ross Perot's running mate in the 1992 Presidential Elections) In 1981 and
Joseph Cardinal Bernadln ,
archbtshopofChicago, ln 1989.
On December 2, 1987,
Charles Kuralt was the Communlcatlons Department Centennial Medal designee . Kuralt
Is a broadcast news veteran who
Is best known for hts ·on the
Road" series and "CBS News

Sunday Morning."
The same year. Alex Trebek,
host of Jeopardy. visited the
communications department.
Also In 1987, a "mystery
illness" struck campus and
caused at least nine students
on October 28 to be sent to
Hillcrest Hospital. The Ohio
State Health Department and
the Cuyahoga County Board of
Health Investigated the case
and found thevtrus to be traced
to cafeteria salad and an Ill
salad handler .
The decade ended with The
Moving Wall , a half-scale repIlea of the black granite Vietnam Memorial In Washington,
D.C., coming to John Carroll
in 1989 for a week-long visit.

The Nineties
The begJnnlng of 1990
marked the chartering of The
Black United Students Asso-

Conumj ed From Page 10
Approximately 1700 students.
faculty. administration, alumni
and delegates from other Jesuit colleges are expected to
attend.
"An event like this only
comes along once in a decade.~
said Bookwalter. "What It really is. Is our way of celebrating
how good we really are . And we
are pretty good."
Graduate students. Student
Union executives. class officers and representaUves from
student actlvltles will be
dressed ln gowns and Will participate ln the tnaugeral march.
DoralJce Tavolarto. president of
the Student Unton, Will glve the
offlcal welcome at the ceremony.
Afterwards, a brlefrecepuon
WIU be held In front of campus
by Fairmont Circle.
On Friday evening there Will
be a Gala Celebration honortng
Shea's Inauguration. the lJOth
Anntversary of Jesuit Education In Cleveland and
1 eland's Bicenterm~~~The ~Celebration will be
held at the Great Lakes SCIence Center on Cleveland'e
lakefront at 7 p.m ..

The Pacelli Lion
Clubs, lratemllles and sororities, among others, spray paint the names oltheir
organization on the face of the Pacelli lion. The lion was originally located on an estate
as part of a fountain on Falrhll Rd., stated the 1984 Carri/Jon. It came to John Carroll
to be the centerpiece for a garden that was never built.

'Lolly the Trolly" Will be providing free transportation from
Belvoir Boulevard to the rapid
and back again after the reception.
The reception ls a semi-formaleventwtthcocktatls, heavy
bors d'oeuvres. and desert.
Bishop Anthony PtUa. from
the Diocese of Cleveland, and
Congresaman Louts Stokes are

a few of the famous face~ expected to attend.
lf students or alumni are not
taking part In the Gala Celebra ·
tion. theycouldattend theJCU's
women's soccer game at Wasmer
Field at 4 p.m.
Wasmer Field wtU also be
hoettng a soccer game Saturday morntng. The McCarthy
Alumnt Soccer game will be

played at 9:30 a.m.
The traditions ofHomecomtng wUl officially begtn With the
Saturday morntng judglng of
the decorated Residence Halls.
The restden~expected to
decorate the-Ol!ll&e and surroundtngareasofthe ha1la wtth
the Homecomtng theme and
tbe spirit of the weekend tn
mJnd.

ctatton. an organization for Af.
rican American students.
In 1991, Toad the Wet
Sprocket played an acoustic set
In the Inn Between to a packed
audtence .of students.
Other visitors Included
!tamar Rabinovich, ambassador of Israel to the United
States. who spoke at Carroll In
December of 1995 on the death
of former Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin and the IsraeliArab conflict.
On November 4. 1993, a "famlllar" vtrus appeared again at
John Carroll, this ttme affecting over 100 students.
And finally, on January 19,
1994, a Carroll student made
an unprecedented act on behalf of the university, literally.
The student, Impersonating a
JCU offictal, phoned a local television station and had the anchor announce that classes had
been canceled for the day due
to extreme weather. Apparently, It fooled everyone .
Tying in the loose ends
So John Carroll University
turned II 0 this year and With
It marked the begtnntng of another beginning-a new Pres!·
dent has come to blaze his own
historical trail. Our past "fearless leaders" have been Witness
to the growth of the university
and have aJded In changes for
the better or worse of our edu cational Institution (of course,
It Is always a matter of opinIon]. A little side note: a few
Issues that seemed to appear
throughout the living history of
J ohn Carroll Included tuition
increases and persistent parkIng problems among other
thtngs. Maybe It Is possible to
somehow reduce or eliminate
some of these tradttions that
aren't so well appreciated.
Facts were ga tl•ered (rom TheCa rro/1 News
Morgue and John Carroll University. a century

of service . by Donald Cavtn.

The Annual Homecoming
Block party will officially begin
at 1 1 a.m. on Belvoir Boulevard. Thirty-one student organlza tions will be hosting different fund-raising events. Food,
beverages and souvenirs will
be sold.
Entertainment will also be
provided throughout the afternoon by the JCU band and the
Irish Pipers.
The JCU football team wtU
be attempting to add another
Win to their 2-0 record by playtng the Marietta Pioneers.
Durtnghalf-time, the Homecoming King and Queen will be
announced.
Following the game wtl1 be
the Class of'96 Reception which
Is to be held In the Murphy
room.
At 6:30p.m. the doors of the
Sheraton City Center will open
for the Homecoming Dance,
sponsored by the Student
Union. The theme of the dance
Is "Dancing Nancles and Trlpptng BUttes." Dinner will be
served at~ p.m. and tbe dance

wtil .fu,...

As Long as tb.e ratn stays
away. the Inauguration and
Homecoming celebration
should be CYentful for all.
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Hauck '63: doing what he loves
•
Homecoming
GINA M. GIRARDOT
EDITOR-IN-a-liEF

Even though the fame and
fortune that surrounds Hollywood society Is worlds away
from the John Carroll community, alumnus Charlie Hauck
claJms that his experience at
JCU has kept him sane
throughout his endeavors in
Tlnseltown.
A graduate of the class of
1963, Hauck Is the veteran creator of shows llke, "Valerie,"
"The Hogan Family," and most
recently Is the producer of the
ABC hit "Home Improvement."
And while the pressures ofshow
business are tremendous.
Hauck has found that his
"grounding In the classics while
at Carroll has kept me sane
and focused on what Is Important.·
Doing what Is important. to
Hauc k, Is doing what you enjoy. An English major. Hauck
advocates the philosophy of
former Carroll president Rev.
Thomas O'Malley to ~study
what you love. and let the rest
ofyour life follow." Hauck always knew that he wanted to
be a writer, but never tmagtned
that he would be wrlttng scripts
for television.

Charlie Hauck
"After graduation 1 was wrltlngfor a weldingmagaztne (now
at present-day Penton PublishIng). which is far removed from
what I thought I'd be doing as a
writer," he said. But things
soon changed.
First he went to Pittsburgh
where he covered the coal and
aluminum Industries for Business Week and then he went on
as edttor of the Pittsburgh Magazine. As a result of some material that he wrote for Phyll1s
Diller, he found his way to the
world of TV sitcoms, and eventually to "Home Improvement."
"When 'Home Improvement'
invited me to come on board. I
knew the stars were good to
work wtth, and that It would be

t

a happy experience," he satd.
"Tim Allen is funny all of the
tt:me, even funnier In person
than he Js on the show."
To those graduating with
star -struck dreams , Hauck
advises that whatever the career choice, "Don't do anything
just for the money...do what
you really want to. especially tf
you want to go Into television.
you have to Like writing scripts
deep tn your soul."
Disproving the belief that
the English major does not prepare you for success, Hauck
also Is an accomplished novelIst. His first effort Artistic Diff erences (which he took five
years off from the demands of
television to work on), Is a sat Ire on the morality of the sitcom
scene of Hollywood. and was
acclaimed by th e Washington
Post and The New York Times
for Its side-splitting humor .
Hauck, a west-side CleveLand native. transferred to
Carroll as a sophomore from
the Borromeo College Semi nary, and holds the university's
English department In high
esteem. lie recalls With fond
memory the production of the
"Andersonville Trials," which
he had the lead part, and was
directed by Mr. Marinello.

CARROLLGRADTOUCHESTHESKY
KRISTEN SCHNEIDLER
IN&BEDITOR

In 1977. he
received a
bachelor of

University.
Bu t, tha t
was
not
enough for
this future
astronaut.
Walz then
went on to
receive a
master of
science in
solid state
physics
here at John
Carroll University In
1979.
Walz also
spent
a
great deal of
time in the
U.S. Air Force. Upon gradua- as a mission specialist on STStlon from John Carroll, Walz 51 (September 12-22, 1993).
was assigned to the 1 i55th and on STS-65 (July 8-23,
Technical Operations Squad- 1994), he was the fltght engtron at McClellan Air Force Base neer.
from 1979-1982.
Notable moments of his
The following year, Walz space career include partlci·
served as a FLight Test Engl- pattng In an EVA to evaluate
neer at the USAF Test Pilot tools for the Hubble Space TeleSchool at Edwards Air Force scope servicing mission. being
Base.
a part of the first ntght landing
For the next five years, he at the Kennedy Space Center.
tested F-4 and F-16 aircraft, and betng a part of the 15-day
and In July 1987. he was trans- record-setting spate fltght In
ferred to Las Vegas. Nevada. July of 1994.
whereheservedasaFllghtTest
Walz's current fltght was
Program Manager at Detach- scheduled to return to earth
ment 3, Air Force Flight Test this morning at 8:15 a.m.,
Center.
pendlngfavorableweatherconAfter tbls extensive service dttlons.
In tbe military. Walz was ready
Accordtng to hls brother,
to pursue thesecondpartofhis Walz "was really excited about
dream. After being selected by this mission. He ls very tnterNASAJD. Aii}Uary 1990. Walz~~llf:ed In the space station, and
becam~ astronaut In July '"!'fttl& look.lng forward to work1991.
tng on th~nstructton of tbe
Currently on his tbtrd space International space station in
Otght. Walz has spent more than the future.· He added, ·we are
590 hours In space. He serwd all extremely proud of him.~

0
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10 a.m.
Rev. John J. Shea,
S.J. presides over the mass on
the Quad.
12 p.m.
Luncheon in the
Schott Dining Hall. Shea will be
present.
2 p.m.
Inauguration of
the 22nd President of John Carroll University on the front lawn;
includes inaugural march. To be
followed by brief reception.

..

:Jritfay evening
4 p.m.
Women's soccer
game at Wasmer Field.
7 p.m.
GalaCelebration,
r

when you grow up?" Many
s mall child ren are qui ckly able
to respond to th is question,
probably with more ease than
many college students.
At the elementary school age,
answers to this question typi·
cally range anywhere from doctors to actors. High hopes prevail at this point In time, but In
many cases, career chotres are
altered several ttmes by the
time one graduates from high
school or college. Some students. however, remain highly
focused from day one, pursuIng the dream they had even as
a small child.
Carl Walz, a 1979 graduate
of John Carroll University, Is
one example of these highly
ambitious people. In fact, due
to his great ambition, at the
time this Issue went to press.
Walz was unavaJlable for comment due to the fact that he Is
currently aboard the space
shuttle Atlantis. Walz is one
member of a six member flight
crew sent up last week to retrieve fellow astronaut Shannon Lucid from the Russian
space station Mlr.
According to his brother.
John Walz. "Carl was always
very ambitious. And now. as a
result, he ·Is Uvtng his lifelong
dream.
He always had aspirations
of betng In the military and
then In the space program. A
lot of his Interest ln the space
program started when he was
at a young age. when U.S. astronauts landed on the moon."
In order to make this dream
a reality. Walz had to remain
very focused throughout hla
education. In I973, Walz
graduated from Brush Htgh
School In Lyndhurst, Ohto, and

t

,

e r a

akes cience en er on
Cleveland's lakefront. 'lolly the
Trolly" will provide free transportation from Belvoir Blvd. to
the rapid and back again.

Saturday
9 a.m.
Belvoir
Blvd.
closes.
9:30 a.m. McCarthy Alumni
Soccer game at Wasmer Field.
11 a.m.
H om e com i n g
Block Party on Belvoir Blvd.
11:30 am. Cheerleaders and
dance team perform on Wasmer
Field.
2 pm.
JCU Blue Streaks
take on the Marietta Pioneers
at Wasmer Field. At halftime,
Homecoming King and Queen will
be announced.

Saturcfay evening
6:30p.m. Sheraton City
Center opens for the Homecoming Dance ''Dai1Cing Nancies a
Tripping Billies."

--
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Coming Attractions

Back bypopulardemand,ElvisreturnswCleveland
for two-and-a-half weeks. Well, his music does
anyhow when the Cleveland Ballet dances an entire
to the onginal masterrecordingsof the King of Rock n'
production
Roll himself Witness BlueSuedeShoes,theshowcriticsarecalling
'sizzling' and 'dazzling,' and let yourself drift back to the era of
hip-shakin' and knee qua kin' starting tonight at the State Theatre
at Playhouse Square. But don't get all shook up if you should
happen to mtss tomght's performance because the show will be
performed nightly throughSunday,Oct.6. Prices range from$15to
$55. For uckets and umes, call241-6000.
Spend a fine, music-filled
evening this weekend
with the Cleveland
Orchestra as they perform Prokofiev's
'Symphony No. I" and Beethoven's 'Symphony
No. 4' under the direction of Christoph von
Dohnanyi. The orchestra once again graces the
stage of Severance Hall after a wonderfully
successful tour of Europe Tonig ht begins a
three -day senes wtth a performance at
Severance at 8 p.m .. then at 8:30 p.m. on both
Fnday andSaturday before the orchestra travels
to Oberhn on Sunday. Also of note for the
shows 1s the world premiere of Williams'
"Trumpet Concerto' with Michael Sachs on
trumpet Ticketsstart at $22 and run to$54. For further information,
ontact the Severance Hall Ticket Office at 231-1111.

Orchestra

Sot he homccom1ng da nee isd ragging on as you
start to get annoyed with all the broken glass
from dropped champagne glasses on the floor?
Chan csare that JUSt down the road at Gund Arena, you can still be
mlllnc fora couple of jams with the Dave Matthews Band. playing
•11 7:30pm this Saturday, Sept. 28. Belkin Product ions and the
onccn Sene brings DMB with special guest Soul Coughmg for
thisonc·mght stop at the Gund. Tickets for the show are on sale
from Ticket master at 241-5555.

Concerts

Now that you've spem the last three days awake ~~~
studymg [or two midterms and writing a thests
t
•
paper, c:a n you handle 2 Days in the Valley? This
latest rclea~ from Rysher Enrenainment and director John
tlcrzfcld feature a fairly Impressive cast. including Danny Aiello
(C:hds ( tance in Moomt nu h), jeff [}amels (Dum/? and Dumber)
and Tcri Hatch •r(lxner known as Lois Lane on Lois &Cia rh: The
Ne1f Adwnturn of Superman) The film is a comedy/thriller
about.t48 h ur pan in LA's an Fernando Valley, during which
the hve" of ten people will intersect and be irrevocably altered or
abruptly ended

Premiere pandemonium

JCU Students share emotions in wake of rapper's demise

A television viewer's guide to new shows this fall

Photography Editor

The fortune and fame Tupac
Shakur derived from porrraying a
thug in his music and movies
ironically couldn't protect him
from the fate of gangsta life .
Shakur. 25, was shot on Sept. 7 in
Las Vegas after attending a Mike
Tyson fight. Shakur and Marion
"Suge"Knight,theCEOof Shakur's
Death Row label, were stopped at a
traffic light when Shakurwasshot
four times by four men in a white
Cadillac. He died of gunshot
wounds on Sept. 13.
According to the Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, they
have no leads and have received
little cooperation from the 45
members of Shaku r's entourage
who witnessed the shooting.
Janelle Riley, a senior at John
Carroll University, was not
shocked about the lack of cooperation from witnesses in this case.
"This is just another typical black
on black crime, and the people involved are just protecting their
own. They don't want to get shot."
Riley and JCU freshmen
Shon tay Murphyand Weddie Carroll found out about Shakur'sdeath
while at a social for the Black
United Student Association.
Murphy believes that Shaku r
knew how he would die. "He lived
by the gun. And he knew he was
going to die by the gun," she said.
Various theor ies have surfaced
as to the reason for Shakur's m urder. One is that the shooting was
gang related. Knight has been
linked with the Piru Bloods gang

in his hometown of Compton. in sales est imated at $75 to $90 milLos Angeles. Another theory is lion. His career produced five
that the h1t may have been meant records , 2Pacalypse Now (1991);
for Knight, who has just as many Strictly For My Niggaz (1993) ;
Thug Life Volume I (1994); Me
enemies as Shakur.
Yet another theory is that the Against The World (1995); and All
shooting was part of the rivalry Eyez on Me (1996).
Apparently, Shakur's musical
between the East Coast and West
Coast rappers. But whether any career is not over. According to Ed
of these theories are true isn't all Wright, sales associate of a local
that relevant to
Riley and her
friends . What- uHopefully blacks will learn
ever the outcome,theywill something from this. They
still think that
Shakur's death
stop killing each other.
was senseless.
"It hurt like it They
stop this senseless
was someone
you
know. killing."
People rea 11 y
rela ted to him,"
Janelle Riley
said Murph y.
Some
of
Shakur's critics felt his lyrics were music and entertainment store,
irresponsible for promoting vio- Shakur still has another album
lence. According to Riley, Shakur due out in November. which he
rapped about his life-thegangsta recorded before he died.
On the day after Shakur died.
life. "What he rapped about was
the tr uth. That's what he's been Wright's store sold out of all its
through. He rold it like it was," Tupac merchandise. "The publi city surrounding his death spurred
said Riley.
Shakur was born in 1971, just renewed interest among dedicated
af rer his mother,former Black Pan- fans and casual lis teners alike.
ther Afeni Shakur, was released Many felt they had lost a close
from a Bronx prison.Shakurnever friend and wanted ro buy his muknew hi s fathe r and wrote a song sic to have something to hold onto."
Riley believes that, had he lived,
to his once crack addicted mot her,
thanking her. The l995Grammy- Shakur would have been on top
nominated single, "Dear Mama," fora while."Hopefully blacks will
debuted at o.l on the charts last learn something from th is. They
spring.lt has sold 5 million copies, will stop killing each other. They
adding to Shakur's total record will stop this senseless killing."

will

will

Pearl jam disappoints sold-out crowd inToledo
The U. of
Toledo was
the site of
Pearl Jam's
first visit to
Ohio in more
tban
two
years
last
Sunday, Sept.
22, whenthe
band played at
Savage Hall.

Aaron Baker
Staff Reporter

Pearl Jam came to Ohio for the
fi rst time in just over two years last
Sun day night at Toledo
University's Savage Hall. The biggest reason for their extended absence from Ohio is their legal dispute with Ticketmaster. They finally found a venue that would
work with their ticket agency,
FT&T, and sold out in three minutes. Resale tickets through various ticket agencies went for anywherefrom $150 to $450. Need less
to say, Pearl Jam fans in Ohio were
a little excited about this show.
They had a right to be. After all,
on their last US. tour, which only
had aboutlOshows, Pearl jam usually played for almost three hours
at each stop. This tour is almost as
short on shows, with 12 dates, so

EpiC Rtoords

that the crowd hoped for about
the same performance length .
They didn't get it. Pearl Jam
came out and played for a grand
total of one hour and 45 minutesincluding a ten-minute break for
encores. The band who gave the
world Ten , in my opinion one of
the greatest rock albums ever,

PEACE CORPS
wntE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE"

-

The world needs your experience.
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.

2 Days in the Valley: Sit. Ubu, sit?

Con11ngAuractions were comprleJ by Sam Sub1ty. Artwork
by jelfKn ei!e Dates and tune sartsubject to changr.
·
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Gangsta life catches up to Tupac
Jennifer Talllsman

Lest television viewers
roo speedily become
•
complacent about the
programs which they allow to
invade their hvingrooms nightly, a
few senes premieres will enter the
fight for v1ewershipover thecomi ng
week. FirstcatchEarlyEditionthis
Saturday at 9 p.m. on CBS, starring
Kyle Chandler as a bummed-out
stockbroker whose Iif e changes
when he begins receiving a
;.8C5ft.Kt~
newspaper from the future .
Immediately following on ABC at Dangerous: Can Potts
plant herself firmly in
~30.Common Law tracks the career
Pfeiffer's shoes?
of a Hispanic, Harvard-trained
attorney. played by comedian Greg Giraldo, who works for a
Manhattan law firm. Then don't forget to check out Dangerous
Minds on Monday,Sept30. The TV show reportedly tssimilar to
the mov1e, except that ex-marine high school teacher Michelle
Pfeiffer is replaced by Annie Potts.

The Carroll News, September 26, 1996

·~·
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

1-800-424-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV

played a meager three songs from
their debut disc. They took the
time to play more recent, weaker
songs from "Man ki nd" and "Last
Exit"to "Spin the Black Circle" and
"I Got ld" but skipped over epic
songs such as "Black" and "Porch."
As Pearl Jam walked off the
stage after the last song, I was in
denial. "I refuse to believe that this
show is over," I shouted to deaf
ears. I always believed that Pearl
jam could never play a bad show.
However, I probably witnessed one
of the worst performances in the
band's history.

•

Every year at th1 s t1me, ttlevtsion talles on a whole new dimen swn as th e networks treat viewers
to a smorga sboard of series debuts .
Th1s 1n mwd,stalf reporter Tammy
Conwayand f:nt ertainmentEditor
SamSubityd1da littlechanr1el urfrng to put together a play-by-play
program. Happy v1ewi ng..

Malcolm and Eddie
Mondays 8·30pm UPN
Essentially ' Men Behaving
Badly' for the minority set, this
show bears out its NBC counterpart in that it 1sactuallyamusmg.
Malcolm-Jamal Warnerandcomedian Eddie Griffin play a couple of
mismatched roomates. On the premiere, Malcolm and Eddie win the
lottery when Edd ie plays the measurements of hi s kindergarten
teacher, the numbers having come
to him in a v1sion while in the supermarket checkout line. More
laughs such as the pair playing
speed chess to decide how to spend
their winnings will keep me tun ing in.-Sam Subity
Best line: Yourlifeandyourcredit
card should max ouc at the same
time.

Townies
Wednesdays. 8:30 pm. ABC
Molly Ringwald is definitely
not the comeback kid. Th1sshow,
starring Ringwald as Came, and
co-starring jenna Elf man as Shannon and Lauren Gramm as
Denise, consists of plem y of oneliners and some preny strenuous
hand-waving and floor pacing.
The plot is as follows: Ringwald is
a small fishing town girl playing
referee between Denise and Shannon. Denise is getting married
and Shannon doesn't believe in
marriage. What this show needs
is a few less jokes(or at least some
that aren't quite so predictable)
and a little substance to get the
plot going somewhere.- TC
Best Line: !love you more than
th e Celtics.

SpinOty
Tuesdays. 2'.30 p m ABC
Funny,funny,funny. Michael].
Fox is his same old self. He stars as
New YorkCity'sdeputymayorwho
works with an incompetent mayor
a nd acrazystaff. In the debut, Fox
deals with a garbage collectors'
strike and the mayor's refusal to
participate in the 'Ga y Pride'
march.' Are you drunk?"responds
the mayor when Fox asks whether

Something So Right
Wednesd,ays. 8:30p.m. NBC
Once you figure out the complicated family structure, l think
you'll agree that this is a fairly decem show. The family is com-

.

(Carla Gugine) is one of the per- John's Jere Burns and Mel Harns
manent reporters in his building. of thirtysomething, who are new
Their relationship is hilarious. to each other but not to marriage
She's moved in with him but Fox in general. Burns, a teacher, brings
doesn't realize it until she men- a son from a previous marriage.
tions that she didn't bother tore- Harris has two kids of her own. I
new her lease. Spin City gets a liked thesitcom 's light mood ,fostered in part by the odd family
thumbs up -TammyCoJlway
arrangements. Burns· son, it
seems, has the hots for his stepsister This light atmosphere will
also be its drawback because the
show never seems togoa nywhere.
Overall. it's a good program but
nothing to write home about.- 55
Best Line: Harris' secretary takes a
phone call: It's your ex-husband.
Harris: Could you be more specific7

.

A.]. HElL

FLORIST
INC.

Flowers For All Occasions
Wedding Specialists
3233 Warrensville Center
Road
Shaker Heights. OH 44122

921-3100

Men Behaving
Badiy
Wednesdays, 9 p.m. NBC

ThecastofMenBehavlngBadly
(I to r): Justine Bateman, Ron
Eldard, Julia Campbell and Rob
Schneider. Short on laughs and
heavy or, stereotypes, our
critics agree: thumbs down.

here's where that occasionally annoying part comes in-the series
premiere opened with Susan bolting from the altar. The rest of the
show is devoted to Susan getting
her job back and spending her first
night as a free woman drinking lt
up at a bar. In the closing scene,
Susan rejects her fi ance once again
and is transformed into a single
woman: brave, bold and clumsy.
It's light, but it's definitely going
someplace.- rc
Best Line: Who do lloofz like Heidi7

being used to harm people, he runs
away and becomes a vtgilante of
sons. Weiss is fantastic for the
James Bond-ish rolcand his character is one whom television viewers will really get into. If you have
a chance, or a VCR. put Pretender
on your Thursday
night schedule of programmi ng.- rc
Best Line: I'm notreally qualified to operate on yo11. You su.l'm
not really a doctor and
yo u'1e not lettlly hav·
trl a heart attach

Thursdays 10 p.UL NBC
Shirt, shoes and suspension of
disbelief required This will probably be one of the best shows all
year. Of course, it doesn't hurt that
sexy Michael Weiss plays the lead.
Weiss' character,Jared, is a genius
with the ability to pretend he is
anybody or anything. Jared was
raised in a lab called 'The Center.'
After learning that his skills are

Dark Skies

p)J11• eSaiB: One ex pectauon I
had for this show
was women makmgdumb-male
pkes !was wrong. Actually, there
weremenmakmgdumb-women
pkes and men making dumbmen jokes. Oh boy The show
might be better named 'Men
Behaving Stereotyp1cally · The
bas1c plotcenter:.around the lives
of two stereotypical males. In the
firstcp1sode,wef mdstup1d males
drinkingbcerwhilecheckingout
nude photos of the beautiful nextdoor ne1ghbor and one gtrlfriend
look mg for more depth 1n her
relationship. Stereotypical
confl1ct the g1rlf ncnd might
want a baby I don't thmk I need
toexplainwhatthcmaleresponse
will be. There's really no need to
watch this show. Just 1rnagine
what would probably happen 1f a
few 'typical" men and women
were thrown together and you'd
probably be right. And bored.
Anybody got a tomato I can
throw?- TC
BestUne: !could bw baby Tcould
get into this. - Kevin to Jamie as
they hsten to a tape record ing of
the inside of a mother's worn b.
me quesl!oning whether it m1ght
actuall y be true. The two-hour
premiere begins on Oct. 3,1%1 jusl
before main charac ter, john
Loengard (Enc Close), stumbles
upon a secre t government agency
called Ma.JCStlc-12 This agency

Saturdays. Bp m..

NBC
Like a grocery
shopper intrigued by Star or National Enquirer headlines at the
checkout, I was intrigued by this
drama. Aliens are here and they
dwell among us. It's an old
premise, sure, but a littleslickacting and a gripping storyline had

follows up on UFO sightings and
even has a few slimy a hen specimens of its own. I had my doubts,
but now Dark Skies is golden in
mybook.- 55
Best Line: We have the thing
theyfearrhe most:truth .

Suddenly Susan
Thursdays 9'.30 p,m. NBC
This program is am using, light,
sarcastic and occasionally annoying. Brooke Shields who plays Susan is by turns shy, bold, sexy and

marco~s

Pizza

has positions open for:
..

As an av1d fan of He Said;
colummst Dave !!..!.:!1-~~!..!i!.!
Barry. whose humor i often at
the expense of those of us wnh Y
chromosomes. I had h1gh hope
for this show. These hopes
quickly deflated. I can be a good
sport but 'Men· emed to me an
all-out attack on maledom often
to the pomt of being vindictive.
The entire opening sequence
con istsof asenesof clipsofmen
being smacked as the tide track
plays. RobSchneiderwasfunny
when he used an old pair of
underwear m place of a filter m
hi Mr. Coffee. However, his
character turns out to be a lazy
schmuck. At least when he
appeared as the 'copy guy' on
Saturday N1ght L1ve, he was a
schmuck with a job. Overall, the
show got off to a wobbly stan but
will most likely !aston the merits
of its basic premise: Guys doing
stup1d things. justine Bateman
also will add some sorely needed
depth to the show. -55
Bestline: Menaredogs. Theyjust
are.-Narrating voiceover which
precedesthestartof eachsegment
of the show.
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•Management
•Drivers and Backup Drivers
•Pizza Makers
Flexible hours
Day and night shifts open

Benefits

ALL POSITIONS
IMMEt11ATE OPENINtS FOR FULL ANP PART-TIME HEll
EARN EXCELLENT MONEY
EXPERIENCE PREFERREP, JUT WE WILL TRAIN
WE OFFER PAIP VACATIONS ANP JENERTS
MEAL ALLOWANCE PROVIPEP
AN EQUAL OPPOJJUNITY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PRSON MONPAY-FRIPAY 1. P.M_. P.M.

Advancement opportunities

·-

Apply at: Marco's Pizza
4163 Mayfield Rd.
South Euclid

or

Call: 382·5111

Eddie Smd's Blueline Cafe
561-5051
20255 Van ARcn Blvd.
Shfficr Hts. (Van ARm Shopping Plaza)
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Coming Attractions
Lest television viewers
too speedily become
•
complacent about the
programs which they allow to
invade thetr living rooms nightly,a
few series premieres will enter the
fight for viewershipoverthecomi ng
week. First catch Early Edition this
Saturday at 9 p.m. on CBS, starring
Kyle Chandler as a bummed-out
stockbroker whose life changes
when he begins receiving a
/t.ltCStudtot
newspaper from the future
Dangerous: Can Potts
Immediately following on ABC at
9:30,Commonl.aw tracks the career plant herself firmly in
Pfeiffer's shoes?
of a Hispanic, Harvard-trained
attorney, played by comedian Greg Giraldo, who works for a
Manhattan law firm . Then don't forget to check out Dangerous
Minds on Monday, Sept 30. The TV show reportedly tS similar to
the movte, except that ex-marine high school teac her Michelle
Pfeiffer is replaced by Annie Potts.
Back by popular demand, Elvis returns to Cleveland
for two-and-a-half weeks. Well, his music does
anyhow when the Cleveland Ballct dancesanentire
production
to the original master recordings of the King of Rock n'
Roll himself. Witness BlueSucdeShocs,theshowcriticsarecalling
"sizzling' and 'dazzlmg,' and let yourself dnft back to the era of
hip-shaktn' and knee qua kin' stamng tonight at the State Theatre
at Playhouse Square. But don't get all shook up if you should
happen to mtSs tomght's performance because the show will be
performed nightly through Sunday,Oct.6. Prices range from$15to
$55. Fortickets and times, call24l-6000.
Spend a fine, music-fitled
evening this weekend
with the Cleveland
Orchestra as they perform Prokofiev's
"Symphony No.1" and Beethoven's 'Symphony
No. 4' under the direction of Christoph von
Dohnanyi. The orchestra once again graces the
srase of Severance Hall after a wonderfully
successful tour of Eu rope 1 onight begi ns a
three -day sene s wllh a performance at
Severance at 8 p.m., then at 8:30p.m. on both
Friday and Saturdaybef ore the orchestra travels
to Oberltn on Sunday. Also of note for the
shows IS the world premiere of Williams'
'Trumpet Concerto" with Michael Sachs on
trumpet Tickctssran at$22and runto$54 Forf unher information,
ontact the Severance I led] Ticket Office at 231-llll.

Orchestra

Sot he homecomt ngdance isdraggingon as you
start to get annoyed with all the broken glass
from dropped champagne glasses on the floor?
hance,are that just down the road atGund Arena, you can still be
m t tme for ,\ couple of jams with the Dave Matthews Band, playing
at 7:30p.m thts 'aturday, Sept. 28. Belkin Productions and the
Concert Series bnngs DMB with special guest Soul Coughing for
thi!> onc-ntght stop at the Gun d. ltckets for the show are on sale
from Ticketmastcr at 241-5555.
Now that you've spent the last three days awake ~~~
studymg for two mtdterms and writing a thests
t
"
paper, can you handle 2 Days In the Valley? This
latest release from Rysher Fmertammem and director John
I lcrzfcld features a fairly impressive cast, includi ng Danny Aiello
(Chd fiance m Moon t rucll),Jeff Daniels (Dumb and Dumbn)
and Ten ll.nchcr(beuer known as Lots Lane on Lois& Clark The
New AJvcnture;of uperman). The film is a comec..ly/thriller
about a 48 hour span in l A.'s San Fernando Valley,during which
the It ·~soften people wtll intersect and be irrevocably altered or
abruptly ended.
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Gangsta life catches up to Tupac

Premiere pandemonium

JCU Students share emotions in wake of rapper's demise

A television viewer's guide to new shows this fall

in his hometown of Compton, in sales estimated at $75 to $90 milJennifer Talllsman
Photography Ed1tor
Los Angeles. Another theory is lion. His career produced five
The fortune and fame Tupac that the hit may have been meant records , 2Pacalypsr: Now (1991);
Shakurderived from portraying a for Knight , who has just as many Strictly For My Niggaz (1993) ;
Thug Life Volume I (1994); Me
thug in his music and movies enemies as Shakur.
Yet another theory is that the Against The: World 0995}, and All
ironically couldn't protect him
from the fate of gangsta life . shooting was pan of the rivalry Eyez on Me: (1996).
Apparently, Shakur's musical
Shakur, 25, was shot on Sept. 7 tn between the East Coast and West
Las Vegas after attending a Mike Coast rappers. But whether any career is not over. According to Ed
Tyson fight. Shakur and Marion of these theories are true isn't all Wright, sales associate of a local
"Suge"l<night, the CEO of Shakur's that relevant to
Death Row label, were stopped at a Riley and her
traffic light whenShakur was shot friends. What- 4JHopefu//y blacks will/earn
four times by four men in a white ever the ourCadillac. He died of gunshot come, they will something from this. They
still think that
wounds on Sept. 13.
Accordingtothe Las Vegas Met- Shakur's death will stop killing each other.
ropolitan Police Department, they was senseless.
have no leads and have received "It hurt like it They will stop this senseless
little cooperatLon from the 45 was someone
know. killing."
members of Shakur's entourage you
People really
who wHnessed the shooting.
Janelle Riley
Janelle Riley, a se nior at john rela ted to him,"
Car roll University, was not said Murphy.
Some of
shocked about the lack of cooperation from witnesses in this case. Shakur's critics felt his lyrics were music and entertainment store,
"This is just another typical black irresponsible for promoting vio- Shakur still has another album
on black crime, and the people in- lence. According to Riley, Shak ur due out in November, which he
volved are just protecting their rapped about his life-thegangsta recorded before he died.
On the day after Shakur died.
own. They don't want to get shot." life. "What he rapped about was
Riley and JCU freshmen the tr uth. That's what he's been Wright's store sold out of all its
Shontay Murphyand WeddieCar- through. He told it like it was," Tupac merchandise. "The publicity surrounding his death spurred
roll found ou tabout Shakur'sdeat h said Riley
Shakur was born in 1971, just renewed interestamongdedica ted
whtle at a social for the Black
United Student Association. after his mother, former Black Pan- fans and casual lis teners alike.
Murphy believes that Shakur ther Afeni Shakur, was released Many felt they had lost a close
knew how he would die. "He lived from a Bronx pr ison.Shakur never friend and wanted to buy his muby the gun. And he knew he was knew his father and wrote a song sic to havesomething to hold onto."
Riley believes that, had he lived,
going to die by the gun," she said. tohi sonce crack addicted mother,
Various theories have surfaced thanking her. The 1995 Grammy- Shakur would have been on top
as to the reason for Shakur's mur- nominated single, "Dear Mama," for a whi! e."HopefuII y blacks will
der. One is that the shooting was debuted at No.I on the charts last learn something from this. They
gang related. Knight has been spring. It has sold 5 mill ion copies, will stop killing each other. They
linked with the Piru Blcxxls gang adding to Shakur's total record will stop this senseless killing.•

Pearl jam disappoints sold-out crowd inToledo
The U. of
Toledo was
the site of
Pearl Jam's
first visit to
Ohio in more
tban
two
years last
Sunday, Sept.
22, when the
band played at
Savage Hall.

Aaron Baker
Staff Reporter

Pearl] am came to Ohio for the
first time in just over two years last
Sunday night at Toledo
University's Savage Hall. The biggest reason for their extended absence from Ohio is their legal dispute with Ticketmaster. They finally found a venue that would
work wi th the ir ticket agency,
FT&:T, and sold out in three minutes. Resale tickets through various ticket agencies went for anywhere from $150 to$4 50. Needless
tosay,PearlJam fan sinOhtowere
a little excited about this show.
They had a right to be. After all,
on thetr last U.S. tour, which only
had about 10 shows, Pearljam usually played for almost three hours
at each stop. This tour is almost as
short on shows, with 12 dates so

EpiC Reoordt

that the crowd hoped for about
the same performance length.
They didn't get it. Pearl j am
came out and played for a grand
total of one hour and 45minutesincluding a ten-minute break for
encores. The band who gave the
world Ten , in my opinion one of
the greatest rock albums ever,

PEACE CORPS
'"THE TOUGHEST .JOBYOU"LL EVER LOVE"

-
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The world needs your experience.
We are recruiting for over 1000
volunteer positions in Education,
Environment, Agriculture, Business,
Health, Nutrition, and other areas.
Call to discuss your qualifications.

2 Days In the Valley: Sit. Ubu, sit?

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

Comtng Artracttons were wmptleJ by Sam Subrty. Artwork
by]ef{Knei le Dates and time are subject to change:

1-800-42 4-8580
WWW.PEACECORPS.GOV

played a meager three songs from
their debut disc. They took the
time to play more recent, weaker
songs from "Mankind" and "Last
Exit"to "Spin the Black Circle" and
"l Got ld" but skipped over epic
songs such as "Black" and "Porch."
As Pearl Jam walked off the
stage after the last song,! was in
denial. "I refuse to believe that this
show is over," I shouted to deaf
ears. I always believed that Pearl
jam could never play a bad show.
However, I probably witnessed one
of the worst performances in the
band's history.

•

Every y~:ar at th is Lime, tdevt sion talus on a whol e newdtme:nsiort as th e networks treat viewers
to a smo1gasboard of sene:s debuts.
TillS nt mwd,staff reporter Tammy
Con way and Ente:rta1 nmentEditor
SarnSttbitydida little channel urftng to put together a play-by-play
program. Happy viewirtg..

Malcolm and Eddie
Mondays. 8:30 p,rn UPN
Essentially 'Men Behavmg
Badly" for the minority set, this
show beats out its NBC counterpart in that it is actually amusing.
Malcolm-jamal Warner and comedian Eddie Griffin playa couple of
mismatched room a res. On the premiere,Malcolm and Eddie win the
louery when Eddte plays the mea surements of his kindergarten
teac her, then urn bers having come
to him in a vision while in the supermarket chec kout line. More
laughs such as the pair playing
speed chess to decide how to spend
their winnings will keep me tuning in.- Sam Subity
Best Line: Yourlifeandyourcre:dit
card shou ld max out at the same
ti me.

Townies
Wednesdays. 8:30pm ABC
Molly Rmgwald IS deftmtely
not the comeback ktd . This show,
starring Ringwald as Carrie, and
co-starringjenna Elfman as Shannon and Lauren Gramm as
Demse. consists of plem y of one
liners and some pretty strenuous
hand-waving and floor pacmg.
The plomasfollows: Ringwald is
a small fishing town girl playing
referee between Denise and Shannon. Denise is getting married
and Shannon doesn't believe in
marriage. What this show needs
ts a few less jokes (or at! east some
that aren't quite so predictable)
and a li ttle substance to get the
plot going somewhere.- TC
Best Line: Ilove you more than
the Ce:ltics.

SpinGty
Iueylays. ~,30 p m ABC
Funny,funny,funny. Mi chael].
Fox is his same old self. He stars as
New York Ci ty'sdeputy mayorw ho
works with an incompetent mayor
and a crazy staff. In the debut, Fox
deals with a garbage collectors'
strike and the mayor's refusal to
participate in the 'Gay Pride'
march. "Are you drunk~' responds
the mayor when Fox asks whether

Something So Right
Wednesdays. 8:30 p.m.. NBC
Once you figure out the complicated family structure, I think
you'll agree that thi s is a fairly decent show. The family is com-

.

(Carla Gugme) is one of the per- John's j ere Burns and Mel Harris
manent reporters in his building. of thirtysomething, who are new
Their relationship is hilarious. to each other but not to marr iage
She's moved in with him bur Fox in general. Burns, a teacher, brings
doesn't realize it until she men- a son from a previous marriage.
tions that she didn't bother tore- Harris has two kids of her own. I
new her lease. Spin City gets a liked the sitcom's light mood, fostered in part by the odd family
thumbs up.- TammyCOJtway
arrangements. Burns' son, it
seems, has the hots for his stepsister. This light atmosphere will
also be its drawback because the
show never seems togo an ywhcre.
Overall, it's a good program but
nothing to write home about.- 55
Best Line: Harris' secretary takes a
phone call: It's your ex-husband.
Harris: Could you be more specific?

.

A.]. HElL

FLORIST
INC.

Flowers For All Occasions
Wedding Specialists
3233 Warrensville Center
Road
Shaker Heights, OH 44122

921-3100

Men Behaving
Badly
Wednesdays, 9 p.m. NBC

The cast of Men BehavingBadly
(I to r): Justine Bateman, Ron

Eldard, Julia Campbell and Rob
Schneider. Short on laughs and
heavy or, stereotypes, our
critics agree: thumbs down.

here's where that occasionally annoying part comes in-the series
premiere opened with Susan bolting from the altar. The rest of the
show is devoted to Susan getting
her job back and spending herfirst
night as a free woman drinking it
up at a bar. In the closing scene,
Susan rejects her fiance once again
and is transformed into a single
woman: brave, bold and clumsy.
It's light, but it's definitely going
someplace.- TC
Best Line: Who do I look likeHeidi?

being used to harm people, he runs
away and becomes a vtgilante of
sorts. Weiss is fantastic for the
james Bond-ish role and his character isonewhom television viewers will really get into. If you have
a chance, or a VCR, put Pretender
on your Thursday
night schedule of programming.-TC
Best Line: I'm not really qualified to operate on you. You set:, I'm
not really a docwrand
yo u're not 1ec.d ly hav
i rtg a heart attack

Thursdays 10 p m. NBC
Shirt, shoes and suspension of
disbelief required. This will probably be one of the best shows all
year. Of course, it doesn't hurt that
sexy Michael Weiss plays the lead.
Weiss' character,Jared , is a genius
with the ability to pretend he is
anybody or anything. jared was
raised in a lab called 'The Center.'
After learning that his skills are

Dark Skies

One expectanon I
had for this show
wa women makmgdumb-male
;okes.l was wrong Actually, there
were men makmgdumb-women
joke and men making dumbmen ;oke!> Oh boy The show
mtght be better named "Men
Behaving Stereotyptcally ' The
ba Kplotcenter·aroundthehves
of two stereotypical males. In the
firsteptsode,we findstupid males
drinking beer whtlecheckingout
nude photos of the beam if ul nextdoor neighbor and one girl[ nend
lookmg for more depth 1n her
relauonship. Stereotyptcal
confltct. the girl£ riend might
want a baby 1don't thmk l need
toe ·plain what the male response
will be. There's really no need to
watch thts show. just unagine
what would probably happen tf a
few 'typical' men and women
were thrown together and you'd
probably be right. And bored.
Anybody got a tomato I can
throw?- TC
Best Unc: I could be a baby. I could
get into thi . -Kevin to Jamie as
they listen to a tape recording of
the mside of a mother's womb.
p)lu· pJqifJ·

me questtomng whether it mtgh t
actually be true. The two- hour
premiere begins on Oct. 3, 1961 just
before main character, john
Loengard (Eric lose), stumbles
upon a secret government agency
called Majestic-12. This agency

Saturdays. 8 p m.

NBC
Like a grocery
shopper intrigued by Star or Na tional Enquirer headlines at the
checkout, l was intrigued by this
drama. Aliens are here and they
dwell among us. It's an old
premise, sure, but a littleslickacting and a gripping storyline had

follows up on UFO sightings and
even has a few slimy alien specimens of its own. I had my doubts,
but now Dark Skies is golden in
mybook.-SS
Best Line: We have the thing
they fear the most: truth.

Suddenly Susan
Thursdays. ~30 p m. NBC
This program isamusing,light,
sarcastic and occasionally annoying. Brooke Shields who plays Susan is by turns shy, bold, sexy and

marco~s

Pizzo

has positions open for:
..

As an avid fan of He Said:
colummst Dave ...,._,_~~-.....,-'""
Barry, whose humor is often at
the expense of those of us with¥chromosomes, l had htgh hopes
for this show. The e hopes
qutck ly deflated. I can be a good
sport but ' Men' seemed to me an
all-out attack on maledom often
to the point of being vindictive.
The entire opening sequence
consi tsof a series of clips of men
being smacked as the title track
plays. RobSchneiderwasfunny
when he u ed an old pair of
underwear in place of a filter m
his Mr. Coffee. However, his
character turn out to be a lazy
schmuck. At least when he
appeared as the "copy guy' on
Saturday Night Live, he was a
schmuck with a job. Overall, the
show got off to a wobbly stan but
will most likely last on the merits
of its basic premise: Guys doing
stupid things. Justine Bateman
also will add some sorely needed
depth to the show. -SS
Bestline: Menare:dogs. Theyjust
are.-Narrating voiceover which
precedesthestartof eachsegment
of the show.
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•l'lanagement
•Drivers and Backup Drivers
•Pizza Makers
Flexible hours
Day and night shifts open
Benefits
Advancement opportunities

·-

Apply at: Marco's Pizza
4163 Mayfield Rd.
South Euclid
or

Call: 382·5111

ALL POSITIONS
IMMEtliATE OPENINtS FOR FULL ANP PARr..fiME HELP
EARN EXCEI.LENf MONEY
EXPERIENCE PREFRUU, JUf WE WILL ll.AIN
WE OFFER PAIP VACATIONS ANP JENEFifS
MEAL ALLOWANCE PROVIPEP
AN EQUAL OPPOmJNifY EMPLOYER
APPLY IN PWON MONPAY-FRIPAY 1. P.M.-4 P.M

Eddie Sand's Blueline Cafe
20255 Van ARcn Blvd.

561-5051

Shfficr Hts. (Van Men Shopping Plaza)

-
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Sweet providence shines on White The Spinning Edge
Thoreau' and '99 Degrees,' displa yreal diver-

sity of theme and style.
JW 1 think the one
thing that all of my recent songs have in common is that they all exploreseriousanddifficult
topics that affect people
every day. Touring with
the )anglers, I experienced a lot of interesting
people, situations, and
emotions, and 1 feel that
now they are all surfacing. I've really come full
circle, from more folkrock oriented tunes, a long
the lines of Bob Dylan and
H..anglllg v,ncs MLK
Van Morrison, to songs
A.~~?: (I t? r) Jeremy Bl~ech, Jack Silverman, Jason White and JR. with the ]anglers that
R1chey,desptte the1r name, are alive and doing very well in the music scene. have a jazz and funk background, and back again.
Joe Halalko
jason White: I hadagreattime.
CN: How did your involvement
Staff Reporter
II was real relaxed, just a couple of on the Road Songs compilation
jason White is no stranger to guys from thejanglers and me on cornea bout?
the Cleveland music scene. In 1986 acoustic guitars taking requests.
JW: For the past six months or
he founded the )anglers, a band
CN: Can you describe your so we've been talking with the Seiswhich performed all over the area time with thejangltrs?
mic Recording Company, a relaand released two self -produced aiJW: lspenteightyearswiththe tively new subsidiary of MCA
bums, Sweet Providence (1988) )anglers, writing most of the songs. based in San Francisco. The Road
and Circuit Ride (1991). White's We had a lot of fun together but Songs CD was released as a way to
search for a more personal sound, felt pulled in many directions. By raise money for[charities LIFE beat
among other things. led to the the time eight years went by, we and AMPHION]and as a vehicle for
band's breakup in 1993.
felt that we had reached a sort of Seismic and the bands to generate
Now, a decade after he started plateau artistically and that it was interest
the )anglers, White continues to time to move on.
CN: Sounds like you have some
compose and performasasoloact
CN: Recently you have been great opportunities now.
and with his band, the Oytng playing with the Dying Breed
JW: We're real confident about
Breed. Withopeningsforactssuch Whatroledoyoufind yourself in contract negotiations with Seismic.
as Dickey Betts and Toad the Wet now?
It's nice because they already know
Sprocket, White appears to be
JW: jason White and the Dy- a lot of people in the industry. And
gaining the recognition he de- ing Breed are more of a singer I with the compilation being reserves. Recently jason White and songwriter with a backing band leased to over 200collegeandcomthe Dying Breed saw two of their than a band per se. 1 feel much merci.al radio stations, we're defitracksappe.aron a Seismic Record- more in control of thecreative pro- nitely optimistic.
ing Co mpan y compi la tion, Road cess n o~ It's really im porranc for
Don 't missja so n White and th e
Songs. The Carroll News caught any act to have a single vision, a Dying Breed performing tomorrow,
upwithjasonadayafteranacous- consistent direction, in order to Friday, Sept. 27 at the Grog Shop at
tlc show at nearby Pizzazz...
enjoyanysuccess in this industry. 1765 Coventry Road. Ca 11321-5588
Carroll News: You played at
CN: The two trackson the Road for tickets information and show
Pizzazz last night H.ow'd it go?
Songs compilation, 'Ghost of time
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Jom your frletlds!
Monday NQhh at 1he Firehouse are
Ptteher tiQhts! +750 a Dfteher
Thai's las 1tu tt50 for a ti OUNC bar
Wafth Alllbrole Place at 1he Upstairs
Jar before Mottday NiQht Football
Pool is fne fr'OIM 7-9 p.IIL atld free
Witgsat9 p.IIL

+

Cup Club Ollfhndays
hv 0111 of our logo-ad
aMd
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Friday Happy
Hour
5-7 p.m.
$2 pints. free
pool from 5-7
p.m.

This Thl.I'Sdt\J
free wings at I0
p.m. m<1 free pool
ttom 9-11 p.m.

THE WORD ON~ RaEASES IN n-tE WORLD OF MJSIC
doesn't like it,
and invites
everyone else
to experience
life the same
way he does
("Pleasure Seeker · .
"Down Here
With The
Rest of Us").
The path
that
Ness
dictates
might seem
contrived,
but with the
rest of the
band
he
makes
it
work. The music is very forceful,
Social Distortion
and Ness's emotions come out
White Light, White Heat,
whenever he sings. Whatever his
White Trash
mood or whatever he wants to say,
he is very clear about it. The driv(Discovery)
ing music reinforces Ness's powerful vocals, combining for a very
aggressive sound.
Social Distortion are not easy
This ain't the way it's supposed
toea tegorize. joining Ness are guito be,
There's a dark cloud jollowi ng tarist Dennis Dannel, bassist john
Maurer and drummer Chuck Bisme, I'm disillusioned,
and I'm down on the world cuits, formerly of the Circle jerks
again ...
and Black Flag. They don't fit into
the grunge scene too well.
No, this isn't the motto of
While they could be considtoday's so-called "Generation X" ered punk by today's standards,
young society, although it could they have somewhat different
be. Actually, it's the opening lyr- styles than bands such as Green
ics to "Down on the World Again," Day and Rancid. They almost reone of the tracks on Social semble a slightly heavier version
Distortion's new release White of Sponge or a more pessimistic
Supersuckers. But trying to clasLight, White Heat, White Trash.
It's easy to trace the theme of sify them as a cenain t)lpC of muSocial Distortion's best release to sic isn't important here. The imdate. Vocalist and songwriter portant thing is that these guys a)
Mike Ness isn't happy with him- know how to get their point across,
sell or the world, and he wants and b) know how to rock at the
everyone to know it. But Ness same time.
doesn't sit around complaining
Their first single, "I Was
about everything and thinking Wrong," is already receiving airabout revenge as it would seem · play on WMMSandWENZ,along
some songwriters of today do.
with John Carroll's own WUJC.
He seems to go through a se- Since there are no vulgarities, most
ries of transitions. At first he of the songs could be considered
blames everyone else for all his radio-friendly, although Social
problems (Turnaround, they'll try Distortion has managed to avoid
tokeepyoudownfrom"Don'tDrag extensive airplay to this point. If
Me Down"). Then he turns the an- you're in the mood for rough muger in on himself, analyzing sic with a message, White Light,
where he has screwed up and how White Heat, White Trash is for you.
he has seen things the wrong way
- by Brian Sparils
("1 Was Wrong" and "Through
fiJ - ..UII# tiiM
These Eyes").
&& _,.
From there he begins to see the
world as a confusing place where
cfl cfl fiJ - · you've "Gotta Know The Rules" to
fll rP rP & _ .......
understand. Finally, he accepts
fiJJl&&tP- .........
life as it is, even though he still

We need m 6ltltudc d\mgd
\\t 6rC currmtlu sccRiPIJ fun, positive people to
service our guests! \\t've miscd our stmoords.
and need immediate wait staff members!
If you wool to be part of 6 NEW ATIITUDE,
opplu in person tooaul
No experience ncccC5tl'y. just 6 !J'COI6ttlludc.

RUBY TUES[}\Y RESli\URANT
BEACHWOOD PAVIlliON MJ.Il.
24~25 CHAGRIN 8LVD.

464-2700
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Football rolls over Ohio Northern in conference opener, 52-0
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter

On Saturday, john Carroll
University's football team took on
Oh1o Northern at Ada War Memorial Stadium and engaged in a
battle which resembled Custer's
Last Stand as they shellacked the
Polar Bears, 52-0.
The BlueStreaks(2-0,1-00AC)
dominated every facet of the game
on both sides of the ball. The offense piled up412 total yards, 293
passing and 119 rushing. to go
along with five touchdowns. The
defense again resembled a brick
wall , and the special teams play
was stellar.
"This is as well balanced a team
as I've had here," said Coach Tony
DeCarlo.
john Carroll took control early
in a span of three plays. After
getting a safety when Polar Bear
punter Tom Dreiling kicked an
errant snap out of the back of the
end zone, the Blue Streaks scored
on the first play afterthe ensuing
free kick when sophomore quarterback Nick Caserio connected
with senior split end Dave Davis
on a 47-yard touchdown pass.
just minutes into the second
quarter, Davis struck again. After
fielding a 38-yard punt, he scampered 43 yards into the endzone
for hissecond score of the game. It
was the second time in two games
that the special teams returned a
kick for a touchdown.
Then with nearly six ·nures
left in the second arter,the defe
ed itsown bigplaytoset
up another touchdown. Senior

hneman Ryan Carter, who finished
with eight tackles and one sack.
forced a fumble which was recovered by senior I me backer London
Fletcher.
Three plays later the offense
capitah:zed on the Polar Bear miscue when senior Carmen llacqua
pranced into the endzone with a
six-yard screen pass. Caserio
hooked up with junior tight end
Chris Kavulic for the two-point
conversion and a 24 -0 lead.
The touchdown reception was
Jlacqua's lOOth reception as a Blue
Streak.
"To tell you the truth, it doesn't
mean that much." said Jlacqua,
who finished the game with six
receptions forl28 yards. "The point
is we came out with a 'W' which is
basically our attitude this season."
Caserio opened the next offensivepossession byhookingupwith
llacqua for a 50-yard gain. On the
ensuing play,Davisscored his third
touchdown of the game, a 25-yard
TD pass from Caserio. Davis had
three receptions for 78 yards and
two touchdowns to go with his
punt return for a touchdown.
"We always knew Dave had the
ability." Caserio said. "It was a
matter of getting him some
catches. He's our go-to guy."
"David is stepping it up,"
DeCarlo added. "People work their
way into a situation tohelpus. I tip
my hat to people who stay with
our program."
Case rio finished his day by Iof ring a pass which Kavulic snagged
in the endzone for a 26-yard score.
On the day, Case rio completed 15

Streaks win silver medal pool
Sports Reporte

The john Carrol Uni~
volleyball team finally brouglit
home some hardware as they won
the silver medal pool at the john
Carroll lnvitationallastweekend.
Although the Blue Streaks did
not defend the title they won in
1994 and 1995, they did pick up
three wins over the weekend, defeating Hanover College, BaldwinWallace College and Kenyon College at the Don Shula Sports Center. Thomas More took first place
in the gold division.
The Streaks did not get a
chancetodefend theirtitlethanks
to Hope College. Hope and john
Carroll squared off Friday afternoon in the tournament opener
in what turned out to be one of
the best matches of the weekend .
After losing the £irst game 15-11,
the Streaks came back to win
games two and three 15-l3and 1614. But, for the second straight
weekend , the Streaks dropped a
tough fourth game and went on to
lose the fifth game rally 15-8.
Streaks coach Gretchen
Wietbrecht said she was pleased
with the way the team bounced
back after the loss.
"I think we played well in
games cwo through four, but we
stopped playing," Weitbrechtsaid.
"Giving our team credit, l was
pleased with the way we came
back and responded against
Hanover."
BecausejCU played Hope and
Hanover back-to-back, a second
loss would have dropped it down
to the bronze pool. After disposmg of Ha never in three games. the
Streaks did not lose their focus
and came back to beat the Yellow

jackets and the Ladies of Kenyon
Saturday, also in three games.
Senior Katy Perrone who
--pteked up60 kills togo along with
her 59 digs. has now earned berths
on the all-tournament team four
consecutive weeks, previously receiving honors at the Kalamazoo
Hornet Invitational, the Thomas
MoreSkilineChiliClassic,and the
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational
Sophomore Leslie Dissel, who
picked up 149 assists over the
weekend, said she was disappointed JCU did not win its own
tournament but was pleased with
the overall performance.
"It was the best effort of the season for us," Dissel said. "Although
we did not win, weare playing better."
They showed it again Tuesday
night, beating Case Western Reserve University 15-7, 15-9, 15-12.
JCU shut down theSpartanoffense
and used a solid transition offense
to wear down Case.
This weekend, the Streaks travel
to Delaware, Ohio, wheretheywill
participate in the Ohio Wesleyan
Invitational. The eight team field
willgiverhe Streaks a look at Ohio
Athletic Conference foes Capital
and Otterbein. Freshman joanna
Lecznar thinks tournament play
helps prepare for the OAC season.
"Conditioning wise it helps. although you wake up in the morning and think what a long day you
have ahead of you," Lecznar said.
"Most of our tournament matches
have gone five games."
After the Ohio Wesleyan Tournament, the Streaks will return
home to tackle Ohio Northern on
Tuesday, October l in one of t he
most highly anticipated OAC
matches of the year.

of 24 passes for 265yards and four
touchdowns; more importantly,
however, he did not throw an interception. Of his 15completions,
six were for 25 yards or more.
"You usually get big plays when
there are mismatches," DeCarlo
sa1d. "Nicky audibled a couple
times to get us out of bad plays
and into good plays."
With just less than 12 minutes
left in the fourth quarter, junior
safety Dave Kovass recovered a
Polar Bearfumble in the Polar Bear
end zone for a touchdown. the first
of his varsity career. Then the
Blue Streaks completed the scoring with two minutes left in the
game when sophomore tailback

Mike Ten Brink galloped three
yards into theendzone for his first
career vars!ly touchdown.
The defense stymied the Ohio
Northern offense in recordmg Its
second shutout of the season. The
Polar Bears mustered only 95 total
yards,noneofwhichcameon the
ground. Senior linebacker Chris
Anderson and Fletcher each had
14 tackles. jumor Bob juliana recovered a fumble while senior
Scott Youmell and freshman Daryl
Cleveland each picked off passes.
Thedefensealsosacked Polar Bear
quarterbacks four times.
"We feel that if we're gmng to
win a championship, we'll win
with defense.~ DeCarlo said. "We

feel we have a good defense. And
il's gaining a lot of confidence."
The Blue Streaks last recorded
consecutive shutouts at the end of
the 1994 season The lasttime they
opened a season with back -tohack shutouts was 1942.
ThisS.aturdayat2:00p.mJohn
Carroll takes on Manetta at
Wasmer Fteld tn the annual nomecoming game. The Blue Streaks
will be looking to avenge last year's
21-21 tie, a game which john Carroll led 21-7 at halftime. Secondhalf turnovers, however, let
Marietta back into the game. The
inability of both teams to con vert
latcscoringchances preserved the
final deadlock.

Men's soccer splits OT games
The john Carroll University
men's soccer team may have
thought they were participating in
the wrong sport last week. Both
the game against Mount Union and
the one against Otterbeip could be
categorized as "marathons." The
Streaks crossed the week's finish
line with one win and one loss in
240 minutes of soccer
With thirtysecondsremaimng
inthesecondperiodof overtime in
the first soccer marathon, the prevailing sentiment of those on the
john Carroll (2-4, 2-1 OAC) bench
was one of discouragement as the
team was about to tie Ohio Athletic Conference rival Mount
Union for the third year in a row.
What defined this sentiment
even moredearl was thefact that

Mount Union in stinginess and
battled to a 0-0 lie into the game's
second extra session and !20th
minute.
Then as the clock ran under ten
seconds, a Purple Raider
defense man intentionally blasted
the ball out of play after committing a foul. The referee stopped the
clock with cwo seconds remaining. acknowledging the attempt
to delay the game, and awarded
JCU the free kick.
Sophomore Dave Bartulovic
!of ted a leh-footed kick across the
mouth of the goal where players
from each side tried to get a p1ece
of the ball. OutofthemlxofCarroll and Mountjerseys,juniorMikc
Pap got his head on the ball and
drove it into the goal as time ex
pi red for a 1-0overtime victory.
"The ball was heading straight

the Purpl.e Raiders. Carroll outs hot
Mount 21 to 12 in 90 minutes of
regulation play but could not capitalize on their opportunities.
The ]CU defense matched

it! It's a nice individual achievement, but more importantly, it
gave the team a win."
"lt was probably the most dramatic ending that l've ever been

Frank Feola
Sports Reporter
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tion has outscored JCU 6-4. Of
these shots, Mast has recorded 6
saves, but in comparison, oppos-
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Senior, Football
Fletcher received OAC
Defensive Player of the
Week honors for his
team high 14 tackles and
a fumble recovery in last
week's win over Ohio
Northern. On the season, he ranks second
among JCU defenders in
tackles with 27.

Junior, Soccer
Sullivan received OAC
Player of the Week honors for her offensive
outburst last week. She
recorded three goals and
three assists all in a win
over Otterbein. She
leads the team with four
goals and is fifth in the
OAC in points per game.
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Sweet providence shines on White The Spinning Edge
Thoreau' and '99 De-

THE WORD ON f'EW RaEASES IN THE WORLD OF M.JSIC

grees,' displayrea.l diversity of theme and style.
JW: I think the one
thing tha t all of my recent songs have in common is that they all explore seriousanddifficult
topics that affect people
every day. Touring with
the janglers, I experienced a lot of interesting
people, situations, and
emotions, and I feel that
now they are all surfacing. I've really come full
circle, from more folk rockorientedtunes,along
the linesofBob Dylan and
IUng.tn& Vlnel MuNt
Van Morrison, to songs
A. Dying Breed?: (I to r) Jeremy Bliech. Jack Silverman Jason White and JR. with the janglers that
Rtchey, despite their name, are alive and doing very well in the music scene. have ajazz and funk background, and back again.
Joe Halalko
jason White: l had a great time.
CN: How did your involvement
Staff Reporter
It was real relaxed ,just a couple of on the Road Songs compilation
jason White is no stranger to guys from thejanglers and me on come about?
the Cleveland rn usic scene. In 1986 acoustic guitars taking requests.
JW: For the past six months or
he founded the janglers, a band
CN: Can you describe your so we've been talking with the Seiswhich performed all overt he area time with thejanglns?
mic Recording Company, a relaand released two self -produced aiJW: lspenteightyearswiththe tively new subsidiary of MCA
bums, Sweet Providence (1988) janglers, writing most of the songs. based in San Francisco. The Road
and Cir-cuit Ride (1991). White's We had a lot of fun together but Songs CD was released as a way to
search for a more personal sound, felt pulled in ma ny directions. By raise money for[chari ties LIFE beat
among other things, led w the the time eight years went by, we and AMPHION]andasa vehicle for
band's breakup in 1993.
felt that we had reached a son of Seismic and the bands to generate
Now, a decade after he started plateauartisticallyand that it was interest
the )anglers, White continues to time to move on.
CN: Sounds like you have some
corn pose and per form as a solo act
CN: Recc.ntly you have been great opponunities now.
and with h ts band, the Dying playing with the Dying Breed.
JW: We're real confident about
Breed . Withopeningsforactssuch Whatrol.edoyouflnd yourself In contract negotiations with Seismic.
as Dickey Betts and Toad the Wet now?
It's nice because theyalreadyknow
Sprocket, White appears to be
jW: jason White and the Dy- a lot of people in the industry. And
gaining the recognition he de- ing Breed are more of a singer/ with the compilation being re serves. Recently Jason White and songwriter with a backing band leased toover200collegeandcomthe Dying Breed saw two of their than a band per se. I feel much merclal radio stations, we're defitracksappearonaSelsmic Record- morelncontrolof the creative pro- nitely optimistic.
ing Company compilation, Road cess now. !r's really important for
Don 't m iss j ason Whil e and t he
Songs. The Carroll News caught any act to have a single vision, a Dying Br-eed performing tomorrow,
upwithjasonadayafteranacous- consistent direction, in order to Friday, Sept. 27 at the Grog Shop at
tic show at nearby Pizzazz ...
enjoy any success in this industry. 1765 Coventry Road. Cal7321-5588
Carroll News: You playt:d at
CN: ThetwotracksontheRoad for tickets information and show
Pizzazz last night How'd It go?
Songs compilation, 'Ghost of time
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This Thl.rSCk\J
free wirvJS at I0
p.m. md free pool
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Social Distortion
White Light, White Heat,

White Tr-ash
(Discovery)

This ain't the way it's supposed
be,
There's a dark cloud following
me, I'm disillusioned,
and I'm down on the world
again ...
to

No , this isn't the motto of
today's so-called "Generation X"
young society, although it ~:;ould
be. Actually, it's the opening lyrics to "Down on the World Again,"
one of the tracks on Social
Distortion's new release White
Light, White Heat, White Trash.
It's easy to trace the theme of
Social Distortion's best release to
date. Vocalist and songwriter
Mike Ness isn't happy with himself or the world, and he wants
everyone to know it. But Ness
doesn't sit around complaining
about everything and thinking
about revenge as it would seem
some songwriters of today do.
He seems to go through a series of transitions. At first he
blames everyone else for all his
problems (Turnaround, t hefll tr-y
tokeepyoudownfrom"Don'tDrag
Me Down"). Then he turns the anger in on himself, analyzing
where he has screwed up and how
he has seen things the wrong way
("I Was Wrong" and "Through
These Eyes").
From there he begins to see the
world as a confusing place where
you've "Gotta Know The Rules" to
understand. Finally, he accepts
life as it is, even though he still

does n'tlike it,
and invites
everyone else
to experience
life the same
way he does
("PleasureSeeker ",
"Down Here
W ith The
Rest of Us"}
The path
that
Ness
dictates
might seem
contrived ,
but with the
rest of the
band
he
makes
it
work. The music is very forceful,
and Ness's emotions come out
whenever he sings. Whatever his
mood or whatever he wants to say,
he is very clear about it. The driving music reinforces Ness's powerful vocals, combining for a very
aggressive sound.
Social Distortion are not easy
to categorize. joining Ness are guitarist Dennis Dannel, bassist john
Maurer and drummer Chuck Biscuits, formerly of the Circle jerks
and Black Flag. They don't fit into
the grunge scene too well.
Wh ile they could be considered punk by roday's standards,
they have somewhat different
styles than bands such as Green
Day and Rancid. They almost resemble a slightly heavier version
of Sponge or a more pessimistic
Supersuckers. But trying to classify them as a cenain t)fpeof music isn't important here. The important thing is that these guys a)
know how to get their point across,
and b) know how to rock at the
same time.
Their first single, "I Was
Wrong," is already receiving airplay on WMMS and WENZ, along
with John Carroll's own WUJC.
Since there are no vulgarities, most
of the songs could be considered
radio-friendly, although Social
Distortion has managed to avoid
extensive airplay to this point. If
you're in the mood for rough music with a message, White Light,

White Heat, WhiteTr-ashisforyou.
- by Brian Sparlrs
(/l---ot--
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Football rolls over Ohio Northern in conference opener, 52-0
Brian Murphy
Sports Reporter
O n Saturday, John Carroll
Universit y'sfootbal l ream took on
Ohto Northern at Ada War Memori al Stadium and engaged in a
battle which resembled Custer's
Last Stand as they shellacked the
Polar Bears, 52-0.
TheBlueStreaks(2-0,l-OOAC)
dorni nated every facet of the game
on both sides of the ball. The offense piled up412 total yards, 293
passing and 119 rushing, to go
along with five touchdowns. The
defense again resembled a brick
wall , and the special teams play
was stellar.
"This is as well balanced a team
as l've had here," said Coach Tony
DeCarlo.
john Carroll took control early
in a span of three plays. After
getting a safety when Polar Bear
punter Tom Dreiling kicked an
errant snap out of the back of the
end zone, the Blue Streaks scored
on the first play after the ensuing
free kick when sophomore quarterback Nick Caserio connected
with senior split end Dave Davis
on a 47-yard touchdown pass.
just minutes into the second
quarter, Davis struck again. After
fielding a 38-yard punt, he scampered 43 yards into the endzone
for hissecond score of the game. It
was the second time in two games
that the special teams returned a
kick for a touchdown.
Then with nearly six minutes
left in these ond aner, the defe
ed itsown bigplaytoset
up another touchdown. Senior

•ba

a

li nemanRyanCarter.whofinished
with eight tackles and one sack,
forced a fumble which was recovered by senior I me backer London
Fletcher.
Three plays lat er the offense
capitalized on the Polar Bear miscue when senior Carmen llacqua
pranced into the endzone with a
six-yard screen pass. Caserio
hooked up with junior ttght end
Chris Kavulic for the two-point
conversion and a 24 -0 lead.
The touchdown reception was
llacqua's lOOt h reception as a Blue
Streak.
"To tell you the truth , it doesn't
mean that much," said llacqua,
who finished the game with six
receptions for I 28 yards. "The point
is we came out with a 'W' which is
basically our attitude this season.·
Caserio opened the next offensivepossession byhookingupwith
llacqua for a 50-yard gain. On the
ensuingplay,Davisscored his third
touchdown of the game, a 25-yard
TD pass from Caserio. Davis had
three receptions for 78 yards and
two touchdowns to go with his
punt return for a touchdown.
"We always knew Dave had the
ability," Caserio said. "It was a
matter of getting him some
catches. He's our go-to guy."
"David is stepping it up,"
DeCarlo added. "People work their
wayintoasituation to help us. I tip
my hat to people who stay with
y ur program."
Caseriofinished his day by lofting a pass which Kavulic snagged
in the endzone for a 26-yard score.
On the day, Caserio completed 15

of 24 passesfor265yardsandfour
touchdowns; more importantly,
however, he did not throw an interception. or his 15 completions,
six were for 25 yards or more.
"You usually get big plays when
there are mismatches," DeCarlo
said . "Nicky audibled a couple
times to get us out of bad plays
and into good plays."
W ith just less than 12 minutes
lef r in the fourth quarter, jumor
safety Dave Kovass recovered a
PolarBearfumbleinthePolarBear
end zone for a touchdown, the first
of his varsity career. Then the
Blue Streaks completed the scoring with two minutes left in the
game when sophomore tailback

Mike Ten Bnnk galloped three
yards into theendwne for h1s first
career varsity touchdown.
The defense stymied the Ohto
Northern offense in recording 1ts
second shutout of the season. The
Polar Bears mustered only 95 total
yards, none of which came on the
ground. Senior linebacker Chris
Anderson and Fletcher each had
14 tackles. J umor Bob juliana recovered a fumble while senior
Scott You mel! and freshman Daryl
Cleveland each picked off passes
Thedefensealsosacked Polar Bear
quarterbacks four times.
"We feel that t£ we're gomg to
win a championship, we'll win
with defense." DeCarlo said. "We

feel we have a good defense. And
it's gain ing a lot of confidence."
The Blue Streaks last recorded
consecutiveshutoutsat the end of
the 1994 season The last time they
opened a season with back-tohack shutouts was 1942.
Th1S5aturdayat2:00p.mJohn
Carroll takes on Manetta at
Wasmer Field in theannualh.omecommg game. The Blue Streaks
will be loolongtoavenge last year's
21-21 tte, a game which john Carroll led 21-7 at halftime Secondhalf turnovers , however, let
Marietta back into the game. The
inability of both teams to convert
late scoringc hancespreserved the
final deadlock.

Men's soccer splits OT games
Frank Feola
Sports Reporter
The john Carroll University
men's soccer team may have
thoughttheywereparticipatingin
the wrong sport last week. Both
thegameagainstMount Union and
theoneagainstOuerbeipcouldbe
categorized as "marathons." The
Streaks crossed the week's finish
line with one win and one loss in
240 minutes of soccer
With thirty seconds rernaimng
in the second period of overtime in
the first soccer marathon, the prevailing sentiment of those on the
John Carroll (2 -4, 2-1 OAC) bench
was one of discouragement as the
tearn was about to tie Ohio Arbletic Conference riv al Mount
Union for the third year in a row.
What defined this sentiment
evenmoreclearlywasthdactthat

Moun t Union in stinginess and involved in," said semor Adrian
battled to a 0-0 tie into the game's Del Busso. "We caught a break, but
second extra session and L20th itwasjustagreatcrossandagreat
minute.
header."
Thenas tbeclockran undcrten
In their Saturday mara thon
seconds. a Purple Raider against Otterbe in, the Streaks
defenseman intennonall y blasted again battled on defense and were
theballoutofplayaftercommit- stymied oHe nstvely. The two
tinga foul. The referee stopped the teams fought through a scoreless
clock with two seconds remain- regulauon and went to overtime.
ing, acknowledging the attempt Thts time, however, there were no
to delay the game, and awarded
last minute heroics.
JCU thef ree kick
Otterbein pushed a goal past
Sophomore Dave Bartulovtc junior goalkeeper Grant Mast in
lofted a left-footed kick across the the first extra sesston. The tally
mouth of the goal where players stood up as the final margin givfrom each side tried to get a piece ing the Cardinals a H) victory.
The Streaks faced a more agof the ball . Out of the mtx of Carroll and Mountjerseys,juniorMike gress ive atta k in Otterbein than
Pap got his head on the ball and they are used to. The Ca rdmals
drove it into the goal as time ex
a tuaUy outshot the treaks 32pi red for a 1-0 overtime victory
31. Fonheseason, though, arroll
"Theballwasheading straight haslaunchedl Sl sh tscompa red

~ , ..~~~~ni~8N~~m-----~~~~~... -~~·~"~~~ . ~~
·
"/
d
J
/ thePurpleRaiders.Carrolloutshot it! It's a nice individual achieve- spire r advantage, r ~
21 to 12 in 90 minutes of ment, but more importantly, it tion has outscoredjCU t'H. Of
Strea ks Win 51 ver me a poo Mount
regulation play butcould notcapi - gave the team a win."
these shots, Mast has recorded 63
Sports Repotte
The John Carroll Dmv it
volleyball team finally brouglit
home some hardware as they won
the silver medal pool at the John
Carroll Invitationallastweekend.
Although the Blue Streaks did
not defend the title they won in
1994 and 1995, they did pick up
three wins over the weekend, defeating HanoverCollege,BaldwinWa llace College and Kenyon College at the Don Shula Sports Center. Thomas More took first place
in the gold division.
The Streaks did not get a
chancetodefend theirtitlethanks
to Hope College. Hope and john
Carroll squared off Friday afternoon in the tournament opener
in what turned out to be one of
the best matches of the weekend.
After losmg the first game 15-ll,
the Streaks carne back to win
gamestwoand three 15-13and 1614. But, for the second maight
weekend , the Streaks dropped a
rough fourth game and went on to
lose the fifth game rally 15-8.
Streaks coach Gretchen
Wietbrechr said she was pleased
with the way the team bounced
back after the loss.
"I think we played well in
games two through four, but we
stopped playing," Weitbrecht said.
"Giving our team credit, I was
pleased with the way we came
back and respo nded against
Hanover."
Because jCU played Hope and
Hanover back-to· back, a second
loss would have dropped it down
to the bronze pool After disposingofHanoverinthreegames,the
Streaks did not lose their focus
and came back to beat the Yellow

jackets and the Ladies of Kenyon talize on their opportunities.
"lt was probably the most dra- saves, but in comparison, opposSaturday, also in three games.
The jCU defense matched matic ending that l've ever been
aee MEN, page 16
Senior Katy Perrone who
llieked up60 kills to go along with
her 59 digs. has now earned berths
on the all-tournament team four
consecutive weeks, previously receiving honors at the Kalamazoo
Hornet Invitational, the Thomas
MoreSkilineChili Classic, and the
Baldwin-Wallace lnvitational.
Sophomore Leslie Dissel, who
picked up 149 assists over the
weekend , said she was disappointed JCU did not win its own
tournament bm was pleased with
the overall performance.
"lt was the best effort of the season for us," Dissel said." Although
we did not win, we are playing better."
They showed it again Tuesday
night, beating Case Western Reserve University 15-7, 15-9, 15-12.
I
JCU shutdown the Spartan offense
and used a solid transition offense
to wear down Case.
Thisweekend,theStreakstravel
to Delaware,Ohio, where theywill
participate in the Ohio Wesleyan
Invitational. The eight team field
will give the Streaks a lookatOhio
Junior, Soccer
Senior, Football
Athletic Conference foes Capital
Sullivan received OAC
and Otterbein. Freshman joanna
Fletcher received OAC
Lecznar thinks tournament play
Player of the Week honDefensive Player of the
helps prepare for the OAC season.
ors
for her offensive
Week honors for his
"Conditioning wise it helps, aloutburst last week. She
though you wake up in the mornteam high 14 tackles and
ing and think what a long day you
recorded three goals and
a fumble recovery in last
have ahead of you," Lecznar said.
three assists all in a win
week's win over Ohio
"Most of our tournament matches
over Otterbein. She
Northern. On the seahave gone five games."
After the Ohio Wesleyan Tourleads the team with four
son, he ranks second
nament, the Streaks will return
goals and is fifth in the
among JCU defenders in
horne to tackle Ohio Nonhero on
OAC
in points per game.
tackles with 27.
Tuesday, October I in one of the
most highly antic ipated OAC
matches of the year.
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How 'bout them Cowboys?

Sullivan leads. women·s soccer to first win of season
Matt Rayl

Sports Reporter
When it rains, it pours. And
the john Carroll University
women's soccer team poured on
the scoring last Saturday in winning its first game of the season
over Otterbein, 8-0.
Everythingseemed to come together for JCU (l-5, 1-1 OAC) from
the beginning Two goals by semor Annie l<lekampand another
by sophomore Meghan Smith
helped build a commandmg 3-0
kad at halftime. It would have
been larger if several corner kicks
had been on target.
·we were ready tO win, and
Annie's goals gave everybody confidence," said Coach l<ellie
Leeman. "But I told the girls at
ha If time not tO be sat1sfied. They
didn't want to lose anymore, so
they came out and played even
harder."

There was nos1gn of a letdown defense took charge and protected
asjCU attempted itS first shot on the keeper," Leeman said. "We
goal one minute into the second needed a solid effort, and they rehalf. It scored two goals in a span sponded well. Offensively, we conof 61 seconds, one by JUnior Oona trolled the tempo and executed
Blakemore and the other by junior well."
Sullivan had the best statistiShannon Sullivan. JCU continued
ItS high level of intensity through- calgameofhercollegecareer. Her
out the second half, even as the three goals and three assists set a
lead increased. ltfimshed the scor- school record for most points
ing With three more goals, includ- scored by a player in one game.
She earned OAC Co-Player of the
ing a penalty kick by Sullivan ..
With freshman goalkeeper Week honors with this perforMaura Gatto nursing a pulled mance. After the game, she stood
gram suffered in the previous game fifth in the conference with four
agai nst Mount Union, it was nec- goals, three assists, and 11 points
essary for the defense to step up. for the season . She was first in
They came through as the Cardi- conference play with three goals,
nals were unable to pose any seri- three assists, and nine points.
"I felt that I was not getting the
ous scoring threats. Because the
ball was onjCU'soffensive half of job done," said Sullivan about her
the field for most of the game, Gatto performance prior to the
was called upon tosaveonly seven Otterbein game. "I was disappointed that lhadonlyonegoa l in
shots on goaL
"I was impressed with how the five games because the team de-

pends on me to score. This was
statistical! y the best game I've ever
played in my life. Also, it was really specia I because my grandparents were in the stands, and they
hadn't seen me play since my
sophomore year in high school."
Sullivan mennoned that the
team ate breakfast together Saturday morning. They were tired of
losmg, and felt they were going to
do whatever it took to w in. She
thought the team had been playing inconsistently over the past
month , but against the Cardinals,
things finally clicked.
"Winning eliminated our frustration and made all the hard work
at practice worthwhile," added
Sullivan. "I think we're ready to
win again, and hopefully we can
gain some momentum. We're not
going to accept anything less than
a victory."
Last Wed nesday, Carroll lost its

first conference contest and first
home game to Mount Union, 4-0.
Even though the score was only 10 at half, it was clear that Mount
had control of the game. JCU had
few scoring opportunities, and a
defensive breakdown late in the
second halfled to two goals within
1:30. Gatto pulled her groin in the
first half , limiting her mobility in
goal for the rest of the game.
"We started off well, but after
that first goal, the girls didn't feel
like they could come back," said
Coach Leeman. "It was all downhill from there."
jCU hopes to build upon
Saturday's win with four games in
the next week. Thefirstwasplayed
yesterday against conference foe
Muskingum . Next, the Streaks
host Geneva at 4 p.m. on Friday
and St. Mary's at l p.m. on Sunday.
They begin play in October next
Tuesday, hosting riva l B-W.

MEN
continued from page 15
ing keepers have notched only 48.
"We're just not testing the keepers," said Mast. "We're getting our
shots, but we're just not putting
them on goal."
"A loti of the missed shots]have
to do with frustration," said Del
Bussa. "It stems from a lack of
patience around the goal and insidethel8[yard box) Weare pressing harder. You try to do it yourself to turn things around when it
has to be a team effort"
Carroll will try to right its goalscoring woes this week in three
away games. jCU visited Denison
Tuesday night, and it travels to
Wi lmmgton, Ohio for a two game
set against Bethany CPa.) on Saturday and Wilmington on Sunday.
"We need a sla ·n the face,"
said Mast. "We need to turn it
<~round quick. This is a b1g week."
"Definite gut check," said Del
Busso. "Enough of the excuses,
we've got to score some goals and
get some wins."

P'-

Sports Editor jonathan Kase
co nt ributed to this article.

NOW
FRESH-SLICED SUBS
ARE JUST AROUND
THE CORNER
Now, there's a BLIMPIE™ restaurant in your neighborhood!
We slice fresh all our meats and cheeses
for the tastiest subs in town.
Come in and enjoy the fresh-sliced difference.

SUBS AND SALADS

Fresh-Sliced Subs Made Simply Delicious

------------------------------BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

Free Regular 6" BLIMPIE'!loj Sub Sandwich with the purchase of any Sub
Sandwich of equal or greater value.

Parnell's
ON CEDARAND LEE

Welcome JCU Alumni!

Happu Hour 4-7 p.m.
Mondau thru Saturdau
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harps, Cider, Murphy's
Bud Ught Draft Special
seven days a week
21 and over please
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Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Ed1tor

Things have looked better
for the Dallas Cowboys The
Super Bowl champs have
struggled so far in '96 losing
three of their first four games.

Commentary
Star WR Michael Irvin's drug
suspension does not end until
after this weekend, TE Jay
Novocek may not return at all
from a back injury and WR
Kevm Williams is out too.
However, the Cowboys are not
worried, at least not in media
interviews. They are still the
World Champions of the NFL.
They still have the sport's best
running back in Emmit Smith.
But those who still watch pro
football (and there are not too
many left in Clevela nd) know
that things are not so dandy in
Big D.
But all personnel crises
aside, the 1-3 Cow boys are still
America's team.j ust take a look
at theorganization'scastofkey
playersand you'll find an amaz-

i.ngly accurate representation of
people in our great country today.
What better place to start than
at the top with team owner Jerry
Jones? The most essential playe.r
in Dallas, jones probably flins
with the idea of actually suiting
up and taking the field, but thank·
fully he never goes further than
the sidelines. And of course, he
ends upon thefield whenrheCowboys' games get too dose for the
comforts of his luxury box atop
Tex.as Stadium. A billionaire
whose rags-to-riches story is the
stuffTVmoviesaremadeofjones
wentfromone-rimeusedcarsales·
man to pulling the strings of the
richest and arguably most popular ream in professional sports.
Of course, Jones is also in the
midst of a $300 million lawsuit
from the NFL for violatmg the
league's revenue sharing agreement by inking a contract with
Nike. But what kind of entrepreneur would jones be if he did not
assume some financial risks. right?
From one point of view he is a
greedy, self-serving, ruthless tycoon for w hom no amount of personal fort une is e nough. From

another point of viewjones epitomizes the self-made man. Why
am lthinkingGrandma,appl.epie,
Chevrolet JERRY JONF5?1
Meanwhile,the Dallasathletes
are equally good slices of the p1e.
How about the golden boy, quarterback Troy Aikman? First he
went to Oklahoma, then transferred to UCLA There the 6'3',
blonde-haired, blue-eyed star QB
had a brilliant collegiate career
before being drafted by the Cowboys. He is probably the most eligible bachelor in Dallas, and with
aneighr-year,$50millioncontract
signed last year, Aikman is set for
life.
Smith is another piece of the
p1e.Although Smith'sstatisticsare
consistently healthy, he is not.
Number 22 has battled numerous
injuries over the past three seasons. But like joe and jane SixPack who go to work every single
day, Smith always finds a way to
playeveryweek,despite hisques·
tionable health status. Patriotic
fans must take pride in seeing
Smith, battle after battle, ignore
the red blood on his white and
blue uniform as keeps fighdng.

Just call h1m Emmit "True Grit"
Smnh.
While Aikman, johnston and
Smithseem hkethe boys nat door,
Irvin and DB/WR/EDS(endzone
dance specialist) Deion Sanders
certainly won't be painting the
white picket fence any time soon.
lrvin has become the latest high
profile figure in American society
to come under legal fire for believing his popularity a nd high social
status could excuse his drug involvement.
But if you were lrvin, wouldn't
you believe you could get out of
getting caught ina hotel room with
topless dancers and cocaine? After all, you'd be the "playmakerr
Irvin is lucky he's not the license·
plate rna ker after he got off a serious drug charge with community
service and a hefty fine. Now he's
a perfect eXJmple of popular ath·
letes who want a second chance
after having drug problems. rm
surprised Irvindidn'tdec1de torry
out for the New York Yankees. He
is just another star athlete in thts
country who thinks his money
and status equal invmcibihty
Finally, what would an analy-

s1s of America's team be without a quick look at Neon Deion.
just as "Prime Time," err, ·Full
Time• as they now call him,
can't seem todecidewhlchside
of the ball he belongs on, many
fans can't seem to dec1de
whether he IS helping or hin·
dering the Cowboys. One thing
that is for sure about Sanders,
though- fans love to watch h1m
on and off the field. His popularity and huge marker value
have earned him mllhons,
$30,000of whichhespenrona
stereo-equipped, air condl·
tioned golf cart Sanders epitomizes America'sobsesslon with
the flashy, sbowboatmg, trash
talking athlete who earns anor her million with every
"SporrsCemer"l11gh light.
The Dallas Cowboys · one
big happy family? Hardly. Bur
America' team is America's
team and aftl'r Irvin r~tmns.
look fora revitalized unn. F.ven
though it's only Week Sin the
NFL,fansar wondering. who's
gomg to be in New Orleans in
January?
How 'bout them Cowboys?

Cross country runners improve times at Notre Dame
Stephani e Fox
Sports Reporter

.....-:-;

Last weekend, the ol+~rroll
cross co
ams had to face
a rne dilemma that Coach
john Cooper and the Buckeyes will
have to face this weekend: "the
intimidation factor" of the Universi ty of otre Dame.
The Streaks competed in the
tiona! Catholic Invitational in
Sour
diana last weekend
against many str
ners, yet
intim id ation didn't stop t e
Carroll runners from im proving
their t imes and setting personal
records.
The wome n 's team placed
eighth o ut of 15 teams and the men
finished 13th our of 13 teams in
the College Division. But these
standings do not do either team
justice. The Carroll runners had
an excellent weekend despite
missing some of their teammates
due to injury
Once again, freshman sensation Debbie Pagano led the
women's ream with an outstand·
ing performance,obtaininga personal record for the season, scormg a li fetime personal best , and
Improving her time from last
week's meet by 1 minute 10 seconds.
Pagano has been a strong leader
for the women's team all season
and last weekend wasnotanydifferent, as she placed llth in the
College Division with a time of
19:05.
j unior Penny Roxas crushed
her time from last week by 3m inures 15 seconds as she finished 31st
in the College Division with a time
of 19:54. This was a lifetime per·
sonal record for Roxas and she
commented on how much she is
enjoymg the season.
"1 love the team. They are a
great group of people," Roxas said.
"Everyone is very excited about
runni ng and works hard.·
At the start of the 1996 campaign, Coach Kathy Lanese mentioned that the ream goal was to
improveeach week, and they have
once again accomplished that this
week. At the National Catholic

Invitationa l every women's runnerimproved theirtime by at least
a minute.
"The team is really turning
around," Roxas stated. "The team
iscompeting hard , rather than just
runmng."
.ir.esbman MQlly ~ · back
aft er missing the Allegheny Classic two weeks ago, and she helped
the team out by placing 37th with
a time of 20:10. Senior Amy Fenske,
who finished 51st with a time of
20:37, and fres h man Reb ecca
u
QCrossed the fi n ish li ne
in 58r h place wit h a time of 20:54
ro unded out the top fi ve runners
for the women.
The men's team is by no means
discouraged They have been lacking key runne rs in the past two
meets and have beendealingwith
injuries throughout the season
thus far. Like the women's team,
the men improved their times last
weekendaseveryrunnerobtained
a personal record.
"lt was a good event for us,"
coach Don Stupica said "Unfortunately we had two runners down .
Despiteinjuries, wearedo1 ngwelL"
Sophomore james Van Dress
was the leader for the men's team
once again as he placed 44th 111
the College Division with a time
of 27:31. This was a personal best
for Van Dress as he smoked his
prev10us record by 2 minutes 25
seconds.

Also helping the men's team
out was freshman N1ck Sellers
who placed 69th with a personal
best Lime of 28:51.
The rest of the top five finishers for the Blue Streaks were senior Brian Raccia to,[ resh man jon

Hoellein, and senior Christian
Hedrick. Racciato placed 84th
with a ttmeof 31:13, Hoellemcame
in right behmd him in 85th at
31:22,and Hedrick crossed the line
in 87th with a ume of 32:39.
The Universuy of Notre Dame

took home the overall champiOnship m both the men's and
women's events
Next Saturday, October 5, the
Blue Streak m n's and women's
teams w1\l be trJveling to Hiram,
Ohto for the Hiram Invitational.
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How 'bout them Cowboys?

Sullivan leads. women·s soccer to first win of season

Matt Rayl

Sports Reporter

When u rams, 11 pours And
th.e john Carrol l University
women's soccer team poured on
the scoring last Saturday in wmmng its first game of the season
over Otterbein, 8-0.
Everythingseemed to come together for JCU (l-5 H OAC)from
the beginning. Two goals by senior Anme Klekampand another
by sophomore Meghan Smnh
helped buHd a commanding 3-0
~d at halftime It would have
been larger if several corner kicks
had been on target
·we were ready to win, and
Annie'sgoalsgaveeverybod yconfidence," said Coach Kelile
Leeman "But 1 rold the girls at
halftime not to be satisfied. They
didn't want to lose anymore, so
tlley came out and played even
harder."

There was no sign of a letdown
as JCU attempted its first shot on
goal one minute into the second
half. It scored two goals in a span
of 61 second s. one by junior Oona
Blakemore and the other by junior
ShannonSullivan.jCU continued
its htgh level of intensity throughout the second half, even as the
lead mcreased.lt finished the scoring with three more goals, includ ing a penalty k1ck by Sullivan ..
With freshman goalkeeper
Maura Gatto nursing a pulled
groin suffered in the previous game
against Mount Union, it was necessary for the defense to step up.
They came through as the Cardinals were unable to pose any serious scoring threats. Because the
ball was onjCU's offensive half of
thefield for most of thegame,Gatio
was called upon tosaveonlyseven
shots on goal.
"I was impressed with how the

defense took charge and protected
the keeper," Leeman said. "We
needed a solid effort, and they responded well. Offensively, we con trolled the tempo and executed
well."
Sullivan had the best statistical game of her college career. Her
three goa Is and three assists set a
school record for most points
scored by a player in one game.
She earned OA C Co-Player of the
Week honors with this performance. Aftcrthegame, she stood
fifth in the conference with four
goals, three assists, and II points
for the season. She was first in
conference play with three goals,
three assists, and nine points.
"I felt that I was not getting the
job done," said Sullivan about her
per formance prior to the
Otterbein game. "I was disappointed that I had onlyonegoal in
five games beca use the team de-

pends on me to score. This was
statisticallythe best game I've ever
played in my life. Also, it was really special becausem y grandparents were in the stands, and they
hadn't seen me play since my
sophomore year in h1gh school."
Sullivan mentioned that the
team ate breakfast together Saturday morning. They were tired of
losing, and felt they were going to
do whatever it took to win. She
thought the team had been playing inconsistently over the past
month , but against the Cardinals,
things finally cl icked .
"Winning eliminated our f rustration and made all the hard work
at practice worthwhile," added
Sullivan. "I think we're ready to
win again, and hopefully we can
gain some momentum . We're not
going to accept anyth ing less than
a victory."
Last Wednesday, Carroll lost its

first conference contest and first
home game to Mount Union, 4-0.
Even though the score was only 10 at half, it was clear that Mount
had control of the game. JCU had
few scoring opportunities, and a
defensive breakdown late in the
second halfled totwogoalswithin
1:30. Gatto pulled her groin in the
first half , limiting her mobility in
goal for the rest of the game.
"We started off well, but after
that first goal, the girls didn't feel
like they could come back," said
Coach Leeman. "It was all downhill from there."
JCU hopes to build upon
Saturday's win with four games in
the next week. The first was played
yesterday against conference foe
Muskingum. Next, the Streaks
host Geneva at 4 p.m. on Friday
and St. Mary's at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
They begin play in October next
Tuesday, hosting rival B-W.

MEN
continued from page 15
ing keepers have notched only 48.
"We're just not testing the keepers," said Mast. "We're getting our
shots, but we're just not putting
t hem on goal."
"A lotlof the missed shots]have
to do with frustration ," said Del
Busso. "It stems from a lack of
patience around the goal and insidethel8 lyard box!. Weare pressing harder. You try to do it yourself to turn things around when it
has to be a team effort."
Carroll will try to right its goalscoring woes this week in t hree
away ga mes. JCU visited Den ison
1 uesday night, and it travels to
Wilmington, Ohio for a two game
setagainstBethany(Pa.) onSatur·
day and Wilmington on Sunday.
"We need a sla ·n the face,"
said Mast. " e need to turn it
around quick. This is a big week."
"Definite gut check," said Del
Busso. "Enough of the excuses,
we've got to score some goals and
get some wins."
Sports Editor jonathan Kase
contributed to this article.
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NOW
FRESH-SLICED SUBS
ARE JUST AROUND
THE CORNER
Now, there's a BLIMPIETM restaurant in your neighborhood!
We slice fresh all our meats and cheeses
for the tastiest subs in town.
Come in and enjoy the fresh-sliced difference.

SUBS AND SALADS

Fresh-Sliced Subs Made Simply Delicious

- - --------- -------------------BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

Free Regular 6• BLIMPIE''~ Sub Sandwich with the purchase of any Sub
Sandwich of equal or greater value.

Parnell's
ON CEDAR AND LEE

Welcome JCU Alwnni!

Happu Hour 4-7 p.m.
Mondau thru Saturdau
Draft Specials during Happy Hour

Guinness, Harps, Oder, Murphy's
Bud Ught Draft Special
seven days a week
21 and over please

3 2 I -~69
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Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Sports Editor

Things have looked better
for the Dallas Cowboys. The
Super Bowl champs have
struggled so far in '96 losing
three of their first four games.

Commentary
Star WR Michael Irvin's. drug
suspension does not end until
after this weekend, TE jay
Novocek may not return at aU
from a back mjury a nd WR
Kevin Williams is out too .
However, the Cowboys are not
worried, at least not in media
interviews. They are still the
World Champions of the NFL.
They still have the sport's best
running back in Emmit Smith.
But those who still watch pro
football (and there are not too
many left in Cleveland) know
that things are not so dandy in
Big D.
But all personnel crises
aside, the 1-3 Cowboys are still
America'stearo.j ust take a look
a t the organization'scast of key
players and you'll find an amaz-

ingly accurate representation of
people m our great country today.
What better place to start than
at the top with team owner Jerry
Jones? The most essential player
in Dallas, Jones probably flirts
with the 1dea of actually suiting
upandtakingthefield,butthankfully he ne\·er goes further than
the s1delines. And of course, he
endsuponthefield when the Cowboys' games get too close for the
comforts of his luxury box atop
Texas Stadium. A billionaire
whose rags-to-riches story is the
stuff TV movies are made of Jones
went fromone·time used car sales·
man to pulling the strings of the
richest and arguably most popular team in professional sports.
Of course, Jones is also in the
midst of a $300 million lawsuit
from the NFL for violating the
league's revenue sharing agreement by inking a contract with
Nike. But what kind of entrepre·
neur would jones be if he did not
assume some financial risks, right?
From one poi nt of view he is a
greedy, self-serving, ruthless tycoon for whom no amount of personal fort une is enough. From

anotherpomtof viewJonesepitomizes the self-made man Why
am I thinkingGrandma,applcp1e,
Chevrolet .JERRY JONES?!
Meanwhile, the Dallasarhletes
are equa\ly good slices of the pie.
How about the golden boy, quar·
terback Troy Aikman? First he
went to Oklahoma, then transferred to UCLA. There the 6'3',
blonde-haired, blue-eyed star QB
had a brilliant collegiate career
before being drafted by the Cow·
boys. He is probably the most eh·
gible bachelor in Dallas, and with
aneight-year,$50millioncontract
signed last year, Aikman is set for
Ufe.
Smith is another piece ot the
pie. Although Smith'ssta tistics are
consistently healthy, he is not.
Number 22 has battled numerous
injuries over the past three seasons. But like joe and jane SixPack who go to work every single
day, Smith always finds a way to
playeveryweek,despitc his questionable health status. Patriotic
Eans must take pride in seeing
Smith, battle after baule, ignore
the red blood on his white and
blue uniform as keeps fighti ng.

Just call htm Emmit "True Grit"
Sm1th.
While Aikman, johnston and
Sm1thseem liketheboysnextdoor.
lrvin and DB/WR/EDS(endzone
dance specialist) Deion Sanders
certainly won't be pamting the
white picket fence any time soon.
Irvin has become the latest high
profile figure in American society
to come under legal fire for believing his populanty and high social
status could excuse his drug involvement.
But tf you were [rvin, wouldn't
you believe you could get out of
getting caught ina hotel room with
topless dancers and cocaine? Af ·
ter all, you'd be the "playmakerl"
lrvi n ts lucky he's not the license·
plate maker after he got off a swous drug charge wirh community
service and a heft y fine. Now he's
a perfect example of popular ath·
letes who want a second chance
after having drug problems. I'm
surprised lrvindidn't dec1de to try
out [or the New York Yankees He
is just another star athlete tn thts
country who thinks his money
and status equal invincibihty.
Finally, what would an analy·

sis of Americas team be Without a quick look at Neon Deion.
jUSI as "Prime Time," err, "Full
Time" as they now call him,
can't seem rodecidewhichside
of the ball he belongs on, many
fans can't seem to decide
whether he is helping or hinderingtheCowboys One thing
that is for sure about Sanders,
though- fans love to watch him
on and off the field H1s popularity and huge market value
have earned h1m millions,
$30,000o( which he spent on a
stcreo·equtpped, air conditioned golf can. Sanders epuomi.zes America'sobsesslon with
the flashy, showboating, trash ·
talking athlete who e~uns an·
other milhon with every
"SportsCcnter· highlight
The Dallas Cowboys - ne
big happy family' Hardly. But
America's team IS America's
team and after Irvin returns.,
look forarevitahzed umt. Even
though u 's only Week 5 in the
NFL. fans are wondering, who'::.
going to be 1n New Orleans in
january?
How 'bout 1hem Cowboys?

Cross country runners improve times at Notre Dame
Stephan ie Fox
Sports Reporter

Last weekend , the
rroll
cross co
ams had to face
arne dil em ma tha t Coach
john Cooper and the Buckeyes will
have to face this weekend: "the
intimidation factor· of the Uni·
versity of Notre Dame.
The Streaks competed in the
tiona! Catholic Invitational in
Sour
ndiana last weekend
against many str
ners, yet
intimidation did n't stop t e
Carroll runners from improving
their times a nd setting personal
records.
The women's team place d
eighth out of 15teamsand th e men
finished 13th out of 13 teams in
the College Division. But these
standings do not do eit her team
justice. The Carroll runners had
an excellent weekend despite
missing some of their teammates
due to injury.
Once again, freshman sensation Debbie Pagano led the
women's team with an outstand·
ing performance, obtaining a personal record for the season, scoring a lifetime personal best, and
improving her time from last
week's meet by 1 minute 10 seconds.
Pagano has been a strong leader
for the women's team all season
and last weekend wasnotanydif·
ferem, as she placed lith in the
College Division with a time of
19:05.
junior Penny Roxas crushed
her time from last week by 3 min·
utes 15 seconds as she finished 31st
in the College Division with a time
of 19:54. ThIS was a lifetime per·
sonal record for Roxas and she
commented on how much she is
enjoying the season.
"1 love the team. They are a
great group of people," Roxas said.
"Everyone is very excited about
running and works hard·
At the stan of the 1996 cam·
paign, Coach Kathy Lanese men·
tioned that the team goal was to
improve each week ,and they have
once again accomplished that this
week. At the ational Catholic

Invitational every women's runerimproved their time by at least
a minute.
"The team is. really turning
around," Roxas stated. "The team
is compe ting ha rd, rather than just
running."
. Jir~.n Molly Ma}leJ: bad.:.
after missi ng the Allegheny Classic two weeks ago, and she helped
the team out by placing 37th with
a time of 20:10. Senior Amy Fenske,
who finished 51st wit h a time of
20:37, and freshman Rebecca
QCrossed th e finis h li ne
u
in 58th place with a time of 20:54
rounded out the top five ru nners.
for the women.
The men's team is by no means.
d1scouraged . They have been lacking key r unners in the past two
meets and have been dealing with.
injuries throughout the season
thus far. Like the women's team,
the men improved their times last
weekendaseveryrunnerobtained
a personal record.
"It was a good event for us,"
coach Don Stu pica said. "Unfortunately we had two runners down .
Despite injuries, wearedoing well."
Sophomore James Van Dress
was the leader for the men's team
once again as he placed 44th in
the College Division with a time
of 27:31. This was a personal best
for Van Dress as he smoked his
previous record by 2 minutes 25
seconds.

Also helping the men's team
out was freshman Nick Sellers
who placed 69th with a personal
best tim e of 28:51.
The rest of the top five finish ers for the Blue Streaks were senior Brian Racci ato, f reshmanjon

Hoellein, and senior Christian
Hedrick. Racciato placed 84th
with a time of 31:13, Hoelleincame
in nght behmd him in 85th at
31:22,and Hednck crossed the line
in 87th with a time of 32:39
The Universily of Notre Dame

took home the overall championship in both the men 's and
women's events.
Next aturday, October 5, the
Blue Streak men's and women's
lea ms w 11l be t ravcli ng to Hiram,
Ohio for the Ill ram In vitational
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•Views/Editorial

HIT: The parking lots weren't so overcrowded in 1886.
m I s s: Since neither the auromobile nor the RT A nor
Lhe Americab had been invented by 1886, students reached
the Flats on I y af rer walking six or seven hours. Those
hardy souls that completed the journey were then shocked
to discover that most of the mills and warehouses along
the river were still-mills and warehouses.
HIT: A II work done on pen and paper-no need to
master keyboarding, WordPerfect 6.0, Windows '95, voice
mail, Emai l, television journalism, radio broadcasting,
Internet surfing, or the fax machine.
m I s s: After misspelling "soliloquy" forthe third time
on the first page of your sixteen-page handwritten
Shakespeare thesis, you start to miss the "delete" key.
HIT: Since most women were still embroidering their
petticoat hems or harassmg the parlormards at home,
visitation and escort policies within the dormi£Ories were
probably much more relaxed.
m I s s: Of course, findmg a date for Homecoming was
nearly impossible.

-

HIT: Der Fuhrer wouldn't darken the world with his
existence for another three years, and no one had even
conceived of the hydrogen bomb except in hideous
ntghtmares. There was a lot less history to learn.
m I s s: Students usually spent those extra hours
slaving over obligatory Laun.
HIT: There were no ordinances for bidding smoking
within the campus buildings.
m Is s:ln 1886,Sutowski, Dolan, Millor, East,Campron,O'Malley,and the Recplex,amongother buildings,
hadn 't been con tructcd yet, so chances are you were
smokingout ideanyway.

-

HIT: Students of the late nineteenth century were more
famihar with the consumption that struck down half of
Dostoevsky's Russia, whether the Earl Marshall or the Lord
Chamberlain was htgher m rank, and what was in that
gruel eaten by Scrooge and Oliver Twist and every other
character on every other page of Dickens' novels.
mIss: That same gruel wasprobablythecafeteria's
specialty.
HIT: Edison's Electric Light Co. hadn 't worked out all
the bugs in the incandescent lightbulb yet, and nobody
minded 1f you lit a candle or two m your dorm room.
m I s s: Since the heating worked back then about as
well a it docs today, one or two candles wasn't nearly
enough
HIT: The university bookstore provided students the
opportunity to purchase textbooks and manuscnpts
hardly ever found off -ca mpus.
m I s s: The bookstore charged $75.00 for a used copy
of Wuthering Heights back then, too.
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found in CIA·s reputation

HITS1886-1996
& misses
The approaching weekend. although most likely rainy
and unseasonably cold, is one destined to be dogeared in the
chroniclesof]ohn Carroll h rstory. It wi II be more than the
incredibly easy triumph of the Blue Streaks over Marietta.
It will be more than the glittering revelry of the Homecom r ng Dance. With thdnaugu ration of our twenty-second
University President, Father Shea, we turn a new, shiningwhite page ofour history, wonderingwhatthefuture has in
store for Carroll. And with the celebration ofou r llOth
anniversary, we cast a glance at our past, the footsteps
shuifling backwards towards a simpler time, before love
beads and sit-ins, before the Charleston and bathtub gin,
before the O'Malley Center and the Breen Learning Center.
A time when john Carroll University was an infant institution ofhighe r learning taking itsfi rst tottering steps upon
Ohio's cold north coast. A time when the classofl890 sat in
the freshly-painted classrooms oft he Administration
Bwlding and also wondered whatthefuture had in store.
never dreaming that such a grand history was destined for
the tiny jesuit university, neverdreamingthat not a moment of that history would pass without being recorded for
all postaity beneath the infamous headline known as "Hits
and Mrsses."
Here now, a collection ofHitsand Misses spanning that
ce ntury-plus:

OPINION

Joseph Finder
@The Los Angeles Time

Pinching pennies and personal growth
You're the president of an organization at Carroll,and
it's ume to calculate your budget for the upcoming school
year. After settingastde money for essential maintenance of your organjzation, you estimate a budget of
$900. Not too much to ask for, you think. True, some
other groups need less money , but you know of other
organizations asking lor a lot more money than you are.
5o you tum in your budget to the
Student Union What a surprise
Brian
when you finally receive your
Sparks
budget- $500. You've barely got
Staff Reporter
enough money to cover your
mduction dance, mailing and one
or two activities. You try an
appeal, but that doesn't work.
Frustrated, you work to reallocate
Commentary
your funds, knowing your
activities this year will be very
hmited.
Think you're alone in this ordeal? Think again. This
was a common trend among many other smdent
organizations. According to Lisa Heckman, the SU
received $30,000 to distribute among the organizations
that were to receive funding. Each organization received
an average of about $900 (excluding those that didn't
turn in budgets}. As a result of the limited money the SU
was given, some organizations are working with half the
funds they had.
The problem hes not with the SU, but with their
resources. Students and faculty selected an eight person
committee to distribute I unds. They met for 12 hours,
working to give each group its share. The result, athough
not pleasing to all, was the best thecommiuee could have
done. 5o why wasn't the SU allotted more money with
which to work7 The answer is in the administration,
which grants funds.
The $30,000 the SU received is the equivalent of the
tuition of two students, an extremely small percentage of

the total student body. It is also the lowest of all jesuit
umverstties by at least $30,000, according to SU
president Doralice Tavalario. Let's say the funding was
raised to $1SO,OOO.lt looks like a significant increase. But
it's still only the equivalent of ten students' tuitions. It
would not take a large chunk from the unjversity's
income to easily satisfy the student organizations.
There are other com parisons that! can make, for
mstance dealing with the
Inauguration this weekend.
Yes, the Inauguration is
extremely important for the
university. But the cost I or the
flowers alone is comparable to
the total budge;t of the SU. Isn't
the growth of the student body
through involvement in
activities worrh the same, if nota lot more, than the
decoration of the school grounds, considering the
flowers will probably be removed following the
Inauguration?
One of the first things 1 heard when 1started school
here is that 1should get involved in activities.! followed
this advice, and not only did I make a lot of new ~ricnds,l
also learned a lot, and 1 believe lgre as an individual
because of this. Most studcms would agree wholehearl'edly with me. But if organizations don't have enough
money to provide for all members, numbers will soon
drop. 5o much lor the personal growth.
While no doubt Carroll spends its income on many
worthwhile causes, it seems to be forgetting its own
students. If it weren't for the students, the university
would have no reason to exist. Unless the administration
remembers its promise to give each student a complete
education and recognizes that membership in campus
groups is a signilicant part of this, our educational
process wilJ come up one step short.

The fine art of complaining
It took me a wh1le to think of a subject lor this
commentary. I placed myself in my favorite writing spot:
sitting on my bed, lying back against a soft pillow, pencil
and notebook in hand. The pressure was on. I had to
come up with something witty,
somethmg to make the reader see
how intelligent, sharp and funny
Maria
[really am.
Trivisomo
Of course, absolutely nothing
Assistant
came to mind. In fact, Icouldn't
Features
concentrate at all. What on earth
Editor
possessed me to wnre a commentary I or the Homecoming issue of
the CN? Now not only will the
Commentary
students think my wnting is
lame but my lack of creativity
will be exposed to the alumni- possibly future job
connections- as welL Why am I always in such difficult
positiOns? Why CJ!.n I be so creative when no one cares
but fail miserably when it matters so much?
5o it was with these gloomy prospects over my head
that 1decided to write about something I am obviously
good at: COMPLAINING.
Ididn't always complamsomuch. I wasalwaysa
perfecuomst, but actually votcing my concerns and
makmg vocal excuses for my failures did nor begin umil
the middle of htgh school. Suddenly I had apb, about
five extracurricular activiuesand about five too many
classes with homework The stress was too much and I
cracked. My lavome phrases from then to the present
include the following.
"I'm so tired. 1 stayed upS() late last mght" means S()me

professor had the nerve tO either assign a paper or
schedule an exam lor the next day. "I have so much crap
to do" means that once again 1 have procrastinated to the
point that it's impossible for me to ever catch up. My
personal favorite is "Ijust wish I
was graduating this year;
which signifies complete
insanity as seen in the desire to
enter the job market earlier
than I have to rather than deal
with my schoolwork.
1 wish I didn't complain so
much; I would like to be a better
example to my fellow students.
Unfortunate! y. I am by far not
the only complainer on the
Carroll campus. Actually, most of the people I know
complain just as much as 1do. I am well aware that
people get sick and tired of hearing complaints, but I
propose that we now look at them in a clifferem light.
Complaining shows that people care about their own
success and their work. If they didn't, complaining
about how rough it can be to do it right would make no
sense. I applaud the person who can aim for perfection
without complaming but, rea II y, how many people can
withstand the pressures we face at college without a few
cracks in the proverbial armor7
I also applaud those of you who have reached the end
of my commentary, even though I'm sure you only find
it interesting because it's not your homework. I can just
hear you: "If only reachers wouldn't make my due date
on Fnday right after the Carroll N~ws come out..."

A series of articles in the San jose Mercury News last month alleged that the CIA
was somehow mvolved in a scheme to sell
crack cocaine to LosAngelesstreetgangs in
the 1980s to finance the Contras in Nicaragua. After it appeared, both Sen. Barbara
Boxer, D-Calif ., and Rep. Maxine Waters, DLos Angeles, demanded an invesugation
and the Congressional Black Caucus demanded, and got, a meeting with CIA Director John M. Deutch.
What's most interesting about the series,
however, is its implicit notion that intelligence agencies shouldn't have any truck
with the world's bad guys. It's an assumption that reveals how little some people seem
to understand how the imelligence business actually works. The issue of whether
the CIA should be allowed to deal with
disreputable, even immoral, characters
carne to light recently: TheCLA kept on its
payroll a Guatemalan army colonel named
Julio Roberto Alpirez, who may have been
involved in the 1990 murder of an American and the 1992 torture-murder of a Guatemalan rebel leader married to an American.
The uproar in the United States wasenormous. The CIA seemed to be covering up
heinous murders to protect one of its clandestine sources. This was an unpleasant,
thoroughly tangled business, and seemed a
classic example of CLA perfidy. So what
was the truth? The president's Intelligence
Oversight Board this summer issued a rare
public report on the matter (normally, its
findings are kept classified)~g
that Alpirezproba
·~erthe mur"der of
erican nor was he present
rng the killing, but was involved in covering it up. It found, further, that CIA officials were not accomplices in the murder.
But the report d1d find that the CIA pard
insufficient attention to allegations of human-rights abuses in Guatemala,a nd, most
se
· official terms, it failed to nonfy
Not keeping congresCongress p
sionaloversightcommt
• l andcurrently informed" is a violation
agency's statutory obligation. The report
concluded, though, that the CIA didn't intend tom is lead Congress, it was just trying
to protect sources
Yet, in October 1991, long before the
whole tawdry affair became public knowledge, the CIA notified the justice Department of allegatJons that Alpirez was involved in the death of an American.justice
ruled that Alpirez wasn't prosecutable in
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the United States; there wasn't enough evidence. Shortly thereafter, my sources tell
me that the CIA decided to terminate lls
relationship with Alpirez. There was debate within the agency over whetherto pay
Alpirez money he was owed, and it was
decided that he would be paid.
What did the CIA get out of this unhappy relationship? Fairly substantial intelligence on the Colombian drug cartels.
The White House reponfound that the CLA
intelligence-gathering successes in Guatemala were "at times dramatic" in reducing
the flow of illegal-narcotics trafficking.
Was it worth it? It's a tough, even gruesome, calculus: Paying a nefarious characterfor his intelligence on narcotics trafficking and terrorism in the region, and, in the
process, seeming to condone tonure and
murder there. There's no question that the
CIA's hands weren't exactly clean.
The CIA, in short, has had a long and
inglorious relationship with the world's bad
guys. Is that wrong? Sometimes, yes, but
sometimes, no. In theaftermathof theGua temalan affair, Deutch announced new
guidelines requiring case officers to inform
headquarters of anycriminalactionsor human-rights abuses by potential agents.
Theseguidelinesdon'tsayweshouldn'tdeal
with ,or hire, thugs; they merely codify the
procedures by which CJA management
decides whether a potential asset's wickedness is outweighed by the value of the information he might provide. That's a cold,
"realpolitik" calculation, and there's nothing new about it.
This ethical dilemma has long roiled the
intelligence community: When is dealing
with unsavory individuals simply not
worth it) An enormous amount of time and
energy is spent within the agency trying to
determine whether the people we're dealing with abroad might do something that
will come back to haunt us. Spy jngorrior
such repercussions is "blow-back," and its
always part of an agency manager's calculation.

The CIA, we tend to forget ,acts not for its
own sake but on behalf of a client, usually
the prestdent. But it also has to be enormouslyconcernedabouttheopin ionofthe
people who fund it, the Congress. So it
doesn't want to do something that might
undermine support on the Hill. To assume
thattheCIAturnsablindeyetothemalfeasance of its foreign assets is naive.
The queasiness that so many Americans
have about having foreign bad guys on the
CIA's payroll is understandable, but it's inconsistent. No one objects when the FBI
pays Mafia informants generously for leads,
and the less said about the Drug Enforcement Agency's informants, the better. In the
intelligence business, you need the help of
other criminals to catch criminals.
Wherethemoralityofdealingwithdirty
characters becomes maddeningly difficult
is in the realm not of pure espionage, or
intelligence-gathering, but clandestine activity,orcovertaction, which actuallytakes
up less than 5 percent of the CIA's budget.
Here you have to be extremely careful with

whom you're deahng: You don't want to
overthrow a government of thugs only to
replaceitwithagovernmentofevenb1gger
thugs.
In today's world, you have to weigh the
moral implicauons, size up the potential
damage co U.S. prestige and to our ability to
pushcrediblyforhumanrightsaroundthe
world. And there are even more pragmatic
considerations. Take the ClAS massive secret war in Afghanistan, the agency's biggest cover operation since Vietnam, where
it spemsomc $10 billion arming and training the "moujahedeen" to fight the Soviets.
We threw support behind not those we
found to be most morally upright, but behind thefiercestwarlords,thefanatics, who
hated America only slightly less than they
haredRuss•a.Asaresult,weendeduprraming Islamic fundamentalists in the art of
war,andtheblow-backfromthis,thebomb·
ing of the World Trade Center and other
acts of terrorism inflicted on the West,
hasn't stopped. Somettmes, the enemy of
my enemy is my enemy, too.

From around the nation...
The Clinton Administratian's

war on ])rUgs...

War onTobacco...
,,
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iews/ Letters to the editor
Rape seminar unfairly
bashes men
I am wming in response to one of the
rape forums that I attended during rape
awareness week. Please let me preface this
article by saying that the women who spoke
at this forum deserve the utmost respect for
their courage and I am not trying to belittle
their message but I would like to present
some objections to the manner in which
some statements were addressed. A dominant theme of the forum was to emphasize
the fact that the issue of rape is one that
affects both genders. This was the theme,
yet undertones of prejudice agamst males
were clearly evident At one point, a male
RA made the comment that men should
get involved in the issue because a mother,
sister, or close female friend could be the
victim of rape. He furthered this comment
by saying that his personal response to the
hypothetical situation would be that he
would want to brutally retaliate against
the perpetrator. I felt that this comment
was said in a manner of protectiveness for
the women whom he cares about. However,
his words were twisted , and they received
the response of, "men may want to react m
this way, but you can't make the situation
better in that manner... you wouldonlymake
it worse." The men were asked for their
opinion but when it was g•ven it was not
only tWISted but rejected. What made me
irate was when the closmg remark by one
of the women in regards to the following
candle vigil, was, "I know that when we
walk out of this room all of the men are
going to leave ..: This wasacompletegeneralization and insinuation. The guys made
it as far as the forum, who are we to assume
thattheywould not attend the vigiP If you
want to get men involved in an issue which

already targets them as the perpetrator do how many spots there are for students and
not insult them, do not dismiss their opin- exactly how manypermitsareS())d Iwould
ions, and do not take away what little fa1th also like to know how much the price of
society puts in them. Rather, show them upkeep is per semester and why fihy dolsome encouragement and appreciation for lars per student is suddenly not enough to
whatever steps they have taken in regards cover it. Basically, what are the students
to preventing the problem of rape. We need getting for the original fifty and now an
to expand the dialogue between men and additional ten dollars, because tt's not more
women on this issue in order to have any parking spaces We, as consumers, deserve
to know these facts and figures. Icertamly
hope of resolving it.
wouldn't want to thinkjCU was ripping us
off. I pay over 14,000 dollars m tuition per
Sarah Flannery
year and I miss 30 mtnutes of that educaClass of 1999
tion every week JUSt circhng around the lot
only to leave it, park on the street, and pay
even more money for a ticket.
Parking still has
Are there any new proposals for a soluunanswered questions tion? Is the adminrstration really rrying or
are they JUSt saying they arel I have an idea
sell
only as many pcrmusastherearespots
1am responding not only to the parking
si tuauon commuters face daily, but also Sixty dollars would certainly be worth a
the article written in the September 19th guarantee.
issue. The article included several student
and faculty's opinions and assessments of Kelh Kearns
the problem but it did not include many Class of 1997
facts.
The Carroll News welcomes
As a senior living off campus with
letters to the editor, as it is
fnends, I am well aware I willfully took on
our way of knowing what you
the parking battle and was prepared to fight
like or dislike about the CN.
for a spot, legal or illegaL Even as a dorm
the campus or life in general.
resident I was well aware of the parking
We require that letters be
problem, (it's a cold walk from the science
submitted by noon Monday. in
building to East hall injanuary). Because
the CN office. to be eligible lor
the price of permits has been fifty dollars
publication. Letters can also
be submitted vta e -mail to
since my arrival at JCU in 1993, I did not
CNLETTERS · jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
question the price. This year, however. I
Letters will be accepted alter
went with my checkbook and to my shock
noon on Monday only if there is
had to write a sixty dollar check. I used to
additional space available. We
thmk fifty dollars was high for no guaranreserve the right to edit letters
tee of fmding a space, and now u's even
lor
clarity
or
space
more.
considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by
Th1s year I am questioning the money
your phone number.
and I would like facts. I want 10 know just

-
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HITS1886-1996
& misses

HIT: The parking lots weren't so overcrowded in 1886.
m I s s: Since neither the automobile nor the RTA nor
the Americab had been invented by 1886,srudenrs reached
the Plats only after walking six or seven hours. Those
hardy souls that completed the journey were then shocked
to discover that most of the mills and warehouses along
the river were still-mills and warehouses.

HIT: All work done on pen and paper-noneed to
master keyboarding, WordPerfect 6.0, Windows '95, voice
mall, Email, televisionpurnalism, radio broadcasting,
Internet ~urfing, or the fax machine.
m I s s: After mtsspelling "soliloquy" for the third time
on the f trst page of your sixteen-page handwritten
Shakespeare thesis, you start to miss the "delete" key.
HIT: Since most women were still embroidering their
petticoat hems or harassing the parlormaids at home,
visitation and escort policies within the dormitories were
probably much more relaxed.
mIss: Of course, finding a date for Homecoming was
nearly impossible.
HIT: Der Fuhrer wouldn't darken the world with his
existence for another three years, and no one had even
con eived of the hydrogen bomb except in hideous
nightmares. There was a lot less history to learn.
m I s s: Students usually spent those extra hours
slaving over obligatory Laun.

HI.T: There were no ordinances for bidding smoking
w1thm the campus buildings.
m I s s: In 1886, Sutowski, Dolan, Millar, East, CampiOn, O'Malley, and the Recplex, among other buildings,
hadn't been con tructed yet, so chances are you were
smoking outstde anyway.
HIT: Students of the late nineteenth century were more

-

familiar with the consumption that struck down half of
Dostoev ky's Rus ia, whether the Earl Marshall or the Lord
Chamberlain was h1ghcr in rank, and what was in that
gruel eaten by Scrooge and Oliver Twist and every other
character on every other page of Dickens' novels.
m I s s: That same gruel was probably the cafeteria's
specialty

HIT: Edison's Electric Light Co. hadn't worked out all
the bugs tn the mcandescent lightbulb yet, and nobody
mmded 1f you lit a candle ortwo m your dorm room.
m I s s: Smce the heating worked back then about as
well as n does today, one or two candles wasn't nearly
enough
HIT: The untversity bookstore provided students the
opportunity ro purchase textbooks and manuscripts
hardly ever found off-campus.
m I s s: The bookstore charged $75.00 for a used copy
of Wurhering Heights back then, roo.
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found in CIA's reputation

•Views/Editorial

The approaching weekend, although most likely rmny
and unseasonably cold, is one destined to be dogeared 1n the
chroniclesof]ohn Carroll history. It will be more than the
incredibly easy triumphofthe Blue Streaks over Marietta.
It will be more than the glittering revelry of the Homecoming Dance. With the Inauguration of our twenty-second
University President, Father Shea, we turn a new, shiningwhite page ofour history, wondering what the future has in
store for Carroll. And with the celebration of our llOth
anniversary, we cast a glance at our past, the footsteps
shufjling backwards towards a stmpler time, before love
beads and sit-ins, before the Charleston and bathtub gin,
before the O'Malley Center and the Breen Learning Center.
A time when)ohn Carroll Umversity was an tnfant institution of higher learning taking its first tottering sups upon
Ohio's cold north coast. A time when the classof1890 sat in
thefreshly-patnted classrooms of the Administration
Building and also wondered what the future had in store,
never dreaming that such a grand history was dest1 ned for
thetinyjesuit university, neverdreamtngthat nota moment of that history would pass without being recorded for
all postc_rity beneath the infamous headltne known as "Hits
and Misses."
Here now, a collection of Hits and Mis esspanning that
century plus:

OPINION

the Unued States; there wasn't enough ev1·
Los Angeles Time
de nee. Short ty rh erea f ter, my sou.rces re. tl
A series of articles in the San Jose Mer- me th. at th.e CIA
. d ec1 d.ed to termmate tts
cury News last month alleged rhatthe CIA relatto~s~tp wtth Alpuez. There was dewas somehow involved in a scheme to sell bate wtthm theagencyoverwhethenopay
crackcocainerolosAngelesstreetgangsin Alptrez money he was owe.d, and H was
.
the 1980s to finance the Contras in Nicara- deoded that he would be pat d.
gua. After it appeared, both Sen. Barbara
What dt? rheClA get out of thts unBoxer, D-Calif.,and Rep. Maxine Waters, D- happy relauonshtp? Fatrly substanual mlos Angeles, demanded an investigation telhgen~e on the Colomb1an drug canels.
and the Congressional Black Caucus de- !he Whlte House re.port found th~ttheC!A
rna nded, and got, a meeting with CIA Di- mtelhgence.-gat. hermg succe.sse
•. s m Gua.terector john M. Deutch.
rna la were at tlmes d ramauc mre ducmg
What'smost interestingabouttheseries, the flow. of 11legal -na~concs trafftckmg.
Was tt worth lt?.lts a tough, even gruehowever, is its implicit notion that imelligence agencies shouldn't have any truck some, calculus:. Paymg a nefan~us characwith the world's bad guys. It's an assump- ter for htsmtelhgenceon narcotics trafficktion that reveals how little some peopleseem mg and terronsm m the region, and, in the
to understand how the intelligence busiprocess, seemmg to condone torture and
ness ::~ctually works. The issue of whether murder there. There's no question that the
the CIA should be allowed to deal with CIA's hands weren't exactly clean.
The CIA, in short, has had a long and
disreputable, even immoral, characters
came to light recently: The CIA kept on its inglorious relationship with the world's bad
payroll a Guatemalan army colonel named guys. ~s that wrong? Sometimes, yes, but
julio Roberto Alpirez, who may have been somettmes,no.ln theaftermathof theGuainvolved in the 1990 murder of an Ameri- temalan affair, Deutch announced new
can and the 1992 torture-murder of a Gua- guidelines requ1ring case officers to inform
temalan rebel leader married to an Ameri- headquartersof any criminal actions or human-rights abuses by potential agents.
can.
The uproar in the United States wasenor- These guidelinesdon'tsay we should n'tdeal
mous. The CIA seemed to be covering up with, or hire, thugs; they merely codify the
heinous murders to protect one of its dan- procedures by which CIA management
destine sources. This was an unpleasant, decides whether a potential asset's wickedthorough] y tangled business, and seemed a ness is outweighed by the value of the in forclassic example of CIA perfidy. So what marion he might provide. That's a cold,
was the truth? The president's Intelligence "realpolitik" calculation, and there's nothOversight Board this summer issued a rare ing new about it
public report on the matter (normally, its
This ethical dilemma has long roiled the
findings are kept classified)
mg intelligence community: When is dealing
torderthemur- with unsavory individuals simply not
thatAlpirezproba
der of
erican nor was he present worthit?Anenormousamountoftimeand
mg the killing, but was involved in cov- energy is spent within the agency trying LO
ering it up. It found, further, that CIA offi- determine whether the people we're dealcials were not accomplices in the murder ing with abroad might do something that
But the report did find tllat the CIA pa d will come back to haunt us. py Jargorrfor
insufficient attention to allegations of hu- such repercussions is •blow-back," and it:S
man-rights abuses in Guatemala,and, most always part of an agency manager's calcuse
official terms, it failed to notify lation.
Congres p
Not keeping congressionaloversightcomml
" 11 andcurrentl y informed" is a violation
agency's statutory obligation. The report
concluded, though, that the ClA didn't intend to mislead Congress, it was just trying
to protect sources.
Yet, m October 1991, long before the
I am writing in response to one of the
whole tawdry affair became public knowledge, the CIA notified the justice Depart- rape forums that I attended during rape
ment of allegations that Alpirez was in- awareness week. Please let me preface this
volved in the death of an American.justice article bysayi ng that the women who spoke
ruled that Alpirez wasn't prosecutable in at this forum deserve the utmost respect for
thetr courage and I am not trying to belittle
their message but I would like to present
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Pinching pennies and personal growth
You're the president of an organization at Carroll, and
it's time to calculate your budget fort he upcoming school
year. After setting aside money for essenual maintenance of your organization, you estimate a budget of
$900. Not too much to ask for, you think. True, some
other groups need less money, but you know of other
organizations asking for a lot more money than you are.
So yoll turn in your budget to the
Student Union. Wh.at a surprise
Brian
when you finally receive your
Sparks
budget- $500. You've barely got
Staff Reporter
enough money to cover your
induction dance, mailing and one
or two activities You rry an
appeal, but that doesn't work
FTllstrated, yoll work to reallocate
Coovnentary
yollr fllnds, knowing your
acttvities this year will be very
limited.
Think you're alone in this ordealHhin k again. This
was a common trend among many other student
organizations. According to lisa Heckman, the SU
received $30,000 to distribute among th.e organizations
that were to recetve [unding. Each organization received
an average of about $900 (excluding those th.at didn't
turn in budgets). As a result of the limited money the SU
was given, some organizations are working with half the
funds they had.
The problem lies not with the SU, but with their
resources. Students and facuity selected an eight person
committee to distributer llnds. Th.ey met for 12 hours,
working to give each group its share. The result ,athough
not pleasing to all, was the best the committee could have
done. So why wasn't th.e SU allotted more money with
which to work? The answer is in th.e administration,
which grams funds.
The $30,000 the SU received is the eqllivalent of the
tutttOn of two students, an extremely small percentage of

the total student body. It is also th.e lowest of all jesutt
universities by at least $30,000, according to SU
president Doralice Tavalario. Let's say the funding was
raised to $I50,000.lt looks !Jke a stgnificam increase. But
it's still only the equivalent of ten students' tuitions. It
would not take a large chunk from the university's
income to easily satisfy th.e student organizations.
Th.ere are oth.er comparisons that I can make. for
instance dealing with the
Inauguration this weekend.
Yes, the Inauguration is
extremely Important for the
university. Bllt the cost for th.e
flowers alone is comparable to
the total budget of the SU. Isn't
the growth. of the swdem body
through involvement in
activities worth the same, if not a lot more, th.an the
decoration of the school grounds, considering the
flowers will probably be removed following the
Inauguration?
One of the first things I heard when I started school
h.ere is th.at I shollld get involved in activities. 1fallowed
this advice, and not only did I make a lot of new friends,
also learned a lot, and 1 believe Igre: as an individual
because of this. Most students wollld agree wholeheartedly with me. But if organizations don't h.aveenough
money to provide for all members, nllmbers will soon
drop. So much. for the personal growth.
While no doubt Carroll spends its income on many
worthwhile causes, it seems to be forgetting its own
students.![ it weren't for the students, the university
would have no reason to exist. Unless the administration
remembers its promise to give each student a complete
education and recognizes that membership in campus
groups i~ a significant part of this, our educational
process will come up one step short.

The fine art of complaining
It took me a while to think of a subject fo r th.is
commentary. 1placed myself in my favorite writing spot.

sitting on my bed, lying back against a soft pillow, pencil
and notebook in hand. The pressme was on I had to
come up with something witty,
something to make the reader see
h.ow intelligent, sharp and funny
Maria
1really am
Trivisonno
Of collrse, absolutely nothmg
Assistant
came to mind. In fact, 1couldn't
Features
concentrate at all. What on earth
Editor
possessed me to wnte a commentary [or the Homecommg issue of
the CN? Now not on! y will the
Commentary
students thmk my writing is
lame but my lack of creativity
wlll be exposed to the alumni- possibly future job
connections- as well. Why am I always in such difficult
positions) Why can I be socreattve when no one cares
but fail miserably when it matters so much.?
5o it was with these gloomy prospects over my head
that I decided ro write about something lam obviously
good at. COMPLAINING
1didn't always complain so much. l was always a
perfectionist, but actually voicing my concerns and
making vocal excuses for my fat lures did not begin until
the middle of h.tgh school. Suddenly I had a pb, about
f tve exuacurricular activities and about ftve too ma.ny
classes wtth homework. The stress was too much and I
cracked. My favorite phrases from then to the present
include the following
"I'm so tired. I stayed up so late last mgh.t" means some

professor had the nerve to either assign a paper or
schedule an exam forthe next day. "I have so mllch. crap
to do• means that once again I have procrastinated to the
point that it's impossible for me to ever catch up. My
personal favor.ite is "I jllSt wish I
was graduating this year,"
which signifies complete
insanity as seen in the desire to
enter th.e pb market earlier
than I have to rather than deal
with my sch.oolwork.
I wish Ididn't complain so
much; I wollld like to be a better
example to my fellow students.
Unfortunately, I am by far not
the only complainer on the
Carroll camplls. Actual! y, most of the people I know
complain just as much as !do. I am well aware that
people get sick and tired of hearing complaints, but I
propose that we now look at them in a d1fferent light.
Complamingshows that people care about their own
success and their work. lf they didn't, complaining
about how tough it can be to do it right would rna keno
sense. I applaud the person who can aim for perfection
withollt complaining but, really, how many people can
withstand the pressures we face at college without a few
cracks m the proverbial armor?
I also applaud those of you who have reached the end
of my commemary,even though I'm sure you only find
it interesting because it's not your homework. I can just
hear you: "If only teachers wouldn't make my due date
on Friday righr after the Carroll News come out.."

TheClA, we rend to forget,acts not for tts
own sa k e. b ut on beh. alf of a client, usually
t he prest d em. But ll a1so has to be enormously concerned aboutthe opmion of the
people who fund it, the Congress. So it
doesn't want to do something that might
undermine suppon on the HilL To assume
thatrheCIAturnsablindeyetothemalfeasance of its foreign assets is naive.
Thequeasmessthat so many Americans
have about having foreign bad guys on the
CIA's payroll is understandable, but it's inconsistent. No one objects when the FBI
pays Mafta mformantsgenerously forleads,
and the less said about the Drug EnforcementAgency's informams, the better. In the
intelligence business, you need the help of
other criminals to catch criminals.
Wherethemoralityof dealing with dirty
characters becomes maddeningly difficult
is in the realm not of pure espionage, or
intelligence-gathering, but clandestine activit y,orcovertaction, which actually takes
up less than 5 percent of the CIA's budget.
Here you have to be extremely careful with

whom you're dealmg: You don't want to
overthrow a government of thugs only ro
replace it with a government of even bigger
thugs.
In today's world, you have to weigh the
moral implications, size up the potential
damage to U.S. prestige and toourabilityto
pushcrediblyforhumanrightsaroundthe
world. And there are even more pragmatic
consideratiOns, Take the CIA's massive secret war in Afghanistan, the agency's biggest cover operation si nee Vietnam. where
itspemsome$10bilhonarmingandtraining the "moujahedeen• to fight the Soviets.
We threw support behind not those we
found to be most morally upright, but behind the fiercest warlords,thefanatics, who
hated America only slightly less than they
hated Russ1a As a result, we ended up training Islamic fundamentalists in the art of
war, and the blow-back from this, the bombing of the World Trade Center and other
acts of terrorism inflicted on the West,
hasn't stopped. Sometimes, 1he enemy of
my enemy ts my enemy, too.

From around the nation_.
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iews/ Letters to the editor

Rape seminar1mfairly
bashes men

already targets them as the perpetrator do
not insult them, do not dismiss their opinions,and do not take away what little faith
society puts in them. Rather, show them
some encouragement and appreciation for
whatever steps they have taken 1n regards
to preventing the problem of rape. We need
LO expand the dialogue between men and
women on this issue in order to have any
hope of resolving it.
Sarah Flannery
Class of 1999

Parking still has
unanswered questions

how many spots there are for students and
exactly how many permttsaresold. I would
also like to know how much the price of
upkeep is per semester and why fifty dollars per student is suddenly not enough to
cover it. Basically, what are the students
getting for the ongmal fifty and now an
additional ten dollars. because tt's not more
parking spaces. We, as consumers, deserve
to know these facts and figures. I certaml y
wouldn't want tothinkjCU wasnpping us
off 1pay over 14,000 dollars in tuition per
year and I miss 30 minutes of that education every week just circling around the lot
only to leave it, park on the street, and pay
even more money for a ticket.
Are there any new proposals for a solution? Is the admi n tsuauon really trymg or
are they JUSt say1ng they are? l have an idea:
sell only as rna ny permitS as there are spots.
Sixty dollars would certainly be worth a
guarantee.

I am respondmg not onl)'tO the parking
situation commuters face daily, but also
the article written in the September 19th
issue. The article included several student
and faculty's opinions and assessments of Kelli Kearns
the problem but it did not include many Class of 1997
facts.
The C.1rro/l News welcomes
As a senior living off campus with
letters to the editor. as it is
friends, 1am well aware l willfully took on
our way of knowing what you
the parking battle and was prepared tofight
like or dislike about the CN.
for a spot, legal or illegal. Even as a dorm
the campus or life in general.
resident I was well aware of the parking
We require that letters be
problem, (it's a cold walk from the science
submitted by noon Monday. in
building to East hall in january} Because
the CNoffice. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also
the price of permtts has been fifty dollars
be submitted via e-mail to
smce my arrival at jCU in 1993, I did not
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu . edu .
quest ton the price. This year, however, 1
Letters will he accepted after
went with my checkbook and to my shock
noon on Monday only if there is
had to write a sixty dollar check. I used to
additional sp<Jce <Jvailahle. We
thmk fifty dollars was high for no guaranreserve the right to edit letters
tee of finding a space, and now it's even
for
clarity
or
space
considerations. letters must
more.
be signed and <Jccomp<Jnied by
This year I am questionmg the money
your phone number .
and I would like facts. I want to know just

-

Market Place

The Car.r oll News
Help Wanted. Free T-Shirt +
$1000.
Credit Card
fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities, & groups. Any
campus organization can
raise up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00 I VISA
application. Call1-800-9320528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers will receive a free tshirt.
Hundreds of students are
earning free spring break
trips and money! Sell 8 trips
andgofreel BahamasCruise
$279, Cancun and Jamaica
$399, Panama City/Daytona
$1191
Contact us at
www .springbreaktravel .com
or call 1-800-678-6386.

SITTERS NEEDED
Now Hiring: reliable, in-home
babysitter to take care of a
happy 4-month old during

per week (weekdays only).
Mom and Dad both work at
home located ten minutes
from campus. Good pay plus
side benefits (laundry and
lunch!). Call Michelles or
Rick at 321-7574.
Young medical professional
couple with two children
needs babysitter for regular
weekend hours. We live
close to JCU. Competitive
wage. Call 321-2723.

.
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Sara at 991-1608.

Custom color cover pages
and overheads!!!
Use
ourprofessional scanners to
customize your next cover
page for a research paper,
overhead presentation, or for
any other of your scholastic
or personal needs. $12/
page, discounts available-2
or more pages; quality paper,
overheads, and assistance
included FREE of charge.
Call382-5840.
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Seeking above-average
child care for our 3 wonderful
children, ages 2, 3, and 5.
Our home is within walking 50 people needed that are
distance of JCU . Thursdays serious about losing weight.
12 noon to 6 p.m. Call Chris Lose up to 30 pounds. 30at 381-7584.
day money back guarantee.
All natural.
Doctor
Couple living in Shaker recommended. Call 356Heights seeks JCU student 4706.
on Tuesday or Thursday
morning or afternoon this Looking for a fun job. Come
semester to care for 10 work for the Carroll News.
month old child. Call Eric or We offer everyone an equal

210700 North Peril ...........,
llnr-.lty
c.- 44118

opportunity to have fun and
learn how to run a
newspaper. Call 397 1711
for any information orget on
Cyberspace and Email us at
CarroiiNews@jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
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Ugh.

IVIlhhh.
usssss.
dahh.
blah......blah
blah blah

Mountain Bike frame for sale.
Aluminum 7077frame. Black
18inch. Noteventwoweeks
old. Headset, stem. $200.
Other parts available. Call
397 5267 for info.

1-mvn, it
seems your
brain froze.

P E R S 0 N A L · S,
Julie Pinsker: Look, you're in
the newspaper.

Revive it.
Join the
Carroll News.

Frances: Don'tyouthinkthat
waitress is arrogant??????

•

Melissa: Enjoy those blue
M&M's!
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INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
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STUDEIT UEDIT SERVICES

P.0. Box 2200115
lku.n1000. fl 33022
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Want VISA & MasterCard Credit -Cards?

Guaranteed S10.000 In Credit!
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